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Background
The randomised controlled trial (RCT) is the 
most powerful research tool for evaluating health
technologies. However, for most therapeutic
activities with the NHS, reliable information 
from RCTs is not available.

Objectives

• To assemble and classify a comprehensive
bibliography of factors limiting the quality,
number and progress of RCTs.

• To collate and report the findings, identifying
areas where firm conclusions can be drawn, 
and identifying areas where further research 
is required.

Methods

A systematic review of the literature was
undertaken, covering the period 1986–96. 
The scope of the review was too broad to be
comprehensive in all of the areas covered, rather 
it attempted to cover the diversity of factors 
limiting the quality, number and progress 
of RCTs.

The issues considered were those of design,
barriers to participation, conduct and structure,
analysis, reporting and costs.

Results and recommendations 
for practice
Design
Following a systematic review of existing evidence, 
a well-formulated question should be developed,
specifying participants, interventions and out-
comes. Wide patient eligibility criteria are gen-
erally preferred to give representativeness and
good recruitment rates. However, a more homo-
geneous group may be preferable when evaluating
expensive or hazardous interventions. Outcome
measures need to be clinically and socially relevant,
well-defined, valid, reliable, sensitive to important
change and measured at appropriate times. There

is evidence that the use of intermediate or
surrogate outcomes has been misleading.

The most frequent choice of study design is
between a parallel group or a crossover design.
Simultaneous investigations of two or more
treatments are efficiently approached by using 
a factorial design. Simple parallel group designs
with fixed sample sizes are most common but 
other designs should be considered.

Protection from selection bias is provided by 
secure random allocation, using telephone- or
computer-based randomisation, and by analysis
based on the groups as allocated, thus ensuring
that groups being compared differ only by chance.
Performance bias can be minimised by blinding
treatments (when possible) and by employing
clearly described treatment policies. Detection 
bias may be avoided by blind outcome assessment
and attrition bias by ensuring follow-up of all
patients randomised.

Pre-study sample size calculations should always 
be made and funding bodies, independent pro-
tocol review bodies and journal editors should 
all demand them. A sensitivity analysis should be
considered, with indicative estimates rather than
unrealistically precise numbers. Small trials 
should be reported as hypothesis forming.

Barriers to participation
Barriers to clinician participation include: time
constraints, lack of staff and training, concern
about the impact on doctor–patient relationships,
concern for patients, loss of professional autono-
my, difficulty with consent procedures, lack of
reward and recognition, and an insufficiently
interesting question.

Barriers to patient participation include: additional
demands of the trial, patient preferences, concern
caused by uncertainty and concerns about
information and consent.

To overcome barriers to clinician recruitment, 
a trial should address an important research
question and the protocol and data collection
should be as straightforward as possible, with
demands on clinicians and patients kept to a

Executive summary
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minimum. Dedicated research staff may be
required to support clinical staff and patients. 
The recruitment aspects of an RCT should be
carefully planned and piloted.

Conduct and structure
Many trials fail to start, mainly because of lack 
of funding or logistical problems. Of those that
start, half have recruitment difficulties, leading 
to abandonment or reduced size and, hence, loss 
of statistical power. Recruitment problems may be
reduced by piloting, using multiple recruitment
strategies, making contingency plans in case
recruitment is slow, and using recruitment
coordinators. None of these approaches has 
been rigorously evaluated.

Inadequate compliance with the study protocol 
can lead to false-negative or false-positive results.
Some assessment of compliance (clinician and
participant) should be made but may be difficult 
to measure.

Quality control is important but too much may
make RCTs prohibitively expensive and hinder
recruitment. Trials need good organisational and
administrative bases but there is little research
evaluating the optimal structure. The precise 
roles of steering committees and data monitoring
committees have been poorly evaluated. There 
is concern about bias in the design, conduct,
analysis and reporting of commercially sponsored
trials, and independent monitoring should 
be considered.

Analysis
Intention-to-treat analysis is the method of choice
to provide an unbiased estimate of treatment
effects. In studies where the aims are more explan-
atory than pragmatic, consideration should be
given to reporting analysis by treatment received 
as well as intention-to-treat.

Study protocols should identify a predetermined
primary outcome supplemented by secondary
outcomes and a clear statistical plan. Any subgroup
analyses that are proposed as hypothesis testing
should be specified in the protocol and the study
must be of sufficient size to detect such an inter-
action. All other subgroup analyses should be
considered as hypothesis-generating.

Reporting
The introduction of the Consolidation of 
Standards for Reporting Trials (CONSORT)
guidelines should improve reporting of RCTs.
Conclusions should be supported by the data
presented. About 10% of trials remain un-
published while many others are only published 
in conference proceedings, particularly if they 
are small and show non-significant treatment
effects: prospective registration of all RCTs is
recommended. Multiple publication of a study 
is also a problem for studies showing 
significant results.

Costs
Economic evaluations are reported in few RCTs,
possibly because of difficulties in conducting 
such evaluations and the lack of generalisability
from one healthcare context to another. Some
components of an economic analysis are subject 
to uncertainty; statistical tests and confidence
intervals should, therefore, be used.

There has been little research into trial costs 
but costs of caring for patients in RCTs may 
be perceived as an unaffordable new service,
delaying or preventing recruitment at some
participating centres.

Conclusions

The evidence available to guide many aspects of the
design, conduct and analysis of RCTs is not always
being applied.

Recommendations for 
research

Further research is required, particularly in
relation to: 

• problems being experienced and solutions
employed in current RCTs

• the optimum structure, staffing and 
organisation for the conduct of large and 
small trials

• the factors which influence the participation 
of clinicians and patients in trials.

Executive summary
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Background
The randomised controlled trial (RCT) is widely
accepted as the most powerful research method 
for evaluating health technologies. Its principal
strength is that it minimises bias (the risk of being
misled by systematic errors). Protection from
selection bias is provided by random allocation 
to alternative technologies and analyses based on
the groups as allocated, thereby ensuring that the
groups being compared differ only by chance.
Ascertainment bias can be avoided by arranging
that the outcome is assessed in ignorance of the
treatment allocated, and co-intervention bias
minimised by blinding treatments (where possible)
and by employing clearly described treatment
policies, which should be identical for each 
group apart from the intervention under
examination in the RCT.

These principles are now widely recognised 
and understood both by those responsible for
decisions about policy and practice, and by 
clinical and health service researchers. Decision
makers within the NHS are increasingly looking 
to evidence from RCTs, for example, through 
the Cochrane Collaboration and NHS Centre 
for Reviews and Dissemination. Many funding
agencies now expect that the research methodology
for comparing approaches to care should be an
RCT unless there is a very good reason to justify 
an alternative approach. Furthermore, systematic
searching for controlled trials using electronic
bibliographies and handsearching of key journals 
is making it possible to describe the ‘epidemiology’
of RCTs; tens of thousands have been identified
across most areas of health care.

Why then is reliable information from RCTs not
currently available for most therapeutic activities
within the NHS?

In part, the answers must lie with the failure, 
until recently, of healthcare systems to provide 
up-to-date systematic reviews of evidence. It will 
be some years before that situation changes.
However, the answers also relate to the design,
conduct and analysis of RCTs, and to professional
and public perceptions of the place of research
within the NHS.

Commonly, trials have failed to address questions
which are of current importance to the health
service. There are a number of reasons for this.
The first is that technological developments may
make the subject of a trial irrelevant. Inevitably, 
a major treatment advance may mean that the
results of an RCT assessing a previous treatment
modality are no longer seen as useful. Also, the
choice of comparison in many trials has been
dictated by the vested interests of both funders
(commercial companies and charities) and power
groups within the research community. Second,
generalisability may be limited by the choice of
participants, sometimes so tightly defined that 
the results have little relevance in practice. 
End-points are often intermediate or surrogate,
and important to researchers rather than 
to patients.

Almost invariably, RCTs are too small to allow
reliable identification of the sizes of effect that
might plausibly be expected. Where there are 
no clear differences, the estimates of treatment
effect are usually so imprecise that it is impossible
to rule out a clinically important difference
between the managements being compared. 
There is, therefore, a high risk of type II statistical
errors, that is, the false conclusion that there is 
no difference when one does exist. Furthermore,
true differences may also be widely distorted in
small trials as only large estimates reach ‘statistical
significance’. Although pooling of data in a meta-
analysis may sometimes resolve this problem, it
needs to be carried out with great care, is labour
intensive, and its findings may be distorted by
publication bias, inadequate reporting of methods
in published trials, insecure random allocation,1

large losses to follow-up, and failure to base
analyses on groups as allocated (intention-
to-treat, ITT).

Original objectives

The original objectives of this review were specified
as follows:

(i) to assemble a comprehensive bibliography
reporting factors limiting the number, 
progress or quality of RCTs

Chapter 1
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(ii) to classify the bibliography as to the factors
identified and the strength of information 
it provides about these factors

(iii) to undertake an in-depth analysis of factors
associated with successful RCTs in three 
target areas: vertebral fractures and hip
fractures, neurology and neurosurgery, 
and perinatal medicine

(iv) to collate and report the findings with
particular reference to application in the 
NHS, identifying those areas where firm
conclusions can be drawn and those where
further research is required.

Before commencing the review we were unsure 
of the volume and quality of the literature which
would be identified in meeting these aims. In
preparing the protocol, it was decided that the
approach would be systematic rather than neces-
sarily comprehensive; thus, the decision on the
final inclusion criteria would be reached in an
iterative manner as the search progressed.
Definitely included would be any RCTs comparing
approaches to trial design, conduct, analysis or
reporting. Other articles such as surveys or case
studies of RCTs would, however, be read and
categorised for relevance. If the literature were 
very large, then the number of included articles
would be culled by focusing on those which were
most relevant and most recent. The details of 
this process are described in chapter 2.

The search was based on a preliminary list of
factors which might limit the quality, number, 
and progress of controlled trials in the NHS. 
These factors were as follows.

Barriers to patient participation
• Poor quality information for potential participants
• Suboptimal consent procedures
• Lack of awareness among those approached 

of the balance of risks and benefits
• Unwillingness to accept, or inability to cope 

with, uncertainty.

Barriers to clinician participation
• Pressures of time
• Perceived need for extra resources
• Unwillingness to admit uncertainty
• Belief that admission of uncertainty is not in 

the patients’ best interests 
• Fear of medico-legal problems
• Cumbersome ethics committee procedures
• Perceived lack of rewards and recognition 

for participation
• Competitive rather than collaborative view of

medical research.

Other obstacles to trials
• Double standards in consent procedures:

arrangements may differ inside and outside 
a trial

• Technology creep and the difficulty of 
timing trials

• Cumbersome commissioning procedures
delaying a trial for so long that the window of
opportunity (time of uncertainty) has closed

• Relatively high cost of RCTs
• Imbalance of funds available leading to 

selection of trials biased towards drugs
• Methodological issues around learning, skill 

and timing, particularly for technologies
• Pressure to introduce new technologies 

before proper evaluation
• Interference from other research projects,

especially other trials (difficulties of
participation in more than one trial)

• Recent NHS changes
• Service costs.

Poor design
• Unnecessary duplication (inadequate prior

review of previous research)
• Over-elaborate design
• Rigidity caused by ‘laboratory mentality’
• Restrictive trial entry leading to poor

generalisability
• Insufficient ambition
• Unimportant questions (‘me-too’ trials)
• Inappropriate choice of outcomes
• Inadequate timescale
• Restricted group of participating practitioners.

Poor conduct
• No proper infrastructure
• Lack of understanding of trial organisation
• Failure to complete trial
• Failure to report trial findings, leading to

publication bias
• Failure to stop a trial that is no longer necessary

or which will not be useful
• Insecure randomisation
• Biased losses to follow-up
• Poor assessment of outcome
• Insufficient sample size leading to risk 

of type II errors or exaggeration of 
true differences.

Poor analysis
• Inappropriate comparison groups: failure 

to use ITT analyses
• Poorly conducted interim analyses
• Multiple end-points
• Multiple analyses of same end-point
• Lenient choice of level of significance
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• Overemphasis on subgroup analyses
• Inappropriate statistical methods.

Poor reporting
• Failure to describe procedures in a generally

accepted manner
• Failure to report confidence intervals (CIs) –

type II errors
• Inappropriate conclusions
• Failure to put results in the context of other

research.

Reasons for modifying objectives

Objective (iii) was revised to a much smaller 
scale, mainly because it became apparent that
meeting objectives (i), (ii) and (iv) would occupy
the group fully if any useful outcome was to emerge
from objectives (i) and (ii). At first, it was agreed
that the highest priority should be given to identi-
fying and analysing methodological studies which
provided rigorous evidence about how the design,
conduct, analysis and reporting of RCTs affects
their number, quality and progress. It was initially
estimated that this might take up about half the
allocated resource, and plans were made as to 
how objective (iii) might be met. As searching
proceeded, it became apparent that reviewing
factors limiting number, quality and progress of
RCTs would occupy the group fully. Furthermore,
only limited good quality data appeared likely to
emerge from the published literature on the list 
of trial characteristics implied by our list of hypoth-
eses, making it difficult to define the components
of a successful trial. Thus, although unsuccessful
trials would be difficult to identify, three possible
methods were considered. First, trials included 
in the Cochrane Collaboration specialised trial
registers but excluded from systematic reviews
might be examined. Second, it might be possible 
to examine trials approved by ethics committees
but not subsequently published, although this 
had been done before.2,3 Third, principal investi-
gators of sampled successful trials might be asked
to nominate the unsuccessful trial known to them
that most clearly resembled their successful trial,
and the nominated unsuccessful and successful
trials would then be compared.

The second and third of these options, it was
decided, would involve substantial new research 
for which the available resources would not be
adequate. Two existing specialised trial registers,
however, were explored to identify the reasons 
why trials were excluded from systematic reviews.
Also, one issue which prevented trials from being

included in systematic reviews was examined in
detail, namely surrogate outcomes; these data 
have been brought together in appendix 2.

Levels of evidence

In this study, the levels of evidence are stated in 
the individual sections, in relation to the recom-
mendations made. This approach, rather than
classification into rigid categories, was used because
of the variety of types of evidence which can occur
in this particular review. Unlike reviews of clinical
effectiveness, such as those published in the
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, where
the primary studies can be assessed according to
pre-determined criteria, information relevant to
this systematic review might come from primary
research on trial methodology, from primary
research on treatment (with information on trial
methodology being secondary), from secondary
research on trial methodology, from systematic
reviews of treatment, or from articles which are
primarily educational. Although the evidence-
based approach is supported whenever possible,
there are areas covered by this review where 
good practice is based on logic rather than
evidence. An example would be the use of CIs 
in reporting the results of RCTs. Nevertheless, 
in our presentation of the evidence there will 
be an informal hierarchy, with evidence from 
RCTs or trials of methodology potentially giving 
the strongest evidence. Evidence derived from
observational studies and surveys of trials or 
trialists occupies the next level. The lowest level 
is evidence derived from individual descriptions 
of identified problems and how they were dealt
with. Within review articles, those with an explicit
systematic methodological strategy will always 
be considered potentially stronger than non-
systematic reviews.

Structure of this report

The strategies for identification and registration of
studies, and the results of the search are discussed
in chapter 2 of this report. Issues relating to the
design of RCTs, barriers to undertaking RCTs and
problems in the conduct of RCTs are described in
chapters 3–5. The analysis, reporting and costs of
RCTs are described in chapters 6–8. The main
recommendations arising from the review are
presented separately for practice and research in
chapters 9 and 10. Finally, a critique of the study is
presented in chapter 11. To simplify presentation,
each chapter has its own reference list.
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Introduction
The general methods used in the review are
described here. Additional details, specific to 
each chapter, are given subsequently. A description
of some of the general principles of searching the
literature (especially electronic databases) is
followed by a description of the methods and
sources used to obtain and assess the literature
relevant to this review. Quality control measures 
are outlined, as are practical problems that were
encountered with the conduct of the review.

Given the broad scope of the review, a decision 
was made to be systematic rather than necessarily
comprehensive. For example, although the aim 
was to identify as many factors as possible that 
limit the number, quality, and progress of RCTs,
that did not necessarily mean identifying all articles
dealing with one specific limiting factor. This had
implications for the search and ascertainment of
the literature, and the final inclusion criteria 
were reached in an iterative manner as the 
search progressed.

Searching the literature

It is generally recognised that literature reviews
should draw on relevant material from a variety 
of sources. The most commonly used sources are
electronic databases, bibliographies within identi-
fied papers, and handsearches of key journals. 
In some contexts, such as reviews of effectiveness, 
it is important to identify unpublished material 
in order to reduce publication bias. This was
considered impractical for this review (systematic
searching of unpublished data would have 
required a survey of all known trialists) and 
so was not attempted.

Principles of searching 
electronic databases
Many bibliographic databases contain a 
controlled indexing vocabulary with keywords 
to enable efficient searches. Keywords are terms
that describe the content of an article although 
not necessarily appearing in the title or body of 
the article. An experienced indexer has to read 
an article, understand the content and then 

assign the appropriate keyword. This process
requires indexers to have knowledge of the 
topic covered in the article. For databases like
MEDLINE, which contains articles from more 
than 3500 journals, the workload for indexers 
is very high and mistakes during the process 
are inevitable. Although initiatives like the
MEDLINE Enhancement Project of the Cochrane
Collaboration help re-index articles, the quality 
of indexing in most bibliographic databases is 
often poor.

Index words can be sorted or structured in a
hierarchy to enable easier use. The resulting
thesaurus requires the user to know the index
terms as well as the structure of the thesaurus.
Additions or changes to the thesaurus can cause
problems in the conduct of systematic reviews. 
The indexing of similar articles may change 
over time so that some index terms may not cover
the whole database. For example, the publication
type ‘controlled clinical trials’ was added to
MEDLINE in January 1996. Therefore, although
some attempt has been made to re-index earlier
articles, only a small proportion of the articles 
that were sought in this study had been indexed
using this term.

Another way of searching for relevant articles 
is to use text search facilities. A term can be
searched for in fields such as the title, abstract 
or journal. This method is particularly useful 
in combination with a keyword search to over-
come indexing problems. For this study, a text 
word search was essential in the identification 
of articles describing problems with trials, not
necessarily trials themselves. Text word searches
offer great flexibility through the use of trun-
cations, sometimes called ‘wildcards’, like ‘*’. For
example, the term ‘random*’ will retrieve articles
with any of the following terms in them: ‘random’,
‘randomised’, ‘randomized’, ‘random-allocation’.
Different published versions of bibliographic
databases (such as the SilverPlatter or Ovid 
versions of MEDLINE) offer additional text
operators with which the distance between 
two text words can be specified. For example, 
Ovid provides an ‘adj n’ operator which only
retrieves references with two text words in the
proximity of ‘n’ words.

Chapter 2

Methodology of the review
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Synonyms and homonyms constitute the biggest
problems in text word searches. Synonyms are
words with similar meaning like ‘difficulty’, ‘issue’,
or ‘problem’. All synonyms of a word should be
included in the text search strategy to ensure a
sensitive retrieval. Homonyms are words with the
same spelling but different meaning. For example,
‘drop-out’ does not only refer to patients who leave
a study prematurely but also to students dropping
out of school. If possible, homonyms should be
combined with other text words or keywords to
narrow their meaning and avoid ambiguity.

Selection of databases and 
time limits

It was initially decided to search six relevant
bibliographic databases. However, in a pilot 
search, it was found that Sociofile and PsycLIT 
(two databases covering psychological and
sociological aspects of health) did not yield
sufficient numbers of new relevant articles. In
addition, there was not enough time to search 
one database fully (SCI SEARCH), although it was
used to identify a few references that cited other
key references that had been found using other
methods. Details of the three electronic databases
that were searched and the periods covered are
summarised in Table 1. Database searches were
limited to the period 1986–April 1996, following
the iterative piloting described below.

Development of search strategies
For the electronic sources, specific search 
strategies were developed by one reseacher (SK) 
as each used different index terms. The database-
specific searches are presented in appendix 1.

The total number of references retrieved
electronically was 9732.

MEDLINE
Because of the very large number of references
retrieved in an initial search on MEDLINE, it was

decided to split the 10-year search period into two
blocks of 5 years. For the period 1992–96 inclusive,
a complex and comprehensive search strategy 
was used. Initially, the optimal MEDLINE search
strategy developed for the Cochrane Collaboration
to identify controlled clinical trials was used (see
appendix 1). However, when this was combined
with the 40 MeSH keywords (medical subject head-
ings) relevant to this review, 66,000 references were
obtained for the period in question. This number
was clearly unmanageable and so the Cochrane
strategy was modified to have a narrower focus 
on controlled trials by restricting it to the first 
two sections (down to step 19 in the strategy shown
in appendix 1) and removing the MeSH term
‘research design’. The new search consisted of
three parts: a modified Cochrane search strategy 
to identify controlled trials; a keyword search
combined with appropriate textwords to identify
trials of study methodology; and an extensive
textword search to retrieve references describing
problems in the design, conduct, analysis or costs
of a trial. This strategy yielded 7747 references.

For the period 1986–91, a limited search focused
on papers describing trials or comparisons of trial
designs and excluded many textwords describing
problems. This search yielded 417 references.

It was noted that the continuous updates with new 
or re-indexed articles in MEDLINE made search
strategies almost impossible to reproduce. The final
version of our strategy in MEDLINE was used in
April 1996. In May 1996 the database was upgraded,
the 5-year blocks changed, and some articles were 
re-indexed. Within a month it was not possible to
reproduce the data set retrieved for this review.

EMBASE
Since there is a large overlap in journals between
EMBASE and MEDLINE, it was decided to limit 
the search to focus on review articles, trials of
methodology and reviews of problems with RCTs.
The number of keywords was limited and text
words were used to focus the search. A total of 
863 references were retrieved from EMBASE.

Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health
Literature (CINAHL)
For CINAHL a comprehensive search strategy,
similar to that used for MEDLINE, was used.
CINAHL contains keywords similar to MeSH
headings which made it easy to use the previously
developed search. Nevertheless, the search had 
to be slightly modified to allow the incorporation 
of terms that are unavailable on MEDLINE. The
CINAHL search yielded a total of 705 references.

TABLE 1  Electronic reference sources

Bibliographic Period covered Retrieval
software database

MEDLINE 1986–March 1996 Ovid v.3 rel. 6.1 
(networked)

EMBASE 1986–April 1996 BIDS

CINAHL 1986–March 1996 SilverPlatter
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Handsearching

The intention, in the original grant proposal, 
was to handsearch three major journals: Controlled
Clinical Trials, Statistics in Medicine, and Clinical
Trials and Meta-analysis from 1986 to 1996; how-
ever, this was not possible because of logistic and
financial difficulties. Two journals (Controlled
Clinical Trials and Clinical Trials and Meta-analysis)
were not available in Scotland. One possible way 
of overcoming this problem would have been to
hire an experienced handsearcher to undertake
this work at the British Library in Boston Spa, but
resources were insufficient. However, the tables of
contents of all volumes of Controlled Clinical Trials
(kindly provided by Professor Stuart Pocock,
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine)
were scanned for the years 1989–96. Statistics in
Medicine proved to be less relevant to the project, 
as expected; most articles described statistical
theory rather than practical problems in the
analysis of trials.

Other methods of identifying
articles

When each chapter of this review was written,
further relevant articles were found by reviewing
the bibliographies of included articles and from 
the personal knowledge of the authors.

Handling of references

All retrieved articles were downloaded from 
the electronic databases into the bibliographic
management software, Reference Manager©. 
The package assigned a unique identifier to 
each reference which was later used to retrieve
relevant articles. The source of the reference was
also added to the bibliographic information.

Assessment of references
Following downloading into Reference Manager,
an initial screening of references was undertaken
by one research assistant (IRC). Titles, keywords
and abstracts of all references were assessed and
classified into ‘possibly relevant’ or ‘irrelevant’. 
A sample of 500 references was assessed by a 
second research assistant (SK) and there was total
agreement on the exclusion of articles initially
classed as irrelevant. Irrelevant references were
deleted. All 1690 ‘possibly relevant’ references were
downloaded into the program Access (© Microsoft
Corporation) and copies of the original articles
sought so that they could be read in full.

Some articles were unavailable within the time
frame of the project. In addition, because of the
costs of inter-library loans, it was decided not to
order any single-page letters or comments that 
were not available locally. Other articles were not
requested if the abstract indicated that it would
provide, at best, low-level evidence about a topic
already extensively covered. At this point, it was 
also decided to exclude 44 non-English language
articles as translation would not have been
affordable. A total of 480 ‘possibly relevant’ 
articles were not obtained.

Full text articles were read and, if the articles 
were relevant, the information from them was
extracted into a coding form (see appendix 1); 
this summarised the problem area, study
methodology (primary research, reviews, other
articles), subject area, intervention type, clinical
activity (prevention, treatment, screening, or
diagnosis), and setting (hospital, general practice,
or community). Owing to time constraints, letters
or short news items were not coded in full and 
only their titles were entered into the database.

Each full text article was assessed for its relevance
in the eight different categories of the review by
one of two reviewers (IRC, SK). The categories and
the number of articles in each are listed in Table 2.
Multiple entries for an article were possible because
articles could cover several aspects relevant to the
review. A numerical scoring system was developed
that classified each article into highly relevant (3),
relevant (2), borderline relevant (1), and irrele-
vant (0) for each area of the review. Some articles,
despite having promising titles and abstracts,
turned out to be of poor content and/or quality
and were discarded as irrelevant. Both reviewers
read and assessed those questionable articles. 
This procedure ensured that no possibly relevant
article was discarded without double-checking. In
addition, certain articles thought to be particularly
important were tagged ‘key article’. Once the
review process was complete, one author (RP) 
went through the 185 ‘key articles’ to ensure that
they had been included in the report and any that
were missing were reviewed once again to check
whether they should be included.

A total of 638 articles were given a relevance score
of 2 or 3 in at least one category. Not surprisingly,
there was a significant overlap between categories
such as design and conduct.

Within each of the eight problem areas, additional
keywords were assigned to allow more specific
retrieval at the time of synthesis (see appendix 1).
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Synthesis

The retrieval and synthesis strategy for each
problem area is described at the beginning 
of the relevant chapter.

Problems

A number of logistic and technical problems were
encountered during the course of the project.

Problems with electronic databases
In this review a different syntax had to be used 
for each database because different publishers 
of bibliographic databases use different syntaxes.
This requires additional time and knowledge of 
the different systems to ‘translate’ search strategy. 
A common basic syntax across the medical inform-
ation industry would facilitate systematic review.

The network version of MEDLINE available 
was not able to save search strategies and this
significantly increased the amount of time spent
developing and implementing searches. Searchers
proposing to use a network should ascertain the
availability of a search-saving facility before
committing to the network.

Reference Manager is a bibliographic package 
and had limitations in handling complex data
relationships. The version used here had difficulty
in identifying duplicate downloads if they came
from different databases.

Inter-library loans
Unexpected costs were encountered for inter-
library loans. Many higher education institutions
subsidise their real costs but the advent of the
systematic review has caused some to reconsider
that policy. In designing a systematic review,
researchers should not assume that any usual
library subsidy will be available.

TABLE 2  Number of articles assessed with relevance level by
category (possible multiple responses)

Relevance Number 
level in category

Design 0 422
1 70
2 132
3 154

Analysis 0 657
1 37
2 49
3 35

Costing 0 732
1 22
2 17
3 7

Other obstacles 0 711
1 18
2 30
3 19

Clinician participation 0 646
1 22
2 51
3 59

Patient participation 0 554
1 35
2 85
3 104

Reporting 0 666
1 14
2 34
3 64

Conduct 0 498
1 53
2 102
3 125
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Methods
For most of the sections within this chapter, a set of
relevant study keywords was identified, and a list of
articles prepared, subdivided by the relevance score
(0–3) for design. The keywords used for the areas
covered in this chapter were as specified below:

• Randomisation – randomisation
• Choice of patient and clinical population –

characteristics, eligibility criteria, result
generalisability, experience

• Relevance of the research question – inappro-
priate comparison (plus articles obtained from
reading undertaken under other headings)

• Type of trial design – rigid design, over-
elaborate, washout, trial type (plus many 
articles obtained from reading undertaken
under other headings)

• Sample size – sample size
• Use of a run-in period – run-in
• Trial outcome – outcome assessment, inappro-

priate outcomes, inappropriate end-points
• Timescale – timescale
• Practical aspects of trial design – protocol.

In most of the areas covered, all positively scoring
articles were read in full. For the keywords
‘eligibility criteria’, ‘randomisation’ and ‘sample
size’, with 29, 38 and 40 articles, respectively,
scoring three, only these high-scoring articles were
routinely read in full. For articles scoring one or
two in these areas, abstracts were scanned and any
appearing to cover aspects not previously
encountered were also read in full.

Randomisation

Randomisation is generally regarded as the sine qua
non for the comparison of treatments in a clinical
trial to be potentially free from bias. It is the corner-
stone of this review that only RCTs are considered.
Nevertheless, there are often difficulties in con-
ducting RCTs, and these are described later in
chapters 4 and 5. This has led some authors to
propose alternatives to conventional RCTs. Some of
these alternative designs themselves involve the use
of randomisation, such as the randomised consent
design,1 which has recently been reviewed by Altman

and colleagues.2 Such designs are not pursued 
here but it has been noted that several other 
papers identified by this search strategy consider
alternatives to conventional RCTs.3–9

The process of randomisation has several
components in which design considerations 
can apply. The first of these components is the
technical one by which a randomisation sequence
is generated. This may be based on simple random-
isation, or may be considerably more complicated.
The second component is the concealment of
allocation before the next patient is entered (that
is, the method used to ensure that the allocation is
only known once formal ‘irretrievable’ trial entry
has occurred). A third component is the timing at
which the randomisation takes place (e.g. at initial
enrolment or at the end of a run-in phase), and the
fourth element relates to whether or not to conceal
the allocation after randomisation (i.e. blinding of
treatments), if this is possible.

Returning to the first of these components, a 
widely used alternative to simple randomisation 
(in which every participant has the same chance 
of receiving each of the treatment options,
irrespective of the previous allocation in the 
trial) is the use of randomised permuted blocks. 
A simple example of these would be where the
allocation scheme is arranged so that in every
successive, say, eight patients, four would receive
treatment A and four would receive B. Block
lengths can be any multiple of the number of
treatments. To avoid predictability of allocation, 
the block lengths can be varied randomly. In
addition, stratification can be employed to ensure
balance in respect of key prognostic factors. For
example, within every eight male patients, four
receive treatment A and four receive B, with a
similar blocking arrangement for females. If the
trial designer requires stratification over many
factors, this approach becomes self-defeating, as 
the numbers become sparse in each stratum and
the benefits of blocking are lost. This has led to 
an alternative system of allocation for ensuring
balance in key prognostic factors, known as
minimisation, which uses a dynamic system of
allocation, so that at any stage in the trial the
allocation of treatment to the next patient 
depends on the balance between the treatment

Chapter 3

Design issues
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groups which will be achieved with each possible
allocation.10 This may or may not incorporate 
an element of ‘random’ allocation.

No empirical evidence has been identified 
that recommends any specific method but the
educational articles express views similar to those
found in Pocock’s text-book on clinical trials.11

For example, in describing the design of trials 
for treating angina, Ford12 refers to the method 
of permuted blocks being a standard approach,
with stratification to achieve balance across treat-
ment groups with respect to key predictor variables.
The advent of modern computer technology has
made the more complex systems of allocation
much easier to implement. Nevertheless, chance
differences become less likely the larger the trial.
Stratification and minimisation may therefore 
be particularly useful in small studies.

The extent to which various methods have been
used is not clear from the literature. This arises
from the poor quality of reporting of this aspect 
of RCTs (see chapter 7). The limited evidence
which is available about blocking or stratification 
is variable. Talley13 reported that stratification 
was not used in any of 16 trials identified in a
systematic review of trials for the treatment of
Helicobacter pylori positive functional dyspepsia.
Altman and Doré,14 in reviewing 80 RCTs 
published in major medical journals, found 
that in 32 trials in which the type of randomisation
was specified, 31 employed stratification and 
23 used blocking.

Although there is little information on the type 
of randomisation scheme used, there is evidence
that the numbers in the arms of trials are more
similar than would be expected without block-
ing.14,15 This may be because some form of blocking
has been used but not described, or because other
selection processes have been involved, or because
alternation rather than true random allocation 
has been applied.

The physical form of the randomisation process is
important if entry bias is to be avoided. Bias may
occur if the allocation of the next person to enter
the trial is known in advance, as it may affect the
decision to enter a participant into the trial. It
generates exactly the same problem as systematic
methods of allocation of treatments, as described
by Chalmers and colleagues.16 There is empirical
evidence for the importance of concealment of
allocation. In a systematic review of 250 controlled
trials extracted from 33 meta-analyses, Schulz and
colleagues found that trials in which the allocation

sequence was inadequately concealed gave odds
ratios of treatment effects which were exaggerated,
on average, by 30–40%.17

The minimum level of adequate concealment of
the randomisation is often taken to be a sequential
set of sealed opaque envelopes but it has been
reported that this system is prone to being circum-
vented unless supervised by an independent ‘third
party’ (see chapter 5). More secure methods are
the use of pre-packaged blinded treatments, where
this is feasible, or central telephone- or computer-
based randomisation. These methods are described
more fully in Pocock’s book.11 Ford12 is among
those who advocate telephone randomisation, 
not only for ensuring secure randomisation but
also for reducing the number of patients who
violate the entry criteria specified in the protocol.

It appears to be universally accepted that the
timing of the randomisation should ideally take
place as close as possible to the time of starting 
the randomised treatment. This minimises the
chances of the participants’ circumstances
changing so as to make the treatment allocated
inappropriate after formal trial entry. Sometimes,
this will be at the end of a run-in phase (see 
page 18); this minimises the risk of patient
withdrawal after formal trial entry.

While the fourth element, of maintaining blinding
of treatment, where feasible, does have potential
implications for the process of randomisation 
(e.g. allocation to a numbered treatment pack), 
it is considered in this report under the conduct 
of the trial (see chapter 5).

Randomisation is usually at the patient level in
most RCTs but, as Balas and colleagues18 point 
out, in some areas of health technology assessment
randomisation may be at a different level (e.g. at
general practice level). Such studies raise add-
itional problems of trial design, with sample size
determination becoming more complicated, and
they also result in the need for more sophisticated
methods of analysis. The topic of ‘cluster’ RCTs is
important but is outside the remit of this review
and is not considered further.

Recommendations
1. There should always be a clear protocol for 

the preparation of (a) the sequence generation
and (b) the concealment up to irrevocable trial
entry of the randomisation; the operation of the
system should not include any staff involved in
determining entry of patients to the trial. (Basis:
logical argument and anecdotal evidence.)
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2. A telephone- or computer-based randomisation
scheme provides secure treatment allocation 
and allows systematic checking of entry criteria.
(Basis: logical argument and one major
systematic review.)

Recommendation for research
• Further systematic reviews are required to

investigate any effect of the method of
randomisation on treatment effect sizes.

Choice of patient and 
clinical population

The only randomised studies of trial methodology
identified that related to the selection of patients 
for inclusion in an RCT concerned the question 
of obtaining informed consent; this topic is con-
sidered separately in chapter 4. Empirical evidence
on the representativeness of RCT study populations
is available from several systematic reviews, case-
studies and surveys, but the arguments presented
for the viewpoints described below are based 
more firmly on logical reasoning than on 
empirical evidence.

Begg19 neatly summarised the factors that influence
which patients become trial participants as patient
factors (inclusion and exclusion criteria), institu-
tional factors (which centres participate) and
physician preference, together with the related
issue of patient consent. He found that published
views on the advisability of wide or restrictive
inclusion/exclusion criteria differed considerably.
Arguments in favour of restrictive criteria are
usually focused on the concept of forming
homogeneous groups of patients and on 
possible gains in power if between-patient 
variation decreased.

An original observation by Begg,19 which may
partially explain restrictive exclusion criteria, is 
that the trial protocol can be seen as a document
outlining state-of-the-art patient management. 
The protocol may thus specify the use of strict
procedures at specified times but, by using
departures from them as exclusion categories, 
the net effect is a reduction in the generalisability
of the results of the trial. Wide eligibility criteria,
which Begg prefers, are also claimed to increase
power by increasing the number of available
patients. Other reasons given by Yusuf and
colleagues20 are reduced costs per patient 
enrolled, the greater applicability of the trial 
and the greater likelihood of detecting subgroup
effects. These authors found wide eligibility criteria

generally preferable, although with exceptions: 
for example, clear evidence of benefit from
treatment in some subgroups; expensive or toxic
treatments or hazardous investigations which 
might only be justified in high-risk groups.

Collins and colleagues21 also advocated wide
eligibility criteria which, they argued, should 
be based simply on the ‘uncertainty principle’ 
that “the fundamental eligibility criterion is that
both patient and doctor should be substantially
uncertain about the appropriateness of each 
of the trial treatments for the particular patient”.
Adopting this principle, they stated that the 
degree of informed consent for such a trial 
should not differ greatly from that which is 
applied outside trials. They saw this as giving 
an approximate parallel between good science 
and good ethics.

The evidence that restrictive entry criteria 
can have a profound impact on recruitment to 
RCTs is overwhelming but, on logical grounds,
unsurprising. Case-studies in the treatment of
burns,22 left ventricular dysfunction,23,24 the effect
of hormones on cardiovascular disease,25 stroke
trials,26 lymphoma27 benign prostatic hypertrophy28

and schizophrenia29 provide examples.

Despite the importance of the entry criteria for 
an RCT, there are wide variations between trials 
in the same area and many published reports do
not describe the inclusion/exclusion criteria. 
Thus, Rosetti and colleagues,30 in a systematic
review of 102 RCTs in glaucoma, commented that
patient selection and eligibility differed widely
across studies. Begg,31 reviewing current trials 
of adjuvant therapy for breast cancer in the USA
found a wide variety of entry criteria, with a 
median of 23 exclusion categories, the rationale 
for which were often unclear. In a systematic 
review of therapeutic trials in H. pylori-positive
functional dyspepsia, Talley13 found that most 
trials had vague symptom definitions for entry 
and that sufficient details of ineligible patients 
were not presented. Marsoni and colleagues32

found that of the 37 trials identified in advanced
ovarian cancer, six gave an inadequate description
of patient characteristics and only four summarised
patients who were eligible but not randomised;
three of these gave the reasons for non-
randomisation. In 50 published trials of acute 
otitis media, 40 gave ‘lucid inclusion criteria’ 
and, in 43, exclusions were clearly stated.33 Of 
90 RCTs in a general practice journal, Silagy 
and Jewell34 found no mention of how the study
population had been obtained in 22%. Garcia-
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Cases and colleagues35 found that 26 of 50 clinical
trial protocols reported selection criteria. Gurwitz
and colleagues36 focused on the exclusion of
females and the elderly from trials of acute 
myocardial infarction. They found that ten of 
the 214 RCTs reviewed excluded women and a
further 16 excluded women of child-bearing age.
The effect of having a maximum age in 60% of
RCTs was found to be the exclusion of a higher
proportion of women, because of the age structure
of the population. Thus there were 23% women 
in trials with no age limit, compared with 18%
when an age limit was set.

Trial participants may differ from general patient
populations in other ways. For example, DeLuca
and colleagues37 found from a survey of cardio-
vascular trial patients that the better-educated were
more likely to consent to participate. The use of 
a run-in to exclude non-adhering patients will 
also tend to exclude less well-educated and Afro-
American patients.23 From a combination of RCTs
and registries, Maynard and colleagues38 estimated
that women were 25% less likely to be included 
in trials of thrombolytic therapy. Csernansky 
and colleagues39 observed that, in the USA, the
practicalities of conducting trials in psychiatric
conditions can cause restriction of patients. 
Studies in Department of Veteran Affairs hospitals
will be based on men only, with adult onset of
disease. Ansseau40 highlighted the differences
between participants in depression trials in the
USA, where participants may be solicited through
advertisements and receive payments, and those 
in Europe, who will be attending a doctor. Euro-
pean patients are usually more severely ill and 
in a higher social class; hence, results of trials 
in the USA and Europe are sometimes contra-
dictory. Some of these issues are discussed in 
more detail elsewhere.41

In cancer trials, concern has been expressed 
at the low proportion of patients entered into
RCTs. Hunter and colleagues42 surveyed 
44,156 newly diagnosed patients in the USA 
and found that 17,773 were initially eligible 
for a National Cancer Institute trial protocol. 
Of these 56% were found to be clinically eligible
and 19% were treated in an RCT. The percentage
on a trial protocol was found to decrease with 
age. The main reasons for non-entry were found 
to be physician refusal and patient refusal 
(see chapter 4).

The eventual inclusion of patients into RCTs is, 
of course, determined by the choice of clinicians
taking part in the trial. Traditionally, RCTs were

more likely to have participants from teaching
hospitals rather than from district general 
hospitals or the community, with an inevitable 
bias in the representativeness of the patient
population. Attempts to widen the research base 
by approaches such as the Community Clinical
Oncology Program in the USA are claimed to 
have wider benefits than more speedy and more
representative recruitment into RCTs. It was 
also envisaged that there would be an increase 
in information dissemination and diffusion 
of protocol-like management to patients not 
on protocol.42

In a survey of investigators in the Eastern Co-
operative Oncology Group (ECOG), Taylor and
colleagues43 found enormous variation between
respondents in the numbers they entered into
RCTs. They concluded that “ECOG physicians
appear to impose routinely additional inclusion/
exclusion criteria based on their personal assess-
ment of each eligible patient”. In the year following
the survey, only 38% of 1001 physicians entered 
any patients into one of the group’s trial, although
91% expected to do so, and the total entry was 
only one-sixth of the expected entry; however,
physicians who were more research-orientated
showed higher accrual.

In stroke, competing trial protocols were seen 
as a reason for non-entry into trials by Saver.44

He proposed randomisation for choice of trial 
to which the patient would be asked to consent.
Sacco45 suggested that stroke data banks can be
used to determine the likely throughput to trials
with specified inclusion/exclusion criteria, as 
well as using the data banks to assess the
representativeness of trial populations.

Recommendations
1. Permissive inclusion/exclusion criteria are

generally preferred, to allow both faster trial
accrual and a more representative trial popu-
lation. Exceptions where there may be an
advantage from using a more homogeneous
population are with expensive or toxic treat-
ments or hazardous investigations which might
only be justified in high-risk groups. (Basis:
strength of the logical argument presented 
for this approach.)

2. The clinicians entering patients into multicentre
trials should be chosen to give representative
patient populations, subject to their having the
relevant skills and resources to administer the
trial treatments and procedures, and having an
adequate throughput of appropriate patients.
(Basis: logical argument.)
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Relevance of the research question

One aspect of the relevance of an RCT concerns
the definition of an appropriate patient popu-
lation, as discussed above. Another relates to the
end-points of an RCT, which is covered in the later
section on trial outcomes. Consideration is given
here to whether RCTs are being designed with
appropriate treatment groups and relevant com-
parator groups. First, the question of ways in which
the dose of a drug can be regulated in an RCT is
considered. In doing so, it is assumed that this is
not a Phase II RCT to determine appropriate
dosing but a Phase III evaluative trial.

The usual approach would be to use a pre-
determined dose of the drug in one treatment 
arm and compare the results with those from
placebo or active treatment arm(s). The potential
problem with this design is that “some percentage
of patients will not achieve the effect presumed to
be a marker of the drug’s mechanism of action”.46

This may be overcome by using what has been
termed a ‘post-dosed design’. This allows for
modification of the dose on the basis of serum
levels or response to treatment. As such, the 
design reflects the reality of post-trial adminis-
tration of treatment. Friedman and Schron46

reported that this design has been used success-
fully in many hypertension trials but, in a pilot
study for the Cardiac Arrhythmia Suppression 
Trial, it was not adopted for the main study. 
Instead a ‘pre-dosed design’ was used. This 
involves a run-in phase which is unblinded and 
in which doses are modified to give a final dose
which is tolerated and produces a response, in 
this trial the suppression of arrhythmias. Non-
responders and those with adverse effects are 
then withdrawn from the trial prior to random-
isation to the successful dose of the drug or 
to matching placebo. The authors46 noted a 
potential difficulty with this design is that it 
does not provide a direct assessment of the
treatment effect during the titration phase.

A design of essentially similar nature was described
by Greenhouse and Meyer47 as the classic design for
a maintenance therapy trial. After an initial acute
phase on one specified treatment, the responders
are randomised either to the treatment used in 
the acute phase or to a comparator, which may be
another active treatment or placebo, for the main-
tenance phase. Greenhouse and Meyer illustrated
the bias that the classical maintenance therapy
design has in favour of the run-in drug against the
comparator. They advocate randomisation prior 
to the titration phase to both the acute treatment

and the maintenance treatment, with evaluation 
of the response to the combined acute and mainte-
nance policy. Those failing to stabilise in the acute
phase would be regarded as failures for the com-
bined policy. They argued convincingly that such a
design would determine an optimal clinical strategy
and would allow for conclusions to be drawn to a
more general population. It has been noted that
the absence of bias from the ‘pre-dosed design’ 
is dependent on the strong assumption that non-
responders to the trial drug would also be non-
responders to placebo; an assumption which
appears reasonable but which may not be true.

Another closely related design, advocated by 
Klein48 for use in psychotropic drug trials, is the
drug discontinuation design. In this design, the
first phase using the drug of interest may or may
not involve titrating the dose. In the second phase,
as with the ‘pre-dose design’, responders are ran-
domised to receive drug or placebo, the purpose
being to observe whether there is a withdrawal
syndrome associated with the drug.

The other important design element involving
treatment is the comparator to be used. The use 
of a placebo treatment arm in drugs trials allows
determination of whether the drug is active in the
condition tested, while achieving double-blindness,
which is an important safeguard against bias.
However, active comparators may be preferred,
either for ethical reasons, so that treatment is not
withheld or to answer questions of clinical rele-
vance. In some RCTs with a pragmatic objective, 
an untreated control arm may be preferable
despite potential bias due to lack of blinding. 
The appropriate choice for any RCT will depend
on the clinical area and the objectives of the trial.
While noting the importance of the topic, this is
not pursued further in this review because of the
lack of any evidence of a methodological nature.

The choice of treatments to be evaluated in 
an RCT and the comparator groups may also be
affected by the use of concomitant medication. 
The treatments will often be intended to be used
singly and concomitant use of treatments likely to
interact with trial medication may be an exclusion
criterion. However, in trials where continuing 
active medication is necessary, a comparison of
interest may be between standard therapy plus 
trial drug versus standard therapy plus placebo.
This is described by Wilensky49 as an ‘add-on
design’, and is equally applicable to parallel group
and crossover studies. This may correspond to
future practice, in which case the design is to 
be recommended, but, as a means of assessing
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whether the trial drug is effective, this conclusion
may be affected by possible interactions with the
standard therapy.

Recommendation
• The only general recommendation that can 

be made in this area is that the choice of trial
treatments should take into account the findings
from previous trials, together with a critical
assessment of whether the choice will allow the
main objectives of the trial to be achieved.
(Basis: logical argument.)

The type of trial design

The most fundamental technical aspect of trial
design is the choice between a parallel group or a
crossover design. In many clinical areas there is no
possibility of considering a crossover design. This
will be the case for acute conditions and when the
treatment may be a disease modifier. The latter 
will cause an extreme form of carry-over, in which
the outcome in later stages of the crossover is
modified by treatments given in earlier stages. 
It is concern about carry-over which often causes 
a parallel group design to be preferred. The
potential advantage of a crossover design is its
efficiency. As within-participant comparisons are
made, fewer participants are required for the 
same power. In this review, only one systematic
review of treatment was found that allowed 
detailed examination of the use of crossover
designs in relation to other features of the trial.
Other systematic reviews of treatment have
reported the percentage of trials which used a
crossover design but the details provided have 
not allowed crossover trials and parallel group 
trials to be compared. Thus, in a systematic review
of the treatment of glaucoma, 33 of 102 RCTs
analysed used a crossover design.50 In a systematic
review of 90 RCTs, which appeared in the British
Journal of General Practice, 21% used a crossover
design.34 The corresponding literature from the
USA found that 11% of trials were crossover in
design.51 None of these reviews commented on 
the appropriateness of the use of the crossover. 
In a systematic review of 16 therapeutic trials in 
H. pylori-positive functional dyspepsia, a crossover
design was used in one. The use was inappropriate
because eradication of H. pylori in an active
treatment arm meant that a carry-over effect was
inevitable.13 In the evaluation of antiepileptic
drugs, Wilensky49 stated, without referencing the
evidence, that crossover trials require only a
quarter of the number of participants needed 
for a similarly powerful parallel study but, because

of the danger of carry-over effects, most studies
now use the parallel design. The most informative
systematic review was by Klein,52 who produced a
detailed table on 43 randomised double-blind,
placebo-controlled treatment trials for irritable
bowel syndrome. There were 21 crossover trials 
in the review. The median number of patients in
the crossover trials was 26 compared with 63.5 in
parallel group trials, with the median durations of
treatment being 4 weeks and 8 weeks, respectively.
Klein believed that 8 weeks would be the minimum
treatment length to be clinically relevant. Only 
one (5%) crossover trial met this requirement
compared with 12 (55%) of the parallel group
studies. The mean percentage of patients evaluable
was 89% in both types of design. The outcome of
the trials, in terms of the statistical significance of 
a global efficacy measure, was almost identical for
both classes of design: 9/19 for crossover; 10/19 
for parallel groups. Interestingly, the statistical
methods in the published reports were assessed 
as appropriate for 14 of 18 parallel group studies
(78%) compared with 8 of 19 (42%) of the cross-
over trials (the smaller numbers result from some
studies being unevaluable).

The most extreme example of a crossover 
design is the ‘n-of-one’ design where a single
patient receives two or more treatments over
several treatment periods. As Simon53 commented,
in a major review of statistical methodology for
clinical trials, inferences are then specific to that
patient. He commented that, as for the crossover
design, the validity of results will depend on
assumptions which often cannot be adequately
tested by the data. Within the class of crossover
designs there are many alternative designs available
as well as the n -of-one design; however, this is
beyond the scope of the present review.

Decisions on parallel or crossover designs 
are directed at the number and duration of 
treatment periods. 

Another design element compatible with both 
of these designs is the factorial design. This allows
the simultaneous investigation of the effect of two
or more treatment factors, by the way the allocated
treatments are arranged. The simplest factorial
design is a 2 × 2 design, in which, if treatments A
and B are to be compared against control, four
treatment groups (A; B; A + B; control) would 
be formed. Such designs are efficient and offer 
the prospect of answering two therapeutic
questions for the price of one. However, as Simon53

commented, this assumes a lack of interaction
between the treatments. The situations which 
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he identified as making the factorial design
attractive are: if the end-points for evaluating 
the two factors are distinct and there is little 
chance of an interaction; if the magnitude of the
interaction can be assumed to be small relative 
to the size of the main effects; or if the likelihood
of both main effects being clinically significant 
is small.

It had been the subjective view of the authors 
that the use of factorial designs is uncommon,
which appears to be substantiated by this review.
Only one of the systematic reviews identified
reported the use of factorial designs. This was 
in the review of RCTs published in the British
Journal of General Practice, referred to earlier,34

of which 4% used a factorial design.

A further category of design which can be
employed in conjunction with the designs
considered earlier is the sequential design. In 
the non-sequential design, a pre-determined
number of participants are recruited and analysis 
of data takes place only at the completion of the
trial when all patients have been recruited and
there is adequate follow-up. In contrast, the
sequential design uses interim analyses of the 
data collected to date to decide whether or not
recruitment to the trial should continue. This
design is considered more fully in chapter 5, 
under ‘early stopping of trials’, but a brief
introduction is given here.

The essence of a sequential design is that con-
ventional analyses conducted at several stages
during the progress of a trial would give a falsely
inflated chance of a ‘statistically significant’ treat-
ment difference, because of a form of multiple
testing. Instead, each of the interim analyses 
may be thought of as ‘spending’ some of the
(conventionally) 5% of the probability available.
Alternative types of sequential design differ in the
way the design ‘spends’ this probability over the
repeated tests. The potential advantage of the
sequential design is that it may be possible to con-
clude that the treatments differ significantly from
each other at an earlier point in time than with 
a fixed sample size design. This could have import-
ant cost and ethical implications, as in principle 
the better treatment could universally be applied
sooner. There is, however, a danger with early
stopping of a trial that the results may be statistic-
ally significant but not convincing enough to
ensure changes in treatment policy. This occurred
in a trial reported by Pignon and colleagues.54

Two treatments for small-cell lung cancer were
compared in the trial and, at the first planned

interim analysis, a statistically significant 
difference was found. The data monitoring
committee (DMC) recommended continuation,
however, because of fears of imbalance in the
treatment groups, short follow-up and some
unexpected findings. The second interim analysis
was judged to confirm the difference and trial 
entry was stopped. After a further delay, during
which additional deaths occurred, a manuscript 
was prepared but rejected by two well-known
journals. Their major concerns were that the
difference in treatments was unlikely to induce
such a large difference in survival and that the
follow-up period was short. After a further year 
of follow-up, which reinforced the findings, the
paper was accepted for publication.

The authors draw a number of conclusions 
from this case study, principally directed against 
the possibility of very early stopping. Some sequ-
ential designs have a relatively high chance of 
early stopping but stopping rules, such as the
O’Brien and Fleming design,55 require stronger
evidence in the early phases of the trial in order 
for the trial to be stopped. Other approaches 
which are discussed include delaying the first
analysis until a minimum number of events 
and/or when a minimum follow-up was reached.
They considered that meeting a statistical early
stopping rule should be only one of several factors
to be considered in a decision whether to stop 
a trial. One such factor is the impact of early
stopping on the likely wide acceptability of the 
trial results.

A similar attitude to the use of stopping rules 
is presented by Fleming and DeMets,56 who urged
flexibility in implementing sequential designs.

The above types of clinical trial design are by 
no means exhaustive but represent the designs
which are most common. Other designs, which 
will be met elsewhere in this review, are the
randomised consent design (see chapter 4) 
and the comprehensive cohort design (see 
chapter 6).

Recommendation
• The parallel group design, with fixed sample 

size and fixed treatment schedules, remains 
the most commonly used RCT design.
Inexperienced trialists should not, however,
automatically adopt this design, as other 
designs can sometimes produce major 
benefits. The views of experienced trialists
should be sought whenever possible. 
(Basis: logical reasoning.)
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Sample size

There is wide acceptance in the literature that
RCTs should ideally be sufficiently large for there
to be a high probability of obtaining a statistically
significant difference between treatment groups 
if there is a clinically significant difference in 
their effects. Indeed, a systematic review on the
ethics of clinical trials has recently reported that
‘underpowered’ trials are generally regarded as
unethical,57 although the authors did not share 
this view. The four elements from which sample
size determinations arise are: the level of statistical
significance which is sought (α-level); the risk of
obtaining a non-significant result when a specified
difference exists (β-level); the difference which 
it is important for the trial to be able to detect 
as statistically significant; and the expected
variability of the response variable.

The convention is very strong that an α-level 
of 0.05 should be set when designing the trial. 
This level is rarely commented upon in systematic
reviews. An exception is the systematic review of
trials of artificial surfactant in neonatal respiratory
distress by Raju and colleagues.58 Of the 21 RCTs
included, 16 provided sample size calculations. 
The only trial not to use the 5% α-level used 1%.

There is very strong evidence that the β-level or
equivalent power (1– β) have not been considered 
in the planning of the majority of RCTs. In 
chapter 7 (see Table 25), the median percentage 
of trials with adequate reporting of sample size
consideration was 9% in the systematic reviews
considered. This does not necessarily imply that 
only 9% made appropriate sample size calculations,
as in some instances it may only be the reporting
which is deficient. However, most reviews also
commented that the actual sample sizes used were,
in most cases, inadequate to give sufficient power 
to detect clinically relevant differences. In a
frequently cited review from 1978, 71 ‘negative’
trials, with binary outcomes, in major medical
journals were considered.59 Post-hoc β-levels were
calculated for these trials in relation to the detection
of a relative improvement of 25% and 50%, using 
one-tailed tests of significance at the 5% level. 
The median values for β were 0.74 for a 25%
improvement and 0.40 for a 50% improvement.
These compare with generally recommended values
for β of 0.2 or 0.1, when using two-tailed tests. A level
of 80% power (β = 0.2) was only reached for 7% of
trials in relation to a 25% improvement, and 31% 
in relation to a 50% improvement. Moher and
colleagues60 also looked at the post-hoc power of
negative trials (using two-tailed tests) to detect 

25% or 50% relative improvements. They examined
three major medical journals for 1975, 1980, 1985
and 1990. Overall, 16% had 80% power to detect a
25% improvement and 36% had 80% power to
detect a 50% improvement. They did not find any
consistent improvement over time. Talley,13 in a
systematic review of RCTs in the treatment of 
H. pylori functional dyspepsia, commented that 
for 80% power to detect a clinically significant
difference, 100 patients per group were required.
Only one of 16 trials exceeded 100 patients in total.
Commenting in a systematic review of controlled
treatment trials in irritable bowel syndrome, 
Klein52 estimated that about 650 patients would 
be needed for 80% power to detect a clinically
significant difference. Of the 43 trials, 35% 
recruited less than 30 patients and only 7%
exceeded 100. Vandekerckhove and colleagues61

considered that 700 patients per group were
necessary to detect plausible differences in success
rates for most treatments of infertility problems 
but found that the average size in 501 RCTs 
was 96, with a range from 5 to 933. Only 18 of these
papers discussed power, 12 gave details of their
sample size calculation and only six reached that
number. The most common convention was to set
the power at 80%, although some authors have
argued that equal values for α and β would 
be preferable.62

The third element in the sample size determination
is the difference which is specified. Raju and col-
leagues58 view this factor “as a bridge between
statistical procedures and clinical decision making.
For this reason, there are no specific guidelines
regarding the choice of this factor, nor can any 
be expected.” In Raju and colleagues’ systematic
review, the median expected treatment effect 
used in sample size calculations was a 50% change,
which is a large effect. Peto and colleagues63

argued that most available treatments have only
moderate treatment effects but that these are still
worthwhile. Although the authors generally agreed
with the comments of Raju and colleagues and 
Peto and colleagues, Torgerson and colleagues64

demonstrated with case studies how the economic
cost of treatments can be used to influence the
difference which would be of clinical relevance.
Naylor and colleagues65 discussed the use of a
patient perspective in setting this choice difference
but this appears to be a theoretical approach 
which lacks practical application. In public 
health terms, the difference should also depend 
on how common the disease in question is and 
the frequency of poor outcomes. With a common
disease and a frequently poor outcome, even a
small relative risk reduction will produce a major
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absolute benefit. Decision-analytical techniques
may be helpful in deciding the size of difference
which is clinically significant.

The fourth element in sample size determination 
is the variability of the observations. For outcome
variables that are continuous, this may be estimated
from previous similar studies (with systematic reviews
being preferred when available) or a pilot study 
may be required to provide such an estimate. With
binary response data, estimates of the probabilities
of ‘success’ provide the required information.
Outcomes which are times-to-events-occurring are
commonly referred to as survival data, whether or
not it is time to death being considered. Sample sizes
are then often calculated on the basis of, say, 5-year
survival rates (i.e. a binary outcome). However, as
Fayers and Machin66 pointed out, the power is
effectively decided by the number of deaths at the
time of analysis. They provided a nomogram, based
on analysis using the log-rank test, which links the
significance level, the power, the hazard ratio and
the number of deaths. The number of deaths itself
needs to be estimated from the rate of input to the
trial, the duration of input, the death rates and the
timing of the analysis.

Fayers and Machin66 claimed that the use of a
nomogram for determining sample size is to be
preferred to the use of tables. It forces one to be
aware of the inherent imprecision of the numerical
estimates. They also recommended a sensitivity
analysis, particularly of the difference that it is
desired to detect, in order to explore the 
impact of varying assumptions.

Nearly all RCTs are designed with equal numbers 
of patients per treatment arm. This is usually
satisfactory, although there is little impact on 
power if the randomisation ratio is 3:2. Medical
Research Council trials have been designed with 
a 2:1 ratio.66 This design will be attractive if:

(a) access to one trial treatment is limited
(b) there is a wish to accumulate experience 

with a new treatment more rapidly
(c) there is a wish to estimate an effect, such as 

an uncommon adverse effect, more precisely 
in one group

(d) there is concern about withholding a new
therapy from half the participants.

Imbalance in sample sizes arising for reasons 
other than design has been noted by Altman and
Doré.14 In their systematic review of RCTs in which
blocking was not used in randomisation they 
noted that 26 trials had more patients in the

control groups while only ten trials had more 
in the experimental group. They attribute the
difference to differential withdrawal rates.

Sample size considerations can often lead to 
the need for extremely large trials, sometimes
referred to as mega-trials. Peto and colleagues63,67

gave examples to support their view that important
results in the treatment of vascular and neoplastic
disease could only be established by large-scale ran-
domised evidence. This arises because treatment
effects that are only moderate can be extremely
important, especially in common conditions. 
They further argued that such large trials must 
be kept simple if they are to be feasible.

At the other extreme, there is debate on the 
value of small trials. Some authors68,69 have argued
that studies with a too small sample size may be
scientifically useless and hence unethical. Others
have given examples showing that the small clinical
trial can have value.70 Fayers and Machin66 took a
compromise view, which the authors consider to
have merit and which is similar to views expressed
by Edwards and colleagues.57 They accepted that
any trial is better than no trial provided that
publications make clear that the power was low 
and that the results can, at best, be regarded as
hypothesis forming, and that the trial, like all 
trials, should be registered before it is commenced,
so that, even if unpublished, the results will be
available for use in an overview or meta-analysis.

Other factors can also affect the planned sample
size for an RCT. It was noted earlier in this chapter
that the numbers available for evaluation can often
be less than the numbers randomised and reason-
able allowance should be made for this. It has also
been seen, in the section on patient populations,
that a homogeneous population may be recom-
mended to increase power, although there are
strong contrary arguments. If adherence to treat-
ment is expected to be a problem, sample size
requirements can be inflated several-fold.71,72

The use of a run-in period to mitigate this 
effect is described below.

Recommendations
The views of Fayers and Machin,66 described 
earlier, are endorsed enthusiastically; the
conclusions of their paper are summarised 
below in a modified form.

1. Sample size calculations should consider a
sensitivity analysis, and should give ‘ballpark’
estimates rather than unrealistically 
precise numbers.
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2. When small trials are necessary, they should be
reported as hypothesis forming.

3. Clinical trials should be pre-registered, to allow
unpublished results to be traced.

4. Full details of sample size calculations should
always be reported.

5. Funding bodies, independent protocol review
committees and journals should all demand
provision of sample size considerations. 

(Basis: logical argument.)

Use of a run-in period

Our search strategy revealed three papers which
dealt specifically with the design issue of whether 
a run-in period should be used.23,73,74 A run-in
period in an RCT is one in which, prior to the 
use of the randomised treatments, the patient
receives a non-randomised medication (often
placebo) and is usually subject to most of the 
other trial procedures which pertain in the main
phase of the trial. An important potential advan-
tage of a run-in period, which is the main focus 
of each of the papers cited, is the identification 
of adherers and non-adherers to treatment. After 
a run-in period it would be common practice to
undertake a returned pill count and then only
those with a pre-determined compliance rate 
(e.g. greater than 80% of the prescribed number 
of pills having been used) would enter the ran-
domised phase of the trial. Davis and colleagues23

presented empirical evidence from a large pilot
study which was part of the Cholesterol Reduction
in Seniors Program (or CRISP). After two screen-
ing visits, a placebo run-in lasting 3 weeks was
commenced at the third visit. Poor adherers were
those with a pill count of less than 80%, or who
failed to return their unused pills. Irrespective 
of the adherence category, participants were
randomised to one of two doses of lovastatin 
or to placebo, and results at 3 months and 
6 months were reported. In the 85% of partic-
ipants who were good adherers at baseline, 89%
and 81% were good adherers at 3 and 6 months,
respectively. The rates were lower in poor baseline
adherers, at 71% and 64%, respectively. The 
overall mean adherence rates (percentage of pills
taken) at 3 months were reduced from 90.9% in
good baseline adherers to 89.3% by the inclusion
of all participants. Corresponding 6-month figures
were 85.5% and 83.4%. In terms of the treatment
effect, the difference in decrease in low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol levels between the high-
dose group and placebo was 59.2 mg/dl in good
baseline adherers and 56.3 mg/dl in the total
group. The authors concluded that a placebo 

run-in to exclude poor adherers would not have
been useful in the main study.

Several points of criticism can be levelled at this
analysis. The most important is that the impact 
of the run-in period should not be assessed just 
on the size of the resulting treatment effect but 
also on the size of its standard error, and this is not
given. The study also failed to report the number 
of participants attending each of the first four visits.
Another potential advantage of a run-in period or
even repeated screening visits is that non-attenders
can be excluded prior to randomisation, when they
will not influence estimates of treatment effects.

Lang73 presented two examples of the use of a run-
in. The Physicians’ Health Study was a randomised,
placebo-controlled, double-blind trial of aspirin in
the reduction of cardiovascular mortality and beta-
carotene in decreasing cancer incidence. This case
study illustrated the importance of the choice of
using active treatments or placebo during the run-
in. Active aspirin was used so that the participants
with aspirin intolerance could be identified prior 
to randomisation and it was postulated that its
effect on cardiovascular disease would be short-
lasting. In contrast, beta-carotene was postulated 
to have cumulative effects, so a placebo beta-
carotene was used during the run-in. Lang argued
that the choice of active or placebo agents will
depend on the expected incidence of side-effects
which would stop treatment and considerations 
of likely carry-over effects from the run-in to the
post-randomisation period. She also drew attention
to the need for the placebo to be a good one 
if a run-in is used, as participants may notice 
the change, with consequent loss of treatment
‘blindness’. The importance of the run-in period 
in the Physicians’ Health Study, which used mail-
based questionnaires, was evidenced by non-
response at the end of the run-in from 8000 of 
the 33,000 original participants, with a further 
3000 respondents unwilling to participate further.

The second case study presented was the 
Coronary Primary Prevention Trial to test the 
effect of long-term lowering of cholesterol on 
the risk of coronary heart disease. This study was
criticised by Lang73 for failing to use a 3-month 
pre-randomisation phase, during which there 
were five contacts with the participants, to test 
some elements of compliance.

Schechtman and Gordon74 took a modelling
approach to determine when a run-in strategy 
will be effective. A key construct in their approach 
was categorisation of participants into compliant
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participants, zero compliers who are treatment
intolerant or comply so badly as to obtain no treat-
ment benefit, and partial compliers who would
normally be excluded by the run-in but would have
a partial response to treatment. They found that
the presence of many zero compliers means that 
a run-in is associated not only with a reduction in
the number of randomised participants to achieve
a specified level of power but also with a reduction 
in the total number of participants who enter the
run-in phase. If, however, there are few zero
compliers and the size of the treatment effect in
partial-compliers is at least 60% of the size of the
treatment effect in compliant participants, then 
the conditions under which a run-in produces
sample size benefits are limited.

Although the emphasis in these papers was on 
the effect of compliance on the value of a run-in
period, there is empirical evidence that this is 
not the only reason in practice for using a run-in
period. In a brief report in her paper, Lang73

also described a small systematic review she had
undertaken using MEDLINE on papers published
between January and June 1988 with the keyword
‘run-in’. Within the 26 trials identified, the central
goal was to establish a population with stable
disease and, although all trials involved pill-taking
during the run-in, only two reported that com-
pliance was measured. The length of run-ins in
these trials ranged from 1 week to 4 weeks.

Subsequent to the period of the systematic review,
Senn has questioned whether placebo run-ins are
justified.75 He is concerned on ethical grounds that
deceit is often used in informing the patient about
this phase of the trial. On statistical grounds he
noted the disagreement on the efficiency of a
placebo run-in period and observed that in any
case an active treatment would serve as well as a
placebo. Commenting on Senn’s paper, Ramsay
disagreed about the ethical issue, provided that 
the informed consent is appropriate.76 As a form 
of words he suggested: “During this study there 
will be one or more periods during which you will
have inactive (placebo) treatment. It is important
for the success of the study that you are unaware
which study periods these are”. He also argued
against active treatment during the run-in, except
when needed for ethical reasons, because of
variation in the withdrawal effect. Ramsay saw 
the major advantage of the run-in in familiarising
all concerned (including patients) with the
procedures that are to be used in the study.

Thus the use of a run-in is a complicated decision
and Davis and colleagues23 commented that “the

literature on the evaluation of a placebo run-in 
is sparse”.

Recommendations
1. A run-in period before the post-randomisation

phase of an RCT should always be given con-
sideration. Run-in periods have logistic and
resource implications and address more
explanatory than pragmatic considerations, 
and these issues should be taken into account.
(Basis: judgement of the authors.)

2. The use of a run-in period to exclude non-
adherers is particularly likely to be helpful 
when an appreciable proportion of participants
are expected to be treatment intolerant or to fail
to comply well enough to achieve appreciable
treatment benefit. (Basis of recommendation:
theoretical considerations and limited 
case studies.)

3. A run-in period may more often be of value 
to ensure stability of disease in participants
rather than to detect non-adherence. 
(Basis: one small systematic review.)

4. When run-ins are employed to ensure stability,
compliance should be assessed to provide data
for possible enhancement of treatment estimates
using compliance rate as a baseline covariate.
(Basis: judgement of the authors.)

Recommendations for research
1. There is need for a systematic review of the 

use of run-in periods to assess the benefit of this
design aspect of RCTs over a range of clinical
conditions and various modes of intervention.

2. There should be research, both theoretical 
and empirical, directed at methods of using
information on compliance during the run-in
phase (and potentially during the post-
randomisation phase) to improve estimates 
of treatment effect.

Trial outcomes

The selection of appropriate measures to assess 
the effect of treatment is clearly of paramount
importance. As well as being an issue in the design
of RCTs, the question of multiple end-points is a
serious issue in the analysis of RCTs, and this topic
will be referred to later in chapter 6.

General discussion of this subject is handicapped
by the vastly different sets of variables which are
appropriate in varying clinical conditions and 
when addressing different types of research
question. This review has not revealed any 
papers which have identified and evaluated
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methodological issues concerning the number 
and selection of outcome variables. Most of the
relevant papers have been educational, based on
the author(s)’ experience and knowledge of a
specialist area, with limited case studies or
systematic reviews of practice.

The features of the outcome variables regarded 
by the authors as being of major importance differ
across clinical areas. In situations where death is
possible during an RCT, hard, easily defined end-
points such as mortality are often recommended.
Thus, in RCTs of severe sepsis and septic shock,
Balk and Bone77 recommended mortality as the
primary end-point. Organ failure was also import-
ant but difficult to define. They recommended
using definitions that have been verified in
previous trials and are generally well accepted. 
In other clinical areas, there may be debate as 
to whether to use mortality or cause-specific
mortality as the primary outcome measure. This 
is debated by Friedman and Schron46 for the 
design of anti-arrhythmic drugs trials. Accurate
classification of cause of death is a problem and
could be subject to bias, and total mortality may 
be preferred. In other situations, such as trials of
screening for breast cancer, the effect being 
sought would be lost in all-cause mortality; 
hence, cause-specific mortality is essential.78

In trials in which mortality will not be the major
end-point, if an end-point at all, many authors
recognised the need for standard definitions of
outcome. Thus, in a systematic review of 141 trials
of single agent chemotherapy in small-cell lung
cancer, Grant and colleagues79 stated that “few
reports defined their response criteria precisely 
or stated that WHO response criteria were used;
several gave no information about the criteria
used”. In considering malignant gliomas, Fine80

also commented that many studies do not even
describe the definition of response being used 
in a given trial. He commented on the resulting
difficulty of comparing treatment regimens from
one study to another. Bigby and Gadenne81 called
for clear definitions of outcomes which have
clinical and biological significance. Rosetti and
colleagues50 carried out a systematic review of 
102 published RCTs on the medical treatment of
primary open-angle glaucoma. They found that
only 31 (30%) used clinically relevant outcomes,
while 70% used intra-ocular pressure lowering
effect as a surrogate for visual function. They 
noted that none had established a link between
intra-ocular pressure and visual damage. Bigby 
and Gadenne81 also criticised the use of surrogate
end-points, referring to earlier studies on the 

use of anti-arrhythmic drugs after myocardial
infarction; they produced benefit in the substitute
end-point of the occurrence of abnormal ventric-
ular depolarisation but, in RCTs against placebo,
their use was associated with an excess of mortality.
Fleming and DeMets82 gave several convincing
examples of the dangers of surrogate end-points.
Examples favouring surrogate end-points are
presented in the section below on timescales . 
The issue is considered again in appendix 2, 
where summary data from two Cochrane
Collaboration trial registers are presented.

Papers in the area of rheumatology have expressed
unease with outcomes which have been used to
date. Felson and colleagues83 criticised the use of
outcome measures, such as radiographic findings
to assess the healing of bone erosions, which are
insensitive to change. They also reported that
nearly all rheumatoid arthritis trials use numerous
outcome measures. Commenting that this strategy
relied more on the quantity of measures than the
quality, they considered that the design of such
trials could be improved by reducing the quantity
of the measures employed. They also regretted the
lack of standardised outcome measures in this area
but accepted that its realisation may be proble-
matical in ensuring that standardisation is truly
uniform. Ratain and Hochberg84 also commented
that most trials in rheumatoid arthritis select too
many, rather than too few, end-points. Blair and
Silman85 stated that funding and ethical approval
for any future trials in rheumatoid arthritis should
require the adoption of a central core of sensitive
measures. They also made the potentially import-
ant point for trial design that patient familiarity
with the proposed outcome assessment can affect
the response. They cited a randomised trial show-
ing that preliminary experience with a treadmill
had a direct effect on reducing the magnitude 
of cardiorespiratory response.86

In contrast to the above calls for a reduced number
of outcome measures, Klein,48 in dealing with
psychotropic trials, recommended that standard
measures should be supplemented by new tailored
measures, which “must be shown to be valid and
speak directly to the drug benefit”. In trials of irrit-
able bowel syndrome, Maxton and colleagues87

argued for more than the standard measures, as
non-colonic symptoms are common. They observed
that, in the trial situation, data recorded on diary
cards probably reflect real changes better than the
data recorded at patient visits, while acknowledging
the limitations of what can be recorded on a diary
card. Publishing in a psychiatric journal, Leon and
colleagues88 stated that outcome measures should
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be selected on the basis of their psychometric
properties and urged the development and
dissemination of psychometrically sound scales.

Recommendation
• Outcome measures should ideally be objective,

valid, reliable, sensitive to change and clinically
relevant. In clinical areas with ‘standard’ out-
come measures, these should be included so that
the results from different RCTs can be combined
meaningfully. (Basis: logical argument.)

Recommendations for research
1. A consensus on core variables which should

regularly be recorded needs to be established 
in individual clinical areas, to allow combined
analyses of trials in the area.

2. Systematic reviews are required in additional
areas to document trials using surrogates,
unreliable or invalid outcome measures.

Timescale

There are many elements of the design of an RCT
where timing can be an important consideration.
This review yielded little hard evidence related to
this but the experience of trialists, often presented
via case studies, can provide some guidance.

Easterbrook and Matthews89 reviewed the fate of
research protocols approved by Central Oxford
Research Ethics Committee for the period 1984–87,
of which 45% were clinical trials. Of these studies,
21% were never started and a further 13% of
clinical trials were abandoned. Pilot studies were
conducted in 15% of initiated studies and 12% 
of these studies were subsequently abandoned,
although there is no separate information on
studies which were clinical trials. The authors
concluded that “one clear message for future
investigators is the importance of a thorough
preliminary exploration of the pragmatic as well 
as the scientific aspects of a planned research
project”. They went on to argue that “many
problems cannot be anticipated and only come 
to light during the course of a study, hence the
value of a preliminary pilot or feasibility study”.

The duration of the treatment phase of an RCT 
is critical, both in terms of the trial’s capacity to
demonstrate statistically significant differences 
and in terms of how the trial can relate to clinical
practice. Clearly a trial which is too short for a
particular treatment’s mode of action will have 
little chance of success. Nevertheless, there is
evidence from reviews in particular areas of

application that many trials have too short a
treatment period. Thus, Klein,52 in a systematic
review of randomised, double-blind, placebo-
controlled trials of the treatment of irritable 
bowel syndrome dating back to 1966, found that 
30 of 43 trials had a treatment period of 6 weeks 
or less, when he considers that 8–12 weeks would
be the minimum to be truly clinically relevant.
Klein also found a similar problem in psychotropic
drug trials.48 He considered that 4–6 weeks are
needed for clear-cut distinction in outpatient 
antidepressant trials but stated that many trials 
last for only 3 weeks, making detection of drug
benefit unlikely. As the drugs would be used 
in clinical practice for prolonged periods, he
considered that, even in Phase II studies, data 
on maintenance effects should be obtained. If 
side-effects or relapse rates were sufficiently bad,
expensive Phase III studies could be avoided and
drugs with only short-term benefits would not be
marketed. Awad90 was also concerned that clinical
trials of new neuroleptics have an average treat-
ment duration of 4–6 weeks in acutely psychotic
patients who need long-term medication. Although
he saw these trials as a necessary first step, they do
not tell us about long-term use. 

Kerr91 highlighted the difficulty of finding a
balance in terms of study duration in cancer 
pain trials. In common with the previous authors,
he agreed that “too short a period may not be
adequate to demonstrate the efficacy or safety 
of the medi-cation or delivery system tested”. In
contrast, he described a crossover trial with 2-week
treatment periods where only 21% of 699 patients
who entered the trial achieved the crossover. In
order to limit dropout in this class of RCTs, he
suggested studying patients earlier in the natural
history of their disease. Nixon92 commented that
cancer prevention trials usually need to be of 
much longer duration than cancer treatment 
trials and identified ways in which they can be
shortened. One is to use intermediate surrogate
end-points. A trial involving patients with
adenomatous polyps is described which uses the
size and number of recurrent polyps as a surrogate
for colon cancer. This will reduce the duration 
of the trial from 10 to 5 years. Another strategy 
is to seek more appropriate participants for the
prevention trial and he cited an evaluation of fat
reduction for prevention of breast cancer, by
recruiting patients already treated for the disease.
This is justified by the supposed mechanism of
action and the RCT should be completed in 
5 years with 2000 patients, compared with 
10 years and 16,000 patients for a primary
prevention trial in high-risk participants.
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In many of the above examples, the periods 
of treatment and follow-up would be the same. 
While this is often the case in prevention trials, 
or in RCTs of a chronic disease, it is less likely to 
be so with acute conditions. In these situations,
decisions on the timing of starting treatment
relative to an acute event may also be important. 
It is often important to start treatment within a 
few hours of the event, which can cause logistical
problems that may require extreme efforts to
overcome. In such trials the treatment period 
may be short but a long follow-up is often 
needed. This carries the danger noted by Nixon92

that “over time, an original hypothesis may 
become less appealing or pertinent as new
strategies emerge”.

Intimately linked with treatment and follow-up
duration is the timing of assessments and their
number. At least one pre-treatment assessment will
usually be desirable, and Frison and Pocock93 gave
examples of the benefit of multiple pre-treatment
assessments. Post-treatment assessments will
depend on the expected action of the treatments
and the inconvenience/hazard of the assessments,
and little useful general guidance can be given. 
As well as giving thought to the ethical implications
of multiple assessments, which may involve some
risk, albeit slight, or put extra burden on partici-
pants thus increasing drop-out, the statistical
analysis needs consideration at the design stage.
The problems which arise from the multiple 
testing that can be generated by multiple assess-
ments will be discussed in chapter 6. For now, 
a need for a balance between the desire for
additional information, the importance of not
overburdening participants and the analytical
problems which this may create is noted.

The total duration of an RCT will depend not just
on the length of treatment and follow-up but often
more crucially on the time necessary to recruit the
required number of patients. This is an area on
which many trials can founder and is considered 
in detail in chapter 5.

Recommendation
Most of the issues relating to timescale will be
specific to the clinical area in which an RCT is
performed; hence, the recommendation is limited
to one which is general.

• Duration of treatment and follow-up should be
sufficiently long to identify effects on clinically
important outcomes. (Basis: systematic reviews
indicating that treatment periods are commonly
too short.)

Practical aspects of trial design

This area has appreciable overlap with the conduct
of the trial (chapter 5). Fundamental to an RCT is
the construction of the study protocol. In modern
practice, this is essential, if only to gain ethical
approval. Melink and Whitacre94 tabulated the
following components of a protocol which they
considered essential:

• objectives of the study
• scientific background and study rationale
• patient selection criteria
• treatment information
• study design
• treatment plan
• adverse effect evaluation criteria
• dose adjustment plan
• required study parameters for patient monitoring
• response evaluation criteria
• statistical considerations
• criteria for study termination
• special comparison studies
• data submission requirement and forms
• references
• consent form.

These authors stressed that several cancer cooper-
ative groups in the USA, who are in the process of
developing the protocol, consulted widely on the
clarity and feasibility of the protocol and on the re-
sponsibilities of nurses and other study investigators.

Pharmaceutical companies and major trialists 
will have a standard structure to the protocol. 
For inexperienced trialists expert assistance is
required and an interesting attempt to provide 
this is described by Wyatt and colleagues.95 They
reported the development of a knowledge-based
critiquing system for the authors of clinical trial
protocols. Preliminary evaluation showed that
passable draft protocols could be completed much
more quickly but the authors were disappointed 
by the difficulties which those using the system
experienced. Such approaches may be useful for
the inexperienced, in view of the scarcity of the
expertise which is required, but these approaches
require considerably more development.

Allied to the development of the trial protocol is
the determination of the resources to support it.
An infrastructure is needed comprising experi-
enced field workers, data managers, statisticians, 
a randomisation service, and experts in other 
areas such as health economics. Evidence and
recommendations concerning the infrastructure
will be developed in chapter 5.
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Methods
Clinician participation or patient participation 
was identified by 265 papers in the main database
as being an important issue (scoring 3 for rele-
vance). From this subset of the main database, 
all primary research papers were selected which
reported findings relating to recruitment of
clinicians or patients to clinical trials (n = 84); 
only papers reporting new data (quantitative or
qualitative) on aspects of trial conduct or design
were included in the analysis for this chapter.
Papers relating solely to Phase I or Phase II trials
were excluded, as were papers commenting on
supposed barriers without supporting evidence.

Each of the papers was reviewed by two readers 
(SR and one other) and summarised using subject
areas determined by the study group prior to the
review. The subject areas of interest were:

• barriers to clinician participation
• barriers to patient participation
• difficulties around the clinician/

participant interface
• difficulties specific to trials among certain 

types of people
• difficulties related to specific types 

of comparison
• barriers to participation within protocols
• factors related to the healthcare system
• barriers to RCTs (as opposed to other 

study designs)
• other factors beyond the control 

of investigators.

A brief description of the study design and 
relevant findings were abstracted from each paper
and entered into the Microsoft Access database.
Data were checked for accuracy of abstraction.

Having identified specific issues within the subject
areas described above, the data extracted from the
research papers were transformed into matrices or
tables to assist in critical analysis.1 Once this sorting
was complete, each of the tables was reviewed to
produce an interpretation which was consistent
with the material. These interpretations were sub-
jected to a process of critical, iterative analysis,2 in
which an interpretation was evaluated against the

data and discarded or modified until a consistent
interpretation was reached.3

Following the iterative analytical process, two main
categories of barrier emerged from the data:

• barriers to clinician participation
• barriers to patient participation.

For the purpose of this review, the term ‘clinician’
includes all clinical staff, for example, nurses,
physiotherapists, physicians, radiotherapists and
surgeons. Concerns about additional demands of
RCTs and the consent process were major themes
within both of these categories.

The tables resulting from the analysis are presented
in a truncated form, with interpretation of the
findings, and recommendations for overcoming
barriers to recruitment based on the findings.

To access findings from research before 1985,
systematic reviews of the literature were also
identified. Non-systematic reviews were excluded 
as these were found to be of variable quality.4

Over the period of study, the concept of systematic
reviewing was not prevalent and only five papers
describing formal systematic reviews were found.
These related to the inclusion of women in 
clinical trials of antihypertensive medications,5

the recruitment of older people to clinical trials 
of arthritis,6 recruitment of ethnic or racial
minorities,7 the problems associated with RCTs 
in surgery,8 and a general review of recruitment
experience.9 Because so few systematic reviews 
were identified, the main findings of these 
papers are presented individually.

Barriers to clinician participation

The success of RCTs depends on the participation
of clinicians. To achieve this, clinicians must agree
to participate when invited, must recruit patients
who are eligible (including offering participation
to eligible patients) and must follow the trial pro-
tocol. Each of these stages represents a potential
barrier to participation which varies from trial to
trial. For the purpose of this review, the differing
levels of participation have been considered as 

Chapter 4

Barriers to participation in clinical trials
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one, so that barriers to participation include
barriers to absolute protocol adherence as well 
as barriers to taking part in particular trials.

Time constraints
Eight papers (seven surveys of clinical trial
participants) reported that time was a barrier to
clinician participation (Table 3 ). Two aspects were
identified: firstly, the time pressures from usual
clinical practice and management duties precluded
their commitment to clinical trials;10–13 secondly,

the time demands of recruitment and follow-up 
in clinical trials were felt to be a barrier.12,14–17

Two 1994 surveys of NHS consultants involved 
in research indicated that the pressures had
worsened following recent NHS reforms.11,13

Recommendations
1. Participation in clinical trials should be

encouraged as a component of the core 
activity of clinicians. (Basis: judgement 
of the authors.)

TABLE 3  Time constraints

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Aaronson, Telephone-based nursing Cancer Hospital Survey of partic- Lack of time was physicians’ most common 
et al., 199610 intervention improves ipating clinicians reason for not referring patients (44/103).
(The the effectiveness of the to investigate 
Netherlands) informed consent process reasons for not 

in cancer clinical trials recruiting patients

Benson, et al., Oncologists’ reluctance Cancer Hospital Survey of 73% stated that excessive time needed for 
199114 to accrue patients onto 224 clinicians patient follow-up. Community physicians in 
(USA) clinical trials: an Illinois who participated particular reported that excessive time 

Cancer Center study in research required for patients on trials.

Dickinson, Clinical research in the Not Medical Survey of Major problems encountered in undertaking 
199411 NHS today applicable Research 294 clinicians research included diminished research time 
(UK) Society who participated for NHS-funded clinicians to pursue clinical 

in research research (83%), pressure put on clinicians 
to undertake management roles (73%),
diminished calibre and numbers of keen 
researchers due to reduced career 
opportunities (61%).

Fisher, et al., Clinical trials in cancer Cancer Community Survey of Problems of undertaking research included 
199115 therapy: efforts to 75 clinicians time demands on self and staff (35%), and 
(USA) improve patient enrol- who participated obtaining on-study tests (14%).

ment by community in studies
oncologists

Foley & Improving accrual into Cancer Hospital Survey of 28% considered that too many tests were 
Moertel, cancer clinical trials 209 participating impediment to recruitment, 27% that complex 
199112 clinicians studies were a barrier or required too much 
(USA) physician time (21%). 23% were concerned 

that physician was too busy.

Smyth, et al., Conducting clinical Cancer Hospital Survey of Physicians under new trust regime find little 
199413 research in the new 287 participating time to talk to patients. Main disincentive for 
(UK) NHS: the model of clinicians potential trialists was lack of time.

cancer. UK Coordinating 
Committee on Cancer 
Research

Taylor, et al., Physicians’ reasons for Cancer Hospital Survey of Additional time to follow patients and to 
198417 not entering eligible 91 participating explain procedures mentioned.
(USA) patients in a randomized clinicians

clinical trial of surgery 
for breast cancer

Taylor, 198516 The doctor’s dilemma: Cancer Hospital Survey of 9% of those who did not enrol all patients 
(USA) physician participation in 91 participating argued that time needed to explain to 

randomized clinical trials clinicians patients, rigid rules governing eligibility,
inflexibility of prescribed treatment formulas,
were insurmountable barriers to accrual.
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2. Clinicians should be asked to do the 
minimum required from them, with other
activities such as follow-up, performed by
specifically funded and employed staff. 
(Basis: logical argument.)

Staffing and training
RCTs are commonly run in everyday clinical
settings, often without additional support.
Problems associated with lack of trained staff 
were highlighted in 12 studies: eight surveys of
participating clinicians, one survey of patients, 
one survey of centres who refused to take part 
in a trial, one report of a failed trial and one
description of trial recruitment at two sites 
(Table 4 ). Clinicians participating in clinical 
trials were often ill-prepared for such a role.11,18–21

Lack of research experience11,22,23 and training24

were found to be barriers to patient recruitment.
Lack of available support staff, for example, 
clinical trial nurses, was also blamed for poor
recruitment.12,13,24–26 A stable research team 
was preferable in conducting RCTs.27

Recommendation
• Clinicians need preparation and appropriate

support staff if they are to participate in RCTs.
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

Rewards and recognition
The impact of rewards for clinicians taking 
part in RCTs is difficult to identify. It is unclear
whether lack of rewards acts as a deterrent to
participation. Five papers (four studies: three
surveys of clinicians participating in trials and 
one report of a failed trial) mentioned rewards 
as incentives for participating in trials (Table 5).
These included benefit to the individual’s
reputation and that of their institution,20,28

and economic incentives.12,21 One study 
suggested that personal encouragement and
support are required to achieve successful
participation.19

Recommendations
1. Clinicians should be rewarded appropriately 

and adequately for taking part in RCTs. The
rewards need not be financial but should 
include positive feedback and support. 
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

2. Contribution should be credited, such as 
in all publications, during career progression.
(Basis: judgement of the authors.)

Recommendation for research
• Research to identify the most appropriate form

of reward for clinicians is needed.

Impact on the doctor–patient
relationship
The possibility that RCTs may adversely affect the
doctor–patient relationship (Table 6) and that this
may act as a barrier to clinician recruitment was
emphasised in 12 papers (11 studies: seven surveys
of participating clinicians, two reports of failing
trials, one survey of non-participating centres 
and one description of an RCT of different
information for patients). The main issues high-
lighted were clinicians’ difficulties in admitting 
that they did not know which treatment was
best14,16,17,29 and the perceived conflict between
their roles as clinicians and researchers.18,26,28,30

As a result, clinicians have considered their 
rapport with patients to have been damaged 
if they entered patients into a trial.16,17,21,29,31–33

Recommendation
• RCTs should be framed and organised in ways

which minimise differences between research
and clinical practice, and address questions 
of sufficient importance for clinicians to be
comfortable with the need for the research 
role. (Basis: logical argument.)

Recommendation for research
• Research is needed to identify trial designs 

which interfere least with the clinician–
patient relationship.

Concern for patients
Concern for the patient was raised in nine papers
(eight surveys of participating clinicians and one
description of accrual to cancer trial) (Table 7 ).
Included were concern about treatment toxicity 
or side-effects,12,22 the burden of the trial for
patients,10,12,30 including travel distance12 and
cost,14,15 lack of patient transport,25 and a reluc-
tance to recruit more severely ill patients.10,34

Taylor and colleagues17 mentioned the fear of
feeling responsible if a patient did not receive 
the treatment which turned out to be best.

Recommendations
1. Trial design should seek to minimise the burden

for patients and reassure clinicians about the
demands on patients. (Basis: logical argument.)

2. The value of RCTs as a ‘risk minimising’ strategy,
when there is uncertainty, should be emphasised
to clinicians. (Basis: judgement of the authors.)

Perception of importance of RCT
Only two studies mentioned the importance of 
the research question. Foley and Moertel12 found
that scientifically uninteresting trials were felt 
to be an impediment to recruitment by 17% of
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TABLE 4  Staff and training

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Dickinson, Clinical research in Not Medical Survey of Major problems: diminished research time 
199411 (UK) the NHS today applicable Research 294 clinicians for NHS-funded clinicians to pursue clinical 

Society who participated research (83%); pressure put on clinicians to 
in research undertake management roles (73%); increasing 

clinical demands on university-funded medical 
staff (71%); unwillingness of management to 
cover minor research costs (63%); diminished 
calibre and numbers of keen researchers due 
to reduced career opportunities (61%).

Foley & Improving accrual into Cancer Hospital Survey of Inadequate support from personnel identified 
Moertel, cancer clinical trials 209 participating by 22% as problem for RCTs. Inadequate 
199112 clinicians healthcare coverage identified as impediment 
(USA) to patient entry by 31%. Interdisciplinary 

coordination was problem for 16%.

Henzlova, Patient perception of Cardio- Hospital Survey of Stability of investigating team advantageous 
et al., 199427 a long-term clinical trial: vascular 3522 patients for patient satisfaction (7% of patients 
(USA) experience using a close- who participated mentioned changes of staffing as a 

out questionnaire in the in long-term negative experience).
Studies of Left Ventricular heart failure 
Dysfunction (SOLVD) trial trial

Morse, et al., Issues of recruitment, AIDS/HIV Community Telephone Structural barriers cited included: lack of 
199525 retention and compliance survey of 14 sites financial resources (50%); lack of staff (31%);
(USA) in community-based participating lack of space (39%); lack of medical 

clinical trials with in trial staff (30%).
traditionally under- 
served populations

Penn, et al., Reasons for declining Obstetrics Hospital Survey of Extra work and staffing identified as major 
199026 participation in a 11 centres barriers to participation in RCTs: 5/11 centres 
(UK) prospective randomised who refused who refused to participate considered that 

trial to determine the to participate they had insufficient staff to obtain properly 
optimum mode of delivery in a trial informed consent.
of the preterm breech

Shea, et al., Enrollment in clinical Cardio- Hospital Survey of Higher ‘rank of physician responsible for 
199224 trials: institutional factors vascular 112 participating CAST’ significantly associated with higher 
(USA) affecting enrollment in sites enrolment rate. Higher enrolment correlated 

the Cardiac Arrhythmia with being affiliated with medical school,
Suppression Trial (CAST) having staff training programmes, having higher 

proportion of eligible patients cared for by 
trained staff, having CAST staff available 
more days per week, having more nurse– 
clinicians available.

Taylor, et al., Interpreting physician Cancer Hospital Survey of 67% agreed with statement:‘When published 
198718 participation in random- and private 484 participating data and my clinical judgement conflict,
(various) ized clinical trials: the practice clinicians I am more likely to rely on personal 

physician orientation profile clinical experience’.

Taylor, 199219 Physician participation in Cancer/ Private Survey of Physicians must be educated on the rationale 
(various) a randomized clinical trial ophthal- practice 101 participating of RCTs to improve participation.‘Academic 

for ocular melanoma mology and physicians concerns’ given by 75% as disincentive 
hospital for participating.

Taylor, et al., Fundamental dilemmas of Cancer Hospital Survey of Suggests that participants in RCTs are 
199420 the randomized clinical and private 1737 participating ill-prepared regarding the process of such 
(USA) trial process: results of a practice clinicians investigations. Most frequent obstacle to 

survey of the 1737 Eastern successful completion of clinical trial is 
Cooperative Oncology physician’s reluctance to participate (55%).
Group investigators

continued
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respondents in their survey of participating
clinicians. Tognoni and colleagues,21 in a report 
of a failed trial, stated that the questions to be
tested must be of definite interest to 
participating clinicians.

Recommendation
• The questions addressed by RCTs should be of

sufficient importance to clinicians for them to 
be willing to take part and comply with protocol
requirements. (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

TABLE 4 contd  Staff and training

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Tognoni, Randomised clinical trials Cardio- General Report of a Authors comment on problems with 
et al., 199521 in general practice: lessons vascular practice failed trial GPs’ ‘unsatisfactory attitude...[to] 
(Italy) from a failure controlled research’.

Wadland, Recruitment to a primary Smoking Primary Study to describe Comparison of recruitment by study 
et al., 199023 care trial on smoking cessation care and compare personnel and receptionist: study personnel 
(USA) cessation rates of recruit- appeared to enhance recruitment and 

ment in RCT limit bias.
of smoking 
cessation in two 
primary care 
practices

Winn et al., An evaluation of physician Cancer Hospital Vignette study Physicians with previous experience of RCTs 
198422 determinants in the of 82 clinicians had greater referral rate (77% vs. 39%).
(USA) referral of patients for Physician less likely to refer patient when 

cancer clinical trials in side-effects considered serious.
the community setting

TABLE 5  Rewards and recognition

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Foley & Improving accrual into Cancer Hospital Survey of 24% regarded excess costs as an entry 
Moertel, cancer clinical trials 209 participating impediment (varied between professionals).
199112 clinicians To improve protocol accruals, 71% agreed 
(USA) that non-essential research testing should be 

subsidised and 41% considered that there 
should be increased funding for physician 
participation time.

Taylor, 199219 Physician participation in Opthal- Private Survey of Incentives and disincentives to participate 
(various) a randomized clinical for mology practice 101 participating must be addressed and explained to 

ocular melanoma and hospital physicians potential participants. Support required for 
investigators, continual feedback, personal 
encouragement, intensive education.

Taylor, 199228 Integrating conflicting Cancer Hospital Survey of Rewards for scientists are on a ‘macro’ level,
(USA) professional roles: and private 101 participating i.e. status in professional community, rather 

physician participation practice clinicians than financial reward. Physicians expect both.
in randomized Status conferred on physicians by patients,
clinical trials on scientists by peers.

Taylor, et al., Fundamental dilemmas Cancer Hospital Survey of Main rewards are for clinical practice 
199420 of the randomized clinical and private 1737 participating (67%) rather than contribution to scientific 
(USA) trial process: results of practice clinicians knowledge. Major reason for participation 

a survey of the 1737 is that it benefits institution (54%); 97% 
Eastern Cooperative considered that ‘participation in RCTs is 
Oncology Group an asset to my reputation’.
investigators

Tognoni, Randomised clinical trials Cardio- General Report of a Authors comment that clinician compliance 
et al., 199121 in general practice: vascular practice failed trial may have been improved through 
(Italy) lessons from a failure economic incentives.
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TABLE 6  Impact on the doctor–patient relationship

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Benson, et al., Oncologists’ reluctance Cancer Hospital Survey of Physicians consider that research protocols 
199114 to accrue patients onto 224 clinicians undercut patients’ beliefs in physicians’ 
(USA) clinical trials: an Illinois who participated knowledge and decision-making power. Most 

Cancer Center study in research physicians were not at ease when talking 
to patients about choice of treatment.

Chang, et al., Prerandomization: an Ortho- Hospital Report of a Concern that participation in RCT would 
199031 alternative to classic paedic trial which was adversely affect patient–physician relationship.
(USA) randomization.The surgery apparently failing 

effects on recruitment but which was a 
in a controlled trial of success following 
arthroscopy for osteo- a change of 
arthrosis of the knee design (to pre- 

randomisation)

Langley, et al., Why are (or are not) Cancer Hospital Survey of Family physicians rated concern about 
198732 patients given the option and general 87 participating scientific design as main reason for not 
(Canada) to enter clinical trials? practice and non- offering patients entry to clinical trials,

participating followed by rapport with patients.
clinicians

Penn, et al., Reasons for declining Obstetrics Hospital Survey of Paper suggests that clinicians problems over 
199026 participation in a 11 centres who inferred consent may be a mask over the 
(UK) prospective randomised refused to conflict the doctor finds himself in between 

trial to determine the participate physician and experimenter.
optimum mode of delivery in a trial
of the preterm breech

Simes, et al., Randomised comparison Cancer Hospital RCT of two Suggests that when doctors are aware that 
198633 of procedures for obtain- types of inform- trial will involve total disclosure they are 
(Australia) ing informed consent ation provision reluctant to include patients. Major factor 

in clinical trials of for patients; in reluctance of doctors to achieve fully 
treatment for cancer discussion of informed consent for their patients is per-

impact on doctors ceived impact on doctor–patient relationship.

Siminoff, Doctor–patient Cancer Hospital Observation Physician has unavoidable ethical dilemma 
et al., 198930 communication about and audio- between duty of care to current patients, to 
(USA) breast cancer adjuvant recording of the clinical trials themselves and to future 

therapy 100 patient– patients who may benefit.
doctor inter- 
actions and 
surveys of 
participants

Taylor, et al., Physicians’ reasons for Cancer Hospital Survey of Of those who did not enter all patients on 
198417 not entering eligible 91 participating trial, 73% mentioned their relationship with 
(USA) patients in a randomized clinicians patient, e.g. 15 considered that their rapport 

clinical trial of surgery with patient would be jeopardised (major 
for breast cancer impact on enrolment in trials?). Difficulty in 

telling patients that they did not know which 
treatment was better was expressed by 
15 (23%).

Taylor, 198516 The doctor’s dilemma: Cancer Hospital Survey of Of those who did not enrol all patients:
(USA) physician participation in 91 participating 73% made some reference to their 

randomized clinical trials clinicians relationship with patient, principally that 
ultimate decision-making power was removed 
from either physician or patient; 23% 
expressed difficulty in telling patients that they 
did not know which procedure was better;
8% of those not enrolling all patients were 
frightened of their personal responsibility if 
one treatment proved to be superior.

continued
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Loss of autonomy
Loss of clinical autonomy, including loss of
decision-making power and independence, 
being accountable to a third party, and restriction
of the ability to individualise patient care, was
reported in seven papers (covering five surveys 
of clinician trial participants, all by the same first
author using a similar survey methodology) as 
a reason for not recruiting all patients to 
clinical trials (Table 8).16–20,28,29

Recommendation
• Pragmatic RCTs are likely to be more acceptable

to clinicians, since this type of design permits
more clinician freedom. (Basis: judgement of
the authors.)

Incompatibility of protocol with 
normal practice
The authors of eight papers (seven studies: 
six surveys of participating clinicians and one
report of a failed trial) identified incompati-
bilities of the protocol with usual clinical practice 
as a barrier to recruitment of clinicians26 or
patients15–17,21,30,35,36 (Table 9 ). Such incompati-
bilities included personal preference for one 

of the treatments,17,30,36 unwillingness to recruit
patients to a trial including a ‘no treatment’ 
arm,35 lack of choice of treatment,15,16 a require-
ment for patients to be withdrawn from mainten-
ance treatment prior to recruitment21 or an
incompatibility with departmental policy, such 
that staff lacked the clinical skills to undertake 
both arms of the study.26

Recommendations
1. Clinicians are likely to find it easier to use

pragmatic RCT protocols because they test
interventions as used in ‘everyday’ care. 
(Basis: logical argument.)

2. Protocols should be designed to minimise
incompatibility with normal practice. 
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

3. Clinicians should be recruited who 
understand and are in agreement with 
the proposed research protocol. 
(Basis: logical argument.)

Recommendation for research
• Research is required to identify and modify

aspects of trial design which are not consistent
with normal practice.

TABLE 6 contd  Impact on the doctor–patient relationship

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Taylor, et al., Physician response Cancer Hospital Survey of 81% considered that telling patients that 
198729 to informed consent 170 participating physicians do not know which treatment is 
(Canada) regulations for clinicians better may have negative effect on patients.

randomized Informed consent affected relationship with 
clinical trials trial patients for 24%, and obtaining informed 

consent always highlighted dual roles as 
investigator and primary caregiver for 52% 
(plus 39% sometimes). 48% considered 
patient awareness of dual role helpful;
55% (plus 40% sometimes) said dual role 
always made them uncomfortable.

Taylor, et al., Interpreting physician Cancer Hospital Survey of 76% wanted to be measured as a successful 
198718 participation in and private 484 participating physician on basis of help to individual 
(various) randomized clinical practice clinicians patients and 24% on basis of their research 

trials: the physician contributions; 67% agreed that ‘when 
orientation profile published data and my clinical judgement 

conflict, I am most likely to rely on personal 
clinical experience’.

Taylor, 199228 Integrating conflicting Cancer/ Hospital Survey of Two potentially conflicting roles described,
(USA) professional roles: ophthal- and private 101 participating as physician and scientist: clinician’s role to 

physician participation mology practice clinicians reduce patient uncertainty; research role to 
in randomized provide evidence. In life-threatening disease,
clinical trials research physicians may present uncertainty 

in a positive light.

Tognoni, Randomised clinical trials Cardio- General Report of a Change of role for GP from confident and 
et al., 199121 in general practice: lessons vascular practice failed trial reassuring; seen as ‘shifting their image’.
(Italy) from a failure
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TABLE 7  Concern for patients

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Aronson, Telephone-based nursing Cancer Hospital Survey of Worry about burden of trial for patients 
et al., 199110 intervention improves the participating (n = 6). Patients not randomised more likely 
(The effectiveness of the clinicians to to have advanced stage disease or been 
Netherlands) informed consent process investigate recruited to a Phase II trial.

in cancer clinical trials reasons for 
not recruiting 
patients

Antman, Selection bias in Cancer Hospital Accrual, protocol Clinicians less likely to recruit patients 
et al., 198534 clinical trials compliance and with more advanced stages of disease,
(USA) toxicity measured visceral primaries and large tumours, and 

at 3-month older patients.
intervals 
during RCT

Benson, Oncologists’ reluctance Cancer Hospital Survey of Some 79% believed that research is costly to 
et al., 199114 to accrue patients onto 224 clinicians participants. A high percentage of oncologists 
(USA) clinical trials: an Illinois who participate feel uncomfortable when patients are 

Cancer Center study in research on RCTs.

Fisher, et al., Clinical trials in cancer Cancer Community Survey of Costs to patients were identified by 22% as 
199115 therapy: efforts to 75 clinicians a barrier to enrolling patients.
(USA) improve patient enrolment who participate 

by community oncologists in studies

Foley & Improving accrual into Cancer Hospital Survey of Concern about: too much personal burden 
Moertel, cancer clinical trials 209 participating on patients (25%); too much toxicity (19%);
199112 clinicians extra procedures (28%); excessive travel 
(USA) distance (29%); inadequate healthcare 

coverage (31%); were identified as 
impediments to patient recruitment.

Morse, et al., Issues of recruitment, HIV/AIDS Community Telephone Respondents suggested that patient transport 
199525 retention, and compliance survey of (21%) may affect protocol participation.
(USA) in community-based 14 sites 

clinical trials with participating 
traditionally underserved in trials
populations

Siminoff, Doctor–patient Cancer Hospital Observation Physicians uncomfortable with not treating 
et al., 198930 communication about and audio- younger patients or recommending a trial 
(USA) breast cancer adjuvant recording of with a long course of therapy.

therapy 100 patient– 
doctor inter- 
actions and 
surveys of 
participants

Taylor, et al., Physicians’ reasons for not Cancer Hospital Survey of Fear of feeling responsible if patient did not 
198417 entering eligible patients 91 participating receive treatment which turned out to be 
(USA) in a randomized clinical clinicians best mentioned by five.

trial of surgery for 
breast cancer

Winn, et al., An evaluation of physician Cancer Hospital Vignette study Single most important factor in determining 
198422 determinants in the of 82 clinicians whether a patient will be referred is toxicity 
(USA) referral of patients for of experimental regimen (90% referral if 

cancer clinical trials in toxicity low, 52% if toxicity high). No differ-
the community setting ence based on physician age, speciality or 

length of time in practice.
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Problems in complying with 
the protocol
The protocol itself was blamed for restricting
recruitment in eight studies (five reports of patient
accrual to trials and three surveys of participating
clinicians) (Table 10 ).12,14,15,37–41 In addition, exces-
sive data collection14 and poorly designed data
collection38 were criticised.

Recommendation
• The entry criteria should be as simple and clear 

as possible so that the study will accommodate 
all relevant patients. Data collection should be
kept to the minimum consistent with the scientific
purpose of the study. (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

Consent procedure
Obtaining consent (see Table 11) was acknow-
ledged as being an important barrier to patient

recruitment,32 although some clinicians 
believed that consent is not primarily to protect 
the interests of patients.14 The consent process 
was identified as a reason for failing to recruit
patients14,16,17 and making patient recruitment
difficult;29 if not required, physicians reported 
that they would enter more patients.18 Significant
problems were the lack of time42 and trained 
staff 26 needed to explain the trial and obtain
consent. Plaisier and colleagues suggested that 
it was harder to gain informed consent if the
treatment characteristics were divergent.41

Chang and colleagues31 and Williams and 
Zwitter43 found that clinicians believed that
informed consent may be easier to obtain using 
a pre-randomisation design; however, Gallo and
colleagues found that patients pre-randomised 
to standard treatment were less likely to consent
than those randomised to ‘experimental’

TABLE 8  Loss of autonomy

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Taylor, et al., Physicians’ reasons for Cancer Hospital Survey of 12/66 argues that they were pragmatists and 
198417 not entering eligible 91 participating did not want always to stick to the protocol.
(USA) patients in a randomized clinicians

clinical trial of surgery 
for breast cancer

Taylor, 198516 The doctor’s dilemma: Cancer Hospital Survey of Of those who did not enrol all patients:
(USA) physician participation in 91 participating 73% made some reference to their 

randomized clinical trials clinicians relationship with patient, principally that  
ultimate decision-making power was removed 
from either physician or patient; 18% agreed 
they were pragmatists, preferring to act on 
clinical judgement even when it conflicted 
with published data.

Taylor, et al., Physician response Cancer Hospital Survey of Some 54% disliked being accountable to 
198729 to informed consent 170 participating a third party.
(Canada) regulations for randomized clinicians

clinical trials

Taylor & Interpreting physician Cancer Hospital Survey of RCT restricts ability to individualise 
Kelner, 198718 participation in randomized and general 484 participating patient care (77%).
(various) clinical trials: the physician practice clinicians

orientation profile

Taylor, 199219 Physician participation in Cancer/ Hospital Survey of Restriction of flexibility in trials. Doctor 
(various) a randomized clinical trial ophthal- and private 101 participating discomfort with need to randomise patients 

for ocular melanoma mology practice physicians rather than select individual treatments.

Taylor, 199228 Integrating conflicting Cancer/ Hospital Survey of Clinically orientated doctor loses his 
(USA) professional roles: ophthal- and private 101 participating customary independence of action when 

physician participation in mology practice physicians taking part in trials.
randomized clinical trials

Taylor, et al., Fundamental dilemmas of Cancer Hospital Survey of In all, 82% of clinicians were reluctant to 
199420 the randomized clinical and private 1737 participating relinquish individual decision making. 68% 
(USA) trial process: results of a practice clinicians had no difficulty with randomisation if they 

survey of the 1737 Eastern considered that a patient would not be 
Cooperative Oncology compromised by being placed in any arm 
Group investigators of trial.
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TABLE 9  Incompatibility of protocol with normal practice

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Deber & Variations in breast cancer Cancer Hospital Survey (with Fewer clinicians would recruit patients 
Thompson, treatment decisions and vignettes) of to a trial with a no-treatment or chemo-
199035 their impact in mounting 234/662 clinical therapy arm (37%) than a trial with 
(Canada) trials participants treatments they agreed were acceptable 

(68%). Clinicians would need to agree that 
both treatment options are valid and on 
patient categories, prognostic and 
treatment variables.

Fisher, et al., Clinical trials in Cancer Community Survey of Choice of therapies were perceived as an 
199115 cancer therapy: efforts 75 clinicians obstacle to patient recruitment for 14%.
(USA) to improve patient who participated 

enrolment by in studies
community oncologists

Klein, et al., Physicians’ beliefs and Obstetrics Hospital Survey of Physicians who favoured one technique over 
199536 behavior during a 43 participating the other had more difficulty following the 
(Canada) randomized controlled clinicians protocol, citing concerns about patients’ 

trial of episiotomy: well-being to justify their failure to comply 
consequences for with the protocol.
women in their 
care

Penn & Reasons for declining Obstetrics Hospital Survey of One department said that the draft patient 
Sheer, 199026 participation in a 11 centres information sheet was incompatible with 
(UK) prospective randomised who refused departmental policy and that the wording 

trial to determine the to participate of the information would ‘frighten 
optimum mode of in a trial many mothers’.
delivery of the 
preterm breech

Siminoff, Doctor–patient Cancer Hospital Observation Physicians reluctant to recruit patients 
et al., 198930 communication about and audio- with poor prognosis to a clinical trial in 
(USA) breast cancer adjuvant recording of which they may be randomised to standard 

therapy 100 patient– treatment; they would rather go for non-
doctor inter- standard treatment.
actions and 
surveys of 
participants

Taylor, et al., Physicians’ reasons for Cancer Hospital Survey of Five stated a preference for segmental 
198417 not entering eligible 91 participating mastectomy and did not enter any patients.
(USA) patients in a randomized clinicians

clinical trial of surgery 
for breast cancer

Taylor, 198516 The doctor’s dilemma: Cancer Hospital Survey of Of those who did not enrol all patients:
(USA) physician participation 91 participating 18% agreed they were pragmatists,

in randomized clinical clinicians preferring to act on clinical judgement 
trials even when it conflicted with published data;

9% argued that time needed to explain to 
patients, rigid rules governing eligibility 
and inflexibility of prescribed treatment 
formulas were insurmountable barriers 
to accrual.

Tognoni, Randomised clinical Cardio- General Report of a Patients had to be withdrawn from treatment 
et al., 199121 trials in general practice: vascular practice failed trial to be assessed for suitability: apparent conflict 
(Italy) lessons from a failure with usual practice. GPs were said to have an 

‘unsatisfactory attitude ... [to] controlled 
research’.
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TABLE 10  Complying with protocol

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Benson, et al., Oncologists’ reluctance Cancer Hospital Survey of In all, 82% believed some or all protocols 
199114 to accrue patients onto 224 clinicians are too rigidly designed, with excessive 
(USA) clinical trials: an Illinois who participated data collection and follow-up.

Cancer Center study in trials

Bowen & Recruitment rates and Mental Hospital Prospective data Patients ineligible because of medical issues 
Hirsch, factors affecting recruit- health collection on (21/66) or psychiatric issues (78/166).
199237 ment for a clinical trial 166 patients to 
(UK) of a putative anti- establish rate 

psychotic agent in the of recruitment;
treatment of acute only 1/7 patients 
schizophrenia were entered

Coombs, Conceptual and Burns Community Case study Data collection was poorly designed. Inclusion 
et al., 199338 methodologic problems treatment of failed trial: criteria narrowed after retest data were 
(USA) in the evaluation of 95 recruited collected, so fewer eligible patients were 

a new burn treatment (200 target) available than expected. Later, entry criteria 
modality were relaxed.

Fisher, et al., Clinical trials in cancer Cancer Community Survey of Completing flow-sheets (22%), remembering 
199115 therapy: efforts to 75 clinicians active protocols (19%), mailing follow-up data 
(USA) improve patient who participated time (17%), recording follow-up data (17%);

enrolment by community in trials all mentioned as problems.
oncologists

Foley & Improving accrual into Cancer Hospital Survey of Respondents identified complex protocol 
Moertel, cancer clinical trials 209 participating as restrictive to RCTs (27%).
199112 clinicians
(USA)

Hunter, et al., Selection factors in Cancer Community Report on Main reasons for patients being ineligible for 
198739 clinical trials: results 9508 newly trials were: protocol design, 70%; clinically 
(USA) from the Community diagnosed eligible patients excluded by physician 

Clinical Oncology patients eligible decision, 51%; patient refusal, 32%; follow-up 
Program Physician’s for cancer problems or concomitant medical problems,
Patient Log trials, of whom 10%; other reasons, 7%.

3242 were 
on protocol

Jack, et al., Recruitment to a Cancer Hospital Of 3054 patients Over 57% of original patients excluded 
199040 prospective breast referred to one through failure to meet eligibility criteria.
(UK) conservation trial: Edinburgh Breast Of 84 patients treated for conservation,

why are so few Unit, 63 were 23 did not fulfil the criteria for trials 
patients randomised? eventually found (e.g. tumour more extensive than 

to be eligible for appeared clinically).
a trial; 23 refused 
to participate 
and requested 
specific adjuvant 
treatment

Plaisier, et al., Unexpected difficulties in Surgery Hospital Case study of Eligibility criteria for the experimental arm 
199441 randomizing patients in a trial of lithotripsy greatly reduced potential accrual.
(The surgical trial: a prospective vs. cholecystec- 
Netherlands) study comparing extra- tomy; only 8.3% 

corporeal shock wave of patients were 
lithotripsy with open recruited
cholecystectomy
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TABLE 11  Consent procedure

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Benson, et al., Oncologists’ reluctance Cancer Hospital Survey of Necessity for physician to obtain informed 
199114 to accrue patients onto 224 clinicians consent identified as reason for failure to 
(USA) clinical trials: an Illinois who participated place patients on trials; 40% believed that 

Cancer Center study in research consent is not obtained to protect patient 
but for other reasons; 59% medical 
oncologists and 37% surgeons stated that 
they sometimes used protocol guidelines 
without formally enrolling patients.

Chang, et al., Prerandomization: an Ortho- Hospital Report of a trial Authors propose a modification to Zelen’s 
199031 alternative to classic paedic which appeared design44 based on patient preference.
(USA) randomization.The surgery to be failing but Operative processes lend themselves less 

effects on recruitment which was a well to classic randomisation procedures 
in a controlled trial of success following than medical processes.They imply that 
arthroscopy for osteo- change of design informed consent is easier to obtain 
arthrosis of the knee (to pre- under this system.

randomisation)

Gallo, et al., Informed versus N/A Community A total of 2035 Agreement to participate was different,
199545 randomised consent healthy visitors depending on type of consent procedure.
(Italy) to clinical trials to scientific One-sided informed consent (16% refused 

exhibition were to participate), two-sided informed consent 
enrolled in hypo- (20% refused), randomised consent 
thetical trial and experimental (12% refused), randomised 
randomly assigned consent standard (49% refused). More 
to groups: one- subjects prerandomised to standard 
sided informed treatment refused consent than those 
consent (n = 622); prerandomised to experimental (52% vs.
two-sided in- 13%) (authors note that labelling treatment 
formed consent as A and B may have given different results).
(n = 376); random-
ised consent to 
experimental 
treatment (n = 730);
randomised consent 
to standard treat-
ment (n = 307)

Langley, et al., Why are (or are Cancer Hospital Survey of 87 par- Obtaining consent was rated third in 
199732 not) patients given and general ticipating and importance among reasons for not offering 
(Canada) the option to enter practice non-participating patients entry to trials (after scientific design 

clinical trials? clinicians and doctor–patient rapport).

Penn & Steer, Reasons for declining Obstetrics Hospital Survey of Physicians highlight problem of acquiring 
199026 participation in a 11 centres who consent; 5/11 centres refused because 
(UK) prospective randomised refused to collab- of insufficient staff to gain truly 

trial to determine the orate in an RCT informed consent.
optimum mode of of Caesarean 
delivery of the section for pre-
preterm breech term breech 

deliveries;
reasons for non-
participation

Plaisier, et al., Unexpected difficulties Surgery Hospital Over a 3-year Acquiring informed consent is difficult if 
199441 in randomizing patients period, only 8.3% treatment characteristics are divergent.
(The in a surgical trial: a of patients could 
Netherlands) prospective study be entered into a 

comparing extracorporeal trial of lithotripsy 
shock wave lithotripsy vs. open cholecys-
with open cholecystectomy tectomy; main 

reasons for poor 
recruitment 
investigated

continued
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treatment.45 Williams and Zwitter found that the
level of informed consent may fall short of that
required by the protocol.43

Recommendation
• The purpose and requirement for obtaining

informed consent from the patient should be
stressed in the study protocol. The procedures

for giving information and obtaining consent
should be designed to ensure that potential
participants are given appropriate information,
in a way that does not interrupt clinical care.
This may require trained and dedicated 
staff to be available to provide information 
and obtain consent from patients. (Basis: 
logical argument.)

TABLE 11 contd  Consent procedure

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Schaeffer, The impact of disease Various Clinical Patients from The longer the time spent explaining the 
et al., 199642 severity on the informed (cancer research various trials consent form, the greater the level of 
(USA) consent process in and centre (n = 73) and immediate and long-term retention. Suggests 

clinical research HIV/AIDS) healthy volun- written consent forms are limiting and 
teers (n = 52); research needed on differing ways of 
questionnaires providing patient with information and 
to assess know- not just on simplifying consent form,
ledge of purpose i.e. oral information.
and conduct of 
research, read-
ing and compre-
hension levels

Taylor, et al., Physicians’ reasons for Cancer Hospital Survey of None of the 25 respondents who cited 
198417 not entering eligible 91 participating trouble with informed consent entered all 
(USA) patients in a randomized clinicians their patients into the trial.

clinical trial of surgery 
for breast cancer

Taylor, 198516 The doctor’s dilemma: Cancer Hospital Survey of Of those who did not enrol all patients,
(USA) physician participation in 91 participating 38% cited trouble with informed consent,

randomized clinical trials clinicians e.g. disclosing information to patients.
Appeared that surgeons may be preferentially 
selecting patients they consider would have 
no difficulty with informed consent document.

Taylor, et al., Physician response Cancer Hospital Survey of Informed consent: 65% said obtaining it makes 
198729 to informed consent 170 participating entering patients into RCTs difficult; 70% said 
(Canada) regulations for clinicians it is not helpful in some cases; 41% said it 

randomized clinical trials leads to patient non-compliance. Only 30% 
believed that all patients should always be 
required to sign a consent form before being 
placed in a clinical trial and 51% disliked 
certifying that they had obtained consent.
Having to obtain informed consent is 
considered an intrusion into the privacy of 
the doctor–patient relationship by 90%; 24% 
said it affected their relationship with trial 
patients; 67% found informed consent difficult 
to obtain immediately following disclosure of 
news of serious illness.

Taylor & Interpreting physician Cancer Hospital Survey of ‘If written informed consent was not 
Kelnes, 198718 participation in randomized and general 484 participating required, I would enter more patients into 
(various) clinical trials: the physician practice clinicians clinical trials’ (87%).

orientation profile

Williams & Informed consent in Cancer Hospital 60/88 clinicians Written consent sought by 32% of clinicians;
Zwitter, European multicentre replied to a 21% used written information with no 
199443 randomised clinical trials – survey question- obligatory signing; 42% adopted verbal 
(various) are patients really informed? naire about consent; 5% did not seek consent. Level of 

practice of informed consent often fell short of that 
obtaining required by trial protocol. Some 70% of 
informed consent clinicians favoured prerandomised consent.
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Barriers to patient participation

Even though clinicians may agree to participate 
in clinical trials, the ultimate success of an RCT
depends on patient participation. While their
participation should be facilitated, individual
patients must also be free to decline to participate
or to withdraw from a study at any time.45 Some
commentators have blamed patients for poor
recruitment and it is therefore important to
understand the reasons why patients may 
withhold or withdraw their consent.

Additional demands of the RCT on the patient
The review confirmed that the additional 
demands of a study may cause concern for some
patients (Table 12). The main causes of concern
were additional procedures and appointments
which may cause discomfort, inconvenience 
or additional expense.

Extra procedures and time pressures were
identified as barriers to recruitment and causes 
of ‘drop-out’ of patients in 13 studies. When 
asked for reasons for not agreeing to participate 
in trials, patients cited higher numbers of
appointments,47,48 venepuncture and inpatient
hospital stays,37 discomfort from medical
procedures49 and worry about experiment-
ation.39,50 Lack of available time to take part 
was a deterrent for some patients.51,52 Patients 
who ‘dropped-out’ of trials blamed uncomfort-
able procedures53 or excessive study demands.54

High frequency of visits and time spent at clinic
visits were rated as negative experiences by
participants in trials,27,55 as were uncomfortable
procedures,49 length of the study and 
additional procedures.56

Travel and travel costs (Table 13 ) were an 
important reason for refusing to take part in a
trial,57 for missing appointments and dropping-
out of a trial,58 and were found to be disliked 
by participants in two studies.27,56

Extra costs incurred by participants (Table 14) 
were found to be a reason for not participating 
in four trials39,47,48,59 and those who withdrew from
one study indicated that they believed patients
should be paid to participate.58

In contrast to the barriers to participation, 
the most commonly mentioned motivation 
for participation was altruism.27,30,55,60–67 More
detailed discussions of the ethical issues 
associated with patient recruitment are 
presented elsewhere.68,69

Recommendation
• The demands of a study on patients should 

be kept to the minimum consistent with the
scientific purpose of the study. In addition, the
extent and purpose of the investigations should
be clearly explained at the start of the study.
Patients should be financially compensated for
any travel costs incurred. An appeal to altruism
may also be effective if patients are genuinely
uncertain whether to take part. (Basis: logical
argument, anecdotal evidence.)

Recommendation for research
• The motives for taking part in clinical trials

should be further examined with a view to
designing protocols which are more 
acceptable to patients.

Patient preferences
Patient preferences for a particular treatment
option (offered in the trial or outside it) were 
given as a reason for non-participation in 
20 studies (Table 15 ). A strong preference for 
or against a particular treatment was mentioned 
by non-participating patients in five studies. Pre-
ferences reflected wishes not to change medi-
cation,37,70 not to take placebo,59,71 not to take an
experimental medication,37,67 or not to take any
medication.37 Some patients requested a specific
intervention.40,41,59,72,73 In four studies, patients
chose not to take part at all.30,39,72,74 In a further
three, the reason given was an aversion to
treatment choice by random allocation.40,52,76

Langley and colleagues reported that clinicians
identified patient refusal as the most common
reason why patients were not entered into clinical
trials.32 Clinicians believe some patients refuse
because they do not like the idea of random-
isation12 (which is supported by several studies 
of patients themselves40,52,75) and do not want 
to be ‘experimental’ subjects12 (confirmed by 
Hunter, et al.;39 Simel, et al.;50 Robinson, et al.77).
Clinicians may also find it difficult to recruit
patients who have a strong preference for one
treatment option.19,41

Recommendation
• The possible benefits and adverse effects of 

the treatment options should be described in 
a balanced way, together with the rationale for
random allocation when the best approach is 
not known. No coercion should be used, how-
ever, to persuade patients to participate and 
the arrangements for care of those who choose
not to participate should be part of the study
protocol. The trial design should take into
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TABLE 12  Additional demands on the patient: extra procedures and time pressures

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Atwood, Reasons related to Cancer Community Reasons for good, Uncomfortable procedures were 
et al., 199253 adherence in community- marginal or poor a cause of drop-out, e.g. colon 
(USA) based field studies adherence or examination procedures.

withdrawal from 
three studies;
qualitative data 
extracted from 
progress notes 
and end-of-study 
evaluations 
(142 patients)

Autret, Parental opinions about Child Maternity Survey of parents Higher number of appointments were 
et al., 199347 biomedical research in health unit in a maternity a barrier for 8% of those who would 
(France) children in Tours, France unit about possi- not participate.

ble participation 
of their children 
in clinical trials:
582/986 response

Bowen & Recruitment rates and Mental Hospital Data collected Reason for non-consent given as:
Hirsch, 199237 factors affecting recruit- health prospectively on venepuncture 15%; 3-week inpatient 
(UK) ment for a clinical trial of 166 patients to stay 9%; ECG 1.5%.

a putative anti-psychotic establish reasons 
agent in the treatment for not entering 
of acute schizophrenia a trial; only one in 

seven entered trial

Cunny & Participation in clinical N/A Clinical Survey of Non-participants cited discomfort from 
Miller, 199449 drug studies: motivations research 195 participants, medical procedures (32.4%); participants 
(USA) and barriers organisation plus 68 consider- disliked discomfort from medical 

and students ing participating, procedures (21.4%).
in clinical drug 
studies (response 
rate not known 
but 1135 question-
naires were 
distributed)

Harth & Sociodemographic and Child Hospital Survey of parents Reason for not volunteering: inconvenience 
Thong, 199048 motivational character- health of children who of frequent visits 35%.
(Australia) istics of parents who had taken part 

volunteer their children in an RCT of 
for clinical research: ketotifen for 
a controlled study asthma (68) and 

parents who had 
refused (42)

Henzlova, Patient perception of a Cardio- Hospital Close-out Frequency of visits and time spent at clinic 
et al., 199427 long-term clinical trial: vascular questionnaire to was rated as a negative experience.
(USA) experience using a close- 5188 patients in 

out questionnaire in the treatment RCT 
Studies of Left Ventricular or prevention RCT 
Dysfunction (SOLVD) trial (74% response);

patients were 
middle-aged or 
older and chronic-
ally ill; average 
follow-up was 
37 months for 
treatment trial and 
41 months for 
prevention trial

continued
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TABLE 12 contd  Additional demands on the patient: extra procedures and time pressures

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Hunter, Selection factors in Cancer Community Report on 9508 newly Discomfort about ‘experimentation’ 
et al., 198739 clinical trials: results diagnosed patients eligible accounted for 10% refusal of patients.
(USA) from the Community for cancer trials, of whom 

Clinical Oncology 3242 were on protocol
Program Physician’s 
Patient Log

Moody, Search and research: Osteo- Community Study examining recruit- Reasons for not participating included:
et al., 199551 factors influencing porosis ment of post-menopausal family pressures, child care or other 
(USA) post-menopausal African-American women family duties which prohibited 

African-American from various sources (e.g. participation, belief that osteoporosis 
women’s participation churches, nurse associ- would not affect them, too busy.
in a clinical trial ations, media campaigns) 

for trial evaluating effect 
of alendronate on bone 
density; 21 women were 
recruited (a yield of about 
1 in 10)

Morrison, Trials and tribulations: Multiple Multiple 50 patients who had taken 30% of patients complained about length 
199456 patients’ perspectives sclerosis sclerosis part in an intensive trial of study. A further 30% found increased 
(Canada) of the BETASERON clinics of multiple sclerosis procedures unattractive.

study treatments: 38 completed 
questionnaires about their 
participation at end of study 
(reasons, experience, etc.)

Schwartz & Who says yes? Multiple Hospital Survey of patients who Reasons for refusing included ‘no 
Fox, 199552 Identifying selection sclerosis refused to participate time’ (4%).
(USA) biases in a psychosocial in RCT of two psycho-

intervention study of social interventions 
multiple sclerosis for multiple sclerosis;

reason for refusal 
obtained from 
107 patients

Simel & A randomised N/A Hospital Study using ‘sham’ trial. Fear of experimentation given as reason 
Feussner, controlled trial Patients randomised to for not participating.
199150 comparing quantitative receive one of two consent 
(USA) informed consent forms: one described a 

formats treatment that may work 
‘twice as fast as usual 
treatment’ (n = 52), the 
other ‘half as fast as usual 
treatment’ (n = 48)

Sutherland, A study of diet Cancer Community Postal survey of Attending appointments was given as 
et al., 199355 and breast cancer 90 women randomly main disadvantage of taking part in
(Canada) prevention in Canada: selected from partic- the trial.

why healthy women ipants (n = 418) in a 
participate in study of diet and breast 
controlled trials cancer prevention;

responses from 33 in 
control and 33 in 
intervention group

Wingerson, Personality traits and Mental Trial Survey of 112 patients Authors suggest that excessive study 
et al., 199354 early discontinuation health participants participating in clinical demands and complex dosing contributed 
(USA) from clinical trials in trials for panic disorder to patient drop-out.

anxious patients and generalised anxiety 
disorder; comparison of 
those who completed 
the study and those who 
discontinued early
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TABLE 13  Additional demands on the patient: travel problems

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Henzlova, Patient perception of Cardio- Hospital Close-out questionnaire to Travel to and from the clinic (21%) 
et al., a long-term clinical trial: vascular 5188 patients in treatment and parking (16%) were cited as 
199427 experience using a RCT or prevention RCT (74% a negative experiences for participants.
(USA) close-out questionnaire response); patients middle-

in the Studies of Left aged or older, and chronically 
Ventricular Dysfunction ill; average follow-up 37 months 
(SOLVD) trial for treatment and 41 months 

for prevention trial

Morrison, Trials and tribulations: Multiple Hospital Of 50 patients who took part Patients highlighted travel to clinic as 
199456 patients’ perspectives of sclerosis in an intensive trial of treatments an inconvenience; expenses associated 
(Canada) the BETASERON study for multiple sclerosis, 38 com- with travel were disliked.

pleted questionnaires at end of 
study about their participation 
(reasons, experience, etc.)

Orr, et al., Patient and clinic factors Ophthal- Hospital Survey of 19 patients lost Travel and travel costs were identified 
199258 predictive of missed mology to follow-up; 59 with missed as reasons for failure to participate in 
(USA) visits and inactive status visits; 97 with no missed visits RCT. Clinic factors associated with 

in a multicenter clinical drop-out included cost of travel 
trial (Macular Photo- (OR 8.9).
coagulation Study Group)

Schwartz Who says yes? Multiple Hospital Survey of patients who refused 36% of those who refused to take part 
& Fox, Identifying selection sclerosis to participate in RCT of two cited ‘logistics problems’ (usually lack 
199552 biases in a psychosocial psychosocial interventions for of transport); unwillingness to travel 
(USA) intervention study of multiple sclerosis; reason for re- to Boston (2%).

multiple sclerosis fusal obtained from 107 patients

TABLE 14  Additional demands on the patient: extra costs

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Autret, Parental opinions about Child Maternity Survey of parents in maternity Financial constraints given as 
et al., biomedical research in health unit unit about possible partici- reason by 4% of those who 
199347 children in Tours, France pation of their children in would not participate.
(France) clinical trials: 582/986 response

Harth & Sociodemographic and Child Hospital Survey of parents of children Extra costs given as reason for 
Thong, motivational character- health who had taken part in RCT not volunteering by 5%.
199048 istics of parents who of ketotifen for asthma (68) 
(Australia) volunteer their children and parents who had 

for clinical research: a refused (42)
controlled study

Hunter, Selection factors in clinical Cancer Community Report on 9508 newly Extra costs accounted for 2% of 
et al., trials: results from the diagnosed patients eligible refusals by patients.
198739 Community Clinical for cancer trials, of whom 
(USA) Oncology Program 3242 were on protocol

Physician’s Patient Log

Orr, et al., Patient and clinic factors Ophthal- Hospital Survey of 19 patients Survey indicated that patients con-
199258 predictive of missed visits mology lost to follow-up: 59 with sidered that they should be paid to 
(USA) and inactive status in a missed visits and 97 with participate. Clinic factors associated 

multicenter clinical trial no missed visits with drop-out included: cost of travel 
(Macular Photocoagulation (OR 8.9); belief that patients should 
Study Group) be paid for participation (OR 3.6).

Yeomans- Factors related to enrol- Cancer Community Factors predicting enrolment Concern about personal expenses was 
Kinney, ment in the breast pre- in an RCT: only 45% of more of an issue for non-participants 
et al., vention trial at a 232 white women agreed (OR 3).
199559 comprehensive cancer to participate
(USA) center during the first 

year of recruitment
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TABLE 15  Patient preferences

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Bergman, A randomized clinical Child Maternity RCT to investigate effect 6/24 patients refused to participate 
et al., 199471 trial of the effect of health unit of informed consent on because they did not want to take 
(France) informed consent on analgesic activity of placebo.

the analgesic activity of placebo and naproxen in 
placebo and naproxen cancer pain: 25 received 
in cancer pain treatments without 

information; 24 received 
information, of whom 6 
refused to participate

Bevan, et al., Patients’ attitudes N/A Community Structured interviews Patients who had not taken part in 
199270 to participation in with 66 patients who had trials and would be unwilling to do 
(UK) clinical trials taken part in clinical trials, so gave the following reasons: too ill 

12 who had declined to (22%), worried about side-effects 
take part and 119 who (17%), concerned about changing 
had never been invited treatments (22%). Of the 12 who 

refused to take part in trials, three 
did not want to alter current therapy,
three had insufficient time, three had 
relatives who objected to their 
participation.

Bowen & Recruitment rates and Child Hospital Data collected Reasons for non-consent given as 
Hirsch, factors affecting recruit- health prospectively on 166 did not want: any medication (6%);
199237 ment for a clinical trial patients to establish change to medication (1.5%); new 
(UK) of a putative anti- reasons for not entering experimental medication 9%.

psychotic agent in the a trial; only one in seven 
treatment of acute entered trial
schizophrenia

Dahan, et al., Does informed consent Insomnia Hospital Study to examine effect of 26/86 patients refused to give consent 
198672 influence therapeutic placebo when given with because of: reluctance to participate 
(France) outcome? A clinical trial or without informed (n = 12); fear of side-effects (n = 10);

of the hypnotic activity consent to patients wishing to take a well-known drug 
of placebo in patients suffering with insomnia; (n = 4).
admitted to hospital single blinded observer,

blinded trial of patients 
paired according to sex,
age and hospital environ-
ment; randomisation 
assigned first patient in 
pair to control or 
informed consent group.
26 patients refused 
consent, 30 pairs were 
given placebo treatment

Foley & Improving accrual into Cancer Hospital Survey of Some considered that patient refusal 
Moertel, cancer clinical trials 209 participating of randomisation (26%), refusal to be 
199112 clinicians experimental subjects (24%), and 
(USA) patients unlikely to comply with 

protocol requirements (18%) were 
impediments to recruitment.

Hunter, Selection factors in Cancer Community Report on 9508 newly 32% of clinically eligible patients 
et al., 198739 clinical trials: results diagnosed patients eligible declined to participate.
(USA) from the Community for cancer trials, of whom ‘Experimentation’ accounted for 

Clinical Oncology 3242 were on protocol 10% of patients who refused.
Program Physician’s 
Patient Log

continued
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TABLE 15 contd  Patient preferences

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Jack, et al., Recruitment to a Cancer Hospital Of 3054 patients referred A proportion of patients may refuse 
199040 prospective breast to one Edinburgh breast to take part in RCTs because they do 
(UK) conservation trial: why unit in 1988, 63 were not like the idea of a random decision 

are so few patients eventually found to be (no evidence). 7/23 patients not 
randomised? eligible for a trial; entered requested specific intervention 

23 refused to take part (role of the lay press in influencing 
and requested specific patient preferences).
adjuvant treatment

Langley, Why are (or are not) Cancer Hospital Survey of 52 oncologists, Patient refusal identified as most 
et al., 198732 patients given the and general 26 nurses and nine family common reason why patients were 
(Canada) option to enter practice physicians; asked reasons not entered into clinical trials 

clinical trials? for offering patients entry (52% oncologists, 42% nurses,
into clinical trials and for 56% family physicians).
not offering entry

Llewellyn- Patients’ willingness Cancer Hospital 60 non-eligible patients 22/35 who refused reported aversion 
Thomas, to enter clinical trials: were asked to decide to randomisation as their main reason 
et al., 199176 measuring the association whether or not he/she for trial refusal.
(Canada) with perceived benefit would be willing to 

and preference for enter trial; use of a prob-
decision participation ability trade-off method

Plaisier, et al., Unexpected difficulties Surgery Hospital Case study of trial of Patient preference played an important 
199441 in randomizing patients lithotripsy vs. open role, with patients requesting experi-
(The in a surgical trial: a pro- cholecystectomy: mental technique and subsequently 
Netherlands) spective study comparing over 3-year period requesting new gold standard 

extracorporeal shock only 8.3% of patients (laparoscopic cholecystectomy) 
wave lithotripsy with could be entered into (role of media in guiding 
open cholecystectomy the study patient preference).

Robertson, Clinical trial Cancer Community Phone interviews on views Reasons given for ‘people of your race’ 
199475 participation.Viewpoints and opinions about clinical not taking part in experimental studies:
(USA) from racial/ethnic groups trial participation with fear, lack of information, mistrust of 

eight African-Americans, being treated like guinea pigs, ethnic 
ten Hispanic and ten background, do not like to get involved.
Native Americans

Robinson, Attitudes of African- Cancer Community Qualitative study using Barriers included: suspicion associated 
et al., 199677 Americans regarding focus groups to examine with being used as guinea pig, fear of 
(USA) prostate cancer attitudes of African- side-effects, mistrust of medical 

clinical trials American males establishment, inexperienced or 
regarding prostate incompetent physician.
cancer clinical trials

Schwartz & Who says yes? Multiple Hospital Survey of patients who 6% of refusers cited unwillingness 
Fox, 199552 Identifying selection sclerosis refused to participate in to be randomised.
(USA) biases in a psychosocial RCT of two psycho-social 

intervention study of interventions for multiple 
multiple sclerosis sclerosis; reason for 

refusal obtained from 
107 patients

Simel & A randomized controlled N/A Hospital Study using ‘sham’ trial; Fear of experimentation given as the 
Feussner, trial comparing patients randomised to main reason for not participating.
199150 quantitative informed receive one of two con-
(USA) consent formats sent forms: one described 

a treatment that may 
work ‘twice as fast as usual 
treatment’ (n = 52), the 
other ‘half as fast as usual 
treatment’ (n = 48)

continued
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account reasons why some patients may refuse
participation, for example, change in medication
should be minimised; the use of placebo must 
be justifiable both scientifically and ethically; 
and the process of randomisation should be
presented as an extension of standard medical
practice. (Basis: logical argument.)

Recommendation for research
• Further research is required to find the 

most appropriate methods to describe trials,
particularly randomisation, to patients.

Worry about uncertainty
Patients may find the issues of uncertainty 
difficult to cope with (Table 16), particularly if 
they feel the efficacy of the treatment on offer 
is unproven.47 Patients may have a distrust of
hospital or medicine47,48,76,77 and fear the

unknown.52 Under such circumstances, they find it
unpleasant having to decide about taking part in a
trial62,78 and may even prefer the doctor to make
the decision.67

Recommendation
• Patients deserve consideration and sympathy 

as they decide whether or not to take part in 
an RCT. They should not be pressurised into
taking part. In the longer term, there is a need
for ongoing public education about the appro-
priateness of RCTs when there is clinical
uncertainty. (Basis: logical argument.)

Recommendation for research
• Further research is needed to identify the most

appropriate methods to overcome patient worry
about the uncertainties involved in taking part 
in RCTs.

TABLE 15 contd  Patient preferences

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Siminoff, Doctor–patient Cancer Hospital Observation and audio- 12/22 patients preferred not to join 
et al., 198930 communication about recording of 100 patient– trials they were offered.
(USA) breast cancer adjuvant doctor interactions and 

therapy surveys of participants

Slevin, et al., Volunteers or victims: Cancer Hospital Questionnaire survey of Of those who were uncertain or 
199567 patients’ views of 75 clinic patients about would refuse to take part in trials,
(UK) randomised cancer attitudes towards taking 51% would prefer doctor to make 

clinical trials part in trials decision, 33% would worry about 
[see comments] receiving new treatment.

Stone, et al., Selection of patients for Cancer Hospital Comparison between Of 32 patients considered eligible but 
199474 randomised trials: a eligible (except for who were not recruited, seven refused 
(Australia) study based on the consent) non-trial to take part.

MACOP-B vs. CHOP participants and all 
in NHL study randomised patients

Taylor, 199219 Physician participation Cancer/ Hospital  Survey of 101 physicians Difficulty of randomising patients who 
(various) in a randomized clinical ophthal- and private in Collaborative Ocular strongly prefer one treatment option.

trial for ocular melanoma mology practice Melanoma study

Tindall, et al., Effects of two formats HIV/AIDS Hospital 113 HIV patients in 79% stated that patients should 
199473 of informed consent controlled trial were be allowed the choice between 
(Australia) on knowledge amongst surveyed about informed participating in a trial of unproved 

persons with advanced consent procedure, then medications and receiving it 
HIV disease in a clinical randomised to receive outside trial.
trial of didanosine information about trial 

in written formal (n = 52) 
or written and verbal 
format (n = 61)

Yeomans- Factors related to Cancer Community Factors predicting Logistic regression predicted non-
Kinney, et al., enrolment in the breast enrolment in an RCT; only participation from: concern about 
199559 cancer prevention trial 45% of 232 white women oestrogen replacement therapy 
(USA) at a comprehensive agreed to participate contraindication (OR 12), tamoxifen 

cancer center during the side-effects (OR 5), possibility of 
first year of recruitment placebo treatment (OR 8), concern 

about personal expenses (OR 3),
concern about significant others not 
reassured if put on tamoxifen (OR 3).
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Concerns about information 
and consent
Information and consent emerged as major
concerns. These aspects of the conduct of clinical
trials are issues which lend themselves relatively
easily to publishable research (for example, RCTs
of different designs of patient information and
surveys of patient attitudes towards consent to

participation in trials). It is therefore not surprising
that the largest number of published papers were
related to this area.

Information
Patients require full and open information 
to be able to make an informed choice about
participating in an RCT.45 Such information 

TABLE 16  Worry about uncertainty

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Autret, et al., Parental opinions about Child Maternity Survey of parents in a Efficacy unproven was considered 
199347 biomedical research in health unit maternity unit about a barrier by 49% of those who would 
(France) children in Tours, France possible participation of not participate.

their children in clinical 
trials; 582/986 response

Corbett, Offering patients N/A Community Survey of members of 55% of respondents thought that they 
et al., 199678 entry in clinical trials: the public, students and would find it upsetting to be asked to 
(UK) preliminary study secretaries (n = 100) to participate in RCT. 33% thought that 

of the views of find views on RCTs participating in trial would affect 
prospective participants and randomisation recovery (63.5% for the worse,

36.4% for the better).

Harth & Sociodemographic and Child Hospital Survey of parents of Reasons for not volunteering: distrust 
Thong, 199048 motivational character- health children who had taken of modern medicine 22%, distrust of 
(Australia) istics of parents who part in an RCT of the hospital 8%.

volunteer their children ketotifen for asthma (68) 
for clinical research: and parents who had 
a controlled study refused (42)

Jensen, et al., Information for cancer Cancer Hospital Interviews with 50% felt it difficult or unpleasant 
199362 patients entering 34 women invited to to decide about entering a trial.
(Denmark) a clinical trial – join three adjuvant 

an evaluation of an therapy trials, 3 months 
information strategy after they were given 

information about trials 
(18 participants)

Moody, et al., Search and research: Osteo- Community Study examining the Reasons for not participating included 
199551 factors influencing post- porosis recruitment of post- anxiety and fear of the unknown.
(USA) menopausal African- menopausal African-

American women’s American women to a trial 
participation in a to evaluate effect of alen-
clinical trial dronate on bone density

Robertson, Clinical trial participation. Cancer Community Phone interviews about Reasons given for ‘people of your race’ 
199475 Viewpoints from racial/ views and opinions on not taking part in experimental studies:
(USA) ethnic groups clinical trial participation fear, lack of information, mistrust of 

with eight African- being treated like guinea pigs, ethnic 
Americans, ten Hispanic background, do not like to get involved.
and ten Native Americans

Robinson, Attitudes of African- Cancer Community Qualitative study Barriers included: suspicion associated 
et al., 199677 Americans regarding using focus groups to with being used as a guinea pig; fear of 
(USA) prostate cancer examine attitudes of side-effects; mistrust of medical 

clinical trials African-American males establishment; inexperienced or 
regarding prostate incompetent physician.
cancer clinical trials

Slevin, et al., Volunteers or victims: Cancer Hospital Questionnaire survey of Of those who were uncertain or 
199567 patients’ views of 75 clinic patients about would refuse to take part in trials,
(UK) randomised cancer attitudes towards taking 51% would prefer doctor to make 

clinical trials part in trials decision, 33% would worry about 
receiving new treatment.
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should include the rationale for the study, details 
of the treatment options with the possible benefits
and adverse effects, an explanation of the random-
isation process, and the practical implications of
participation. Patient information was covered in
33 papers in the main database: 15 surveys of
patients or the public, ten RCTs and one non-
randomised study of different ways of providing
information to patients (Table 17), seven surveys 
of clinicians (Table 18).

Bergmann and colleagues71 carried out a small RCT
to investigate the effect of giving cancer inpatients
information about a crossover, double-blind study of
naproxen and placebo in mild or moderate cancer
pain. Patients were randomised either to receive
both treatments without any information, or to be
given information about the study. Giving inform-
ation to patients reduced recruitment. Among the
patients who agreed to take part, the analgesic
response was higher than in patients who had not
received information. The authors point to the
effect of information in altering apparent efficacy 
of some experimental treatments. In a study by
Myers and colleagues, patients were more likely to
discontinue treatment if they were informed about
side-effects.79 The study was confounded by the fact
that different wordings were used at different study
centres making interpretation difficult. However,
wording of information is clearly important for
recruitment, compliance and efficacy.

Some studies have shown that patients – both
participating and non-participating – and healthy
volunteers may want more information and that
they tend to have a preference for written inform-
ation on trials.56,70,78,80 Some authors found the level
of information given was acceptable to patients,62,73

particularly those with higher levels of education.81

Other studies provided information at too 
complex a level.48,66

Several studies investigated different forms of
information presentation. Fetting and colleagues
found that verbal presentation of information was
better than numerical description.82 The reverse
was found in a study by Simel and Feussner, in
which quantitative data increased the likelihood 
of agreeing to participate in a ‘sham’ trial.50,83

Llewellyn-Thomas and colleagues84 also investi-
gated the use of numerical descriptions of rates 
of side-effects, phrased in negative, neutral or
positive versions; the framing of information was
not found to influence preferences for trial entry
but this may have been because of the complexity
of the descriptions. Another method applied by
Llewellyn-Thomas and colleagues76 to study the

reasons why patients accept or refuse trial entry,
was a probability trade-off approach to describing 
a hypothetical trial, in which patients could 
trade-off short-term toxicity in order to achieve 
a possible gain in long-term benefit. The method
was difficult to understand, as indicated by the
number of ‘aberrant cases’. Another comparison
carried out by this group85 involved presenting
teaching about a clinical trial as an audio tape or 
as an interactive computer program; there was no
detectable difference in the numbers recruited
using the two approaches (again the information
presented was complex).

A combination of several information strategies
(for example, written, oral, video) may improve
awareness and knowledge, and knowledge
retention.64,86 Receiving information from the
doctor and nurse, and being given sufficient 
time to read the information leaflet led to best
perceived understanding (no comment on actual
understanding).87 DeLuca and colleagues’ finding
that patients do not read information may be 
as a consequence of having insufficient time.60

Aaronson and colleagues found that patients 
who had supplementary information from nurses
were better informed.10 Conversely, Tindall and
colleagues found no difference in knowledge
between written and written plus oral consent
procedures,73 and Wadland and colleagues 
found no difference in recruitment rate between
groups who had information read to them by a
study coordinator, and those who read the
information themselves.23

Recall of information may be poor and patients
may consider themselves as better informed than
they actually are.88 In a randomised comparison 
of ‘total disclosure’ (a systematic way of delivering
information to patients) with individual disclosure,
total disclosure led to better understanding of
treatments but no better understanding of the
concept of randomisation.33 Total disclosure also
resulted in less willingness to take part in RCTs.66

Illness severity affects the amount and type of in-
formation retained, with more severely ill patients
retaining less information about the illness but
more information about the protocol.42

Fetting and colleagues found that some patients
who declined to take part in a trial spontaneously
indicated that it was because of limited reading
skills or because English was not their 
primary language.82

Many clinicians find giving information difficult
(Table 18), both describing clinical trials in 
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TABLE 17  Information: patient perspective

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Aaronson, Telephone-based nursing Cancer Hospital RCT of telephone-based Patients who received supplement- 
et al., 199610 intervention improves nursing information plus ary information from oncology 
(The the effectiveness of the standard informed consent nurse were significantly better 
Netherlands) informed consent procedure vs. standard informed about many aspects 

process in cancer procedure; 180 patients of the trial.
clinical trials took part from 346 eligible.

Comparison of randomised 
and non-randomised 
patients to discuss possible 
selection bias and general-
isability; physicians also 
asked for reasons patients 
not entered

Bergmann, A randomised clinical Cancer Hospital RCT to investigate effect Giving information about the study 
et al., 199471 trial of the effect of of informed consent on reduced recruitment (6/24 with 
(France) informed consent on analgesic activity of placebo information refused to participate).

the analgesic activity of and naproxen in cancer pain:
placebo and naproxen 25 patients received treat-
in cancer pain ment without information;

24 received information 
(6 refused to participate,
18 participated)

Bevan, et al., Patients’ attitudes General Hospital Structured interviews Of those who had taken part,
199270 to participation in medical with patients who had 60% would have liked written 
(UK) clinical trials taken part in clinical trials information but only 38% had 

(n = 66), 12 who had received information in this form.
declined to take part 
and 119 who had never 
been invited

Corbett, Offering patients N/A Community Survey of members of Great majority of respondents 
et al., 199678 entry in clinical trials: the public, students and preferred written information 
(UK) preliminary study secretaries (n = 100) to (90.8%). Overwhelming preference 

of the views of pro- find views on RCTs and was for more detailed information.
spective participants randomisation

DeLuca, Are we promoting Cardio- Hospital Questionnaire adminis- 30% of patients did not read given 
et al., 199560 true informed consent vascular tered to all eligible information. Authors suggest that:
(USA) in cardiovascular patients approached for patients ignore information and adopt 

clinical trials? participation in clinical a ‘physician-knows-best’ strategy; lower 
trial (n = 247); non- education groups may exclude them-
consenters (n = 75) selves from RCTs by not volunteering 
compared with because they do not understand nature 
consenters (n = 172) of trial. Enhanced readability of consent 

forms is suggested.

Dunbar, et al., Implementation of a Diabetes Clinical Report of an informed Use of multi-component presentation 
198986 multicomponent process centres consent education pro- of information increased awareness 
(USA) to obtain informed gramme which formed and knowledge of procedures, and 

consent in the diabetes part of a diabetes control subsequent retention.
control and compli- and complications trial:
cations trial only those who agreed 

to participate were 
followed-up (n = 278)

Fetting, et al., Effect of patients’ Cancer Hospital 282 female cancer Patients considering clinical trial rely 
199082 expectations of benefit patients were randomised heavily on their doctor’s recommend-
(USA) with standard breast to receive vignettes with ation. Information on trial and standard 

cancer adjuvant chemo- either a numerical treatment should be included.Verbal 
therapy on participation description of disease- description produced better recruit-
in a randomized clinical free survival or a ment than numerical description.
trial: a clinical vignette description in words 24 patients who would decline to enter 
study (‘verbal’); randomisation trial spontaneously indicated that it 

3:1 to verbal group was because of limited reading skills or 
English not being their primary language.

continued
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TABLE 17 contd  Information: patient perspective

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Harth & Parental perceptions Child Hospital Questionnaire survey of Most informed consent forms could 
Thong, 199561 and attitudes about health 62/64 parents whose only be understood by parents with 
(Australia) informed consent in children had taken part a college education.

clinical research in RCT of ketotifen 
involving children for asthma

Jensen, et al., Information for cancer Cancer Hospital Survey of patients eligible ‘Evaluation’ of new information 
199362 patients entering a for three clinical trials procedure: 31/34 rated the 
(Denmark) clinical trial – an (n = 34); 18 (53%) agreed information good or very good.

evaluation of an to take part
information strategy

Llewellyn- Patients’ willingness Cancer Hospital 60 non-eligible patients Suggests the manner by which 
Thomas, to enter clinical trials: were asked to decide if information is presented to patients 
et al., 199176 measuring the they would be willing to affects their potential accrual.
(Canada) association with enter a trial; used a 

perceived benefit and probability trade-off 
preference for decision method
participation

Llewellyn- Cancer patients’ decision- Cancer Hospital 90 patients, randomly Authors found that context framing,
Thomas, et al., making and trial-entry allocated to receive i.e. setting side-effects in either 
199584 preferences: the effects different forms of a neutral, negative or positive frame,
(Canada) of ‘framing’ information information; to test the had no effect on hypothetical entry 

about short-term toxicity effects of different to a trial (however, information given 
and long-term survival ‘informational frames’ was complex).

(neutral, positive or 
negatively framed inform-
ation) on treatment 
decision making and 
trial-entry decision

Llewellyn- Presenting clinical Cancer Hospital 100 patients randomised to No differences in understanding after 
Thomas, et al., trial information: out- receive information about 1 day, no difference in satisfaction 
199585 a comparison patients hypothetical trial by audio after 1 week. 52% would agree to take 
(Canada) of methods a tape or by interactive part in the trial. Members of computer 

computer program program group tended to report more 
positive attitudes toward trial entry.
Refusers tended to be women with 
scores indicating higher understanding.

Lynoe, et al., Informed consent: study Gynae- Hospital 43/48 women traced Information about conduct of trial was 
199164 of quality of information cology 18 months after trial not always absorbed by patients; oral 
(Sweden) given to participants in returned questionnaires: and written information better than 

a clinical trial 35 remembered giving just oral; signed consent could imply 
consent, seven did not, and inability of patients to withdraw from 
one claimed non-consent study – 15/43 patients did not recall 

that they could withdraw at any time.
37 felt they had been given information 
at an appropriate time.

Maslin, 199480 A survey of the opinions Cancer Hospital 300 women surveyed at 90% of survey respondents wanted all 
(UK) on ‘informed consent’ of out- a breast clinic, all with the information and support available;

women currently involved patients family history of breast 75% wanted assurance that patient 
in clinical trials within a cancer: 100 healthy information is confidential; 66% wanted 
breast unit volunteers not in a trial; information on protection of patient’s 

100 healthy volunteers in privacy. Healthy volunteers received 
an RCT; 100 symptomatic more information (86% vs. 62%), were 
women in an RCT better informed, and more were in-

formed that they could withdraw (84% 
vs. 46%) than breast cancer patients 
(but comparing completely different 
groups of patients/volunteers).

continued
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TABLE 17 contd  Information: patient perspective

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Miller, et al., Comprehension and Medical Community Phone survey of 168 patients 60 days after presentation of 
199488 recall of the informational participating in trial com- consent form more than half (52.4%) 
(USA) content of the informed paring two analgesic drugs: of patients were unable to recall any 

consent document: an asked about recall and of 12 side-effects of drugs; 98% 
evaluation of 168 patients satisfaction with informed stated that they understood the 
in a controlled clinical trial consent process information given in consent form.

Authors found that education 
and age were not associated 
with understanding.

Morrison, Trials and tribulations: Multiple Multiple 50 patients who participated Information provided in both oral 
199456 patients’ perspectives of sclerosis sclerosis in intensive trial of multiple and written forms. 95% found this 
(Canada) the BETASERON study clinics sclerosis treatments: useful but 26% wanted more 

38 completed questionnaires information; 5% were uncertain 
at end of study about their they had enough information to 
participation (reasons, make a decision.
experience, etc.)

Myers, et al., The consent form as Cardio- Hospital Opportunistic study of Over six times as many patients 
198779 a possible cause of vascular two different patient discontinued treatment in centres 
(USA) side-effects information wordings where side-effects were mentioned 

in consent form as opposed to 
centres where side-effects were 
not mentioned.

Olver, et al., The adequacy of consent Cancer Hospital 100 consecutive patients Patients reading form completely 
199581 forms for informing from 18 clinical trials; study were higher educated, had English 
(Australia) patients entering looked at impact of inform- as first language and were inpatients 

oncological clinical trials ation and consent forms at hospital; generally, patients who 
had read form thought content was 
about right and that the information 
had made no difference to their 
state of anxiety; younger patients 
tended to recall more information 
than older patients.

Ross, et al., Reasons for entry into HIV/AIDS AIDS clinic Survey of 32 trial Total disclosure of information 
199366 and understanding of participants regarding leads to better understanding of 
(USA) HIV/AIDS clinical trials: reasons for participating treatment side-effects, etc. but 

a preliminary study in trials also results in less willingness to 
participate in RCTs.

Schaeffer, The impact of disease Various Medical Subjects from various Illness severity affected amount of 
et al., 199642 severity on the informed (HIV and research trials (n = 73) and overall information retained by 
(USA) consent process in cancer) centre healthy volunteers individuals: the more severe the 

clinical research (n = 52); questionnaires illness, the less information is 
to assess knowledge of retained. Specific information about 
purpose and conduct procedures showed reversal of this 
of research, reading and trend with severity of illness 
comprehension levels dictating procedural information 

retained; suggests clinician should 
reinforce information given during 
subsequent visits in order to main-
tain level of information available to 
patient. Severely ill patients want to 
be less involved in their health care.

Simel & A randomized controlled N/A Hospital Study using ‘sham’ trial. Patients more likely to consent to 
Feussner, trial comparing Patients randomised to RCT when information phrased in 
199150 quantitative informed receive one of two consent a positive way than when it was 
(USA) consent formats forms: one described treat- negatively presented; however, this 

ment that may work ‘twice was only the case for patients who 
as fast as usual treatment’ suggested that quantitative data 
(n = 52); the other ‘half as had influenced decision process.
fast as usual treatment’ 
(n = 48)

continued
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general and specific trials.15,30 This problem 
may cause clinicians to select patients with 
whom they are better able to communicate.16

Even among clinicians who have agreed to
collaborate in a trial, the level of information 
given to patients and its timing (pre-randomisation
or after) may vary.43 Clinicians may also find it
difficult to assess the level of information required
by patients29 and worry that information may be
frightening26 or even lead to increased morbidity
and mortality.29 Such attitudes to patient inform-
ation may lead to sub-optimum patient recruit-
ment; however, ‘on-scene educational materials’
may assist clinicians in providing information.12

Trials of different recruitment strategies are

discussed in more detail by Edwards 
and colleagues.68

Recommendation
• Potential participants ‘must be adequately

informed’ about the study in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki.46 Information
should be carefully prepared in such a way 
that patients of all levels of education have
sufficient understanding of the study and 
what is being asked of them. Information 
should be given in oral as well as written form,
with special provision for those whose first
language is not English or who do not find
reading easy. (Basis: logical argument.)

TABLE 17 contd  Information: patient perspective

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Simel & Suspended judgement. N/A Hospital Study using ‘sham’ trial. Authors identified that information 
Feussner, Clinical trials of Patients randomised to has to be clear, succinct and 
199283 informed consent receive one of two consent balanced. Results indicate that 
(USA) forms: one described treat- patients use quantitative data 

ment that may work ‘twice when making decisions.
as fast as usual treatment’ 
(n = 52); the other ‘half as 
fast as usual treatment’ 
(n = 48)

Simes, et al., Randomised comparison Cancer Hospital 57 cancer patients Total disclosure group more 
198633 of procedures for recruited over 3-year knowledgeable about side-effects,
(Australia) obtaining informed period: randomised to purpose of the research and 

consent in clinical trials receive total disclosure mechanism for selection than 
of treatment for cancer of information (n = 28) individual approach group. More 

or individual approach than 50% in each group failed 
(n = 29) to understand concept 

of randomisation.

Tankanow, Patients’ perceived Various Hospital Interviews with 98 patients Best perceived understanding 
et al., 199287 understanding of medical in investigational drug achieved by both nurse and doctor 
(USA) informed consent in studies within 72 hours giving consent form to patient and 

investigational drug of enrolling by giving patient sufficient time 
studies to read it.

Tindall, et al., Effects of two formats HIV/AIDS Hospital 113 HIV patients in Primary source of information used 
199473 of informed consent on controlled trial were to influence decisions about their 
(Australia) knowledge amongst randomised to receive healthcare came from patients’ 

persons with advanced information about trial in: specialist and GP. Majority 
HIV disease in a clinical written format (n = 52) considered that medical practitioner 
trial of didanosine or written and verbal highlighted all possible treatments;

format (n = 61) 91% reported that they understood 
information sheet. No significant 
difference in knowledge found 
between written and written/
verbal consent.

Wadland, Recruitment in a Smoking Primary Study to describe rates of Interested smokers were randomly 
et al., 199023 primary care trial on cessation care recruitment during RCT assigned to one of two methods of 
(USA) smoking cessation of smoking cessation in two providing information: having form 

primary care practices explaining study read by a study 
coordinator (n = 51); patients read 
form themselves (n = 53). No 
significant difference between 
groups in recruitment to trial.
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Recommendation for research
• Further research is needed to clarify our under-

standing of the way in which patients decide
whether to enter clinical trials and to identify 
the best methods of providing information.

Consent procedure
The issue of consent is intimately linked to 
the provision of information, therefore many 

of the studies reported in this section are 
the same as those referred to in the previous
section on patient information. Fourteen 
papers reported specifically on the consent
procedure as a barrier to patient recruitment: 
three RCTs and one non-randomised comparison
of different consent procedures, eight surveys 
of patients and two surveys of the public 
(Table 19).

TABLE 18  Information: clinician perspective

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Fisher, et al., Clinical trials in cancer Cancer Community Survey of Problems of explaining clinical trials 
199115 therapy: efforts to 75 participating to patients: in general terms (17%) 
(USA) improve patient enrolment clinicians and specific terms (29%).

by community oncologists

Foley & Improving accrual into Cancer Hospital Questionnaire about 55% felt ‘on-scene educational materials’ 
Moertal, cancer clinical trials ‘possible impediments on clinical trials should be available.
199112 to patient entry’ sent 
(USA) to participating clinicians:

209/334 responded

Penn & Reasons for declining Obstetrics Hospital Survey of 11 centres One centre stated that the 
Steer, participation in a who refused to information provided would 
199026 prospective randomised collaborate in RCT frighten many mothers.
(UK) trial to determine the of Caesarean section 

optimum mode of delivery for preterm breech 
of the preterm breech deliveries; reasons for 

non-participation

Siminoff, Doctor–patient Cancer Hospital Observation and Physicians generally recommended one 
et al., communication audio-recording of treatment. (i.e. clinical trials or standard 
198930 about breast cancer 100 patient–doctor therapy or non-standard therapy).
(USA) adjuvant therapy interactions and Clinical trial not communicated as 

surveys of effectively as recommendations for 
participants standard therapies. Patients over- 

estimated chances of cure by 20%.
Authors suggest that if data are given 
in numeric format, patients may make 
more accurate prediction of success.

Taylor, The doctor’s dilemma: Cancer Hospital Survey of 38% of doctors not enrolling all patients 
198516 physician participation in 91 participating cited trouble with informed consent, e.g.
(USA) randomized clinical trials clinicians disclosing information to patients. Appeared 

that surgeons may be differentially selecting 
patients whom they consider would have no 
difficulty with informed consent document.

Taylor, et al., Physician response Cancer Hospital Survey of 41% said it is difficult for physicians to 
198729 to informed consent 170 participating assess patients’ desire for information;
(Canada) regulations for clinicians 77% did not believe main purpose of 

randomized informed consent was to inform patients;
clinical trials 73% believed information led to increased 

patient morbidity and mortality.

Williams & Informed consent in Cancer Hospital 60/88 clinicians 88% of clinicians informed patients prior 
Zwitter, European multicentre replied to a to randomisation, 12% did not even though 
199443 randomised clinical questionnaire protocol would probably have specified this.
(various) trials – are patients about practice 62% stated that they always told patients 

really informed? of obtaining they had been randomised; 28% said they 
informed consent sometimes did; 10% said they did not. 58% 

gave full information; 42% gave information 
on trial arm only.
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TABLE 19  Consent procedure: patient perspective

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Aaronson, Telephone-based nursing Cancer Hospital RCT of telephone-based No evidence that informed consent 
et al., 199610 intervention improves nursing information plus procedure increased anxiety.
(The the effectiveness of the standard informed consent 
Netherlands) informed consent procedure vs. standard 

process in cancer procedure; 346 patients 
clinical trials eligible, 180 took part.

Comparison of randomised 
and non-randomised 
patients to discuss possible 
selection bias and general- 
isability; physicians also 
asked for reasons patient 
not entered

Bergmann, A randomised clinical Cancer Hospital RCT to investigate effect Informed consent significantly 
et al., 199471 trial of the effect of of informed consent on modified results of controlled 
(France) informed consent on analgesic activity of placebo clinical trials (higher degree of 

the analgesic activity of and naproxen in cancer analgesic effect in consent group).
placebo and naproxen pain: 25 received treatment Informed consent reduced 
in cancer pain without information; patient recruitment.

18 of 24 who received 
information participated

Corbett, Offering patients N/A Community Survey of members of Majority of respondents in this 
et al., 199678 entry in clinical trials: the public, students and study would prefer to sign a 
(UK) preliminary study of secretaries (n = 100) to consent form (86%).

the views of pro- find views on RCTs and 
spective participants randomisation

Dahan, et al., Does informed consent Insomnia Hospital Study to examine effect of 26/86 patients refused consent 
198672 influence therapeutic placebo when given with because: reluctant to participate 
(France) outcome? A clinical trial or without informed (n = 12), afraid of side-effects 

of the hypnotic activity consent to patients (n = 10), wished to take well-known 
of placebo in patients suffering with insomnia. drug (n = 4). Better hypnotic activity 
admitted to hospital Single blinded observer, in the control group. Side-effects:

blinded trial of patients four reported in consent group,
paired according to sex, age none in control group (p not 
and hospital environment. significant).Women over 60 years 
Randomisation assigned old less likely to give consent 
first patient in pair to (p < 0.02). Duration of study was 
control or informed increased by consent procedure 
consent group; 26 refused (having to replace non-consenters).
consent, 30 pairs were 
given placebo treatment

Gallo, et al., Informed versus N/A Community 2053 healthy visitors to Agreement to participate depended 
199545 randomised consent scientific exhibition enrolled on type of consent procedure:
(Italy) to clinical trials in hypothetical trial and one-sided informed consent (16% 

randomly assigned to groups: refused to participate); two-sided 
one-sided informed consent (20% refused); randomised consent 
(n = 622), two-sided consent experimental (12% refused);
(n = 376), randomised randomised consent standard 
consent to experimental treatment (49% refused). More of 
treatment (n = 730), those pre-randomised to standard 
randomised consent to treatment refused consent than 
standard treatment those pre-randomised to experi-
(n = 307) mental (52% vs. 13%) (authors note 

that labelling treatments as A and B 
may have given different results).

continued
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TABLE 19 contd  Consent procedure: patient perspective

Study Title Subject Setting Method Results
(country) area

Harth & Parental perceptions Child Hospital Questionnaire survey of 14.5% of parents of children entered 
Thong, and attitudes about health 64 parents whose children to RCT considered consent not 
199561 informed consent in had taken part in RCT of necessary as the physician knew best.
(Australia) clinical research ketotifen for asthma; Twice as many parents thought informed 

involving children 62 took part consent document was to protect 
doctor rather than their child. Half the 
parents thought RCT was of no or low 
risk to their child.Attitudinal and 
psychological factors should be taken 
into consideration in design of informed 
consent to ensure it is informed.

Lynoe, et al., Informed consent: study Gynae- Hospital 43/48 women traced 35/43 remembered giving consent,
199164 of quality of information cology 18 months after trial seven did not recall and one patient 
(Sweden) given to participants returned questionnaires said she had not given consent.

in a clinical trial

Miller, et al., Comprehension and Medical Community Phone survey of 168 Authors suggest breaking consent 
199488 recall of the inform- patients participating form up into less complex sections 
(USA) ational content of the in trial comparing two and frequent presentation may 

informed consent analgesic drugs asking improve recall.
document: an evaluation about recall and satis- 
of 168 patients in a faction with informed 
controlled clinical trial consent process

Myers, et al., The consent form as Cardio- Hospital Opportunistic study of Consent form may alter results of a study.
198779 a possible cause of vascular two different patient Consent form and content of inform-
(USA) side-effects information wordings ation provided to a patient should be 

considered as a possible source of bias.

Olver, et al., The adequacy of consent Cancer Hospital 100 consecutive patients Authors suggest that less than 
199581 forms for informing from 18 clinical trials; 50% of patients understand the 
(Australia) patients entering study considered the purpose of the informed 

oncological clinical trials impact of information consent form.
and consent forms

Ross, et al., Reasons for entry into Various Medical Survey of 32 trial Informed consent form required read-
199366 and understanding of (HIV, research participants regarding ability level of a person at university 
(USA) HIV/AIDS clinical trials: cancer) centre reasons for participating (Flesch and Fry tests). Greatest source 

a preliminary study in trials of influence on decision to enter trial 
was doctor at AIDS clinic.

Schaeffer, The impact of disease Various Medical Patients from various The greater time spent explaining 
et al., 199642 severity on the informed (HIV, research trials (n = 73) and healthy consent form, greater level of immediate 
(USA) consent process in cancer) centre volunteers (n = 52); and long-term retention. Suggest written 

clinical research questionnaires to assess consent forms are limiting and research 
knowledge of purpose required on differing ways of providing 
and conduct of research, patient with information and not just 
reading and compre- supplying the consent form, i.e.
hension levels oral information.

Tankanow, Patients’ perceived Various Hospital Interviews with 98 patients Best perceived understanding was 
et al., 199287 understanding of medical in investigational drug achieved by both nurse and doctor 
(USA) informed consent in studies within 72 hours giving patient consent form and by 

investigational drug of enrolling giving patient sufficient time to read 
studies it. 83% of patients perceived that they 

understood most of consent form.

Tindall, et al., Effects of two formats HIV/AIDS Hospital 113 HIV patients in 96% believed informed consent 
199473 of informed consent on controlled trial were document was necessary although 
(Australia) knowledge amongst randomised to receive majority felt it was to protect doctor.

persons with advanced information about trial in No significant difference in knowledge 
HIV disease in a clinical written format (n = 52) found between written and written plus 
trial of didanosine or written and verbal verbal consent procedures.

format (n = 61)
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In a small study to examine the effect of placebo
when given with or without informed consent 
to patients suffering from insomnia, Dahan 
and colleagues72 found that informed consent
increased the duration of the trial recruitment
period because a proportion of patients refused 
to give consent. Consent modified the character-
istics of the study group because women aged over 
60 years were less likely to give informed consent.
Therapeutic response was also affected in the
informed consent group, with better hypnotic
activity reported in the control group. Dahan 
and colleagues highlighted the problem of a
‘consent effect’ in applying the results of trials to
the general population. Bergman and colleagues71

and Myers and colleagues79 suggested that the
consent process may be a source of bias, and 
Gallo and colleagues45 found that the type of
consent procedure affects patient recruitment.
However, the majority of the general public78

and of HIV trial participants73 are reported to
prefer to sign a consent form if asked to take 
part in a clinical trial.

Recall of, and satisfaction with, the consent
procedure may be variable64,88 and Miller and
colleagues88 suggested breaking the consent 
form up into less complex sections to improve
recall. Ross and colleagues commented on the
readability level of the consent form.66 Schaeffer
and colleagues found that the more time spent
explaining the consent form, the greater the
recall.42 Harth and colleagues highlighted the
importance of attitudinal and psychological 
factors in the design of informed consent forms,61

although Aaronson and colleagues found no
evidence that the consent procedure 
increased anxiety.10

Only half of patients may understand the purpose
of the informed consent form,81 with some patients
believing that the primary reason for the consent
document was to protect the doctor.61,73 However,
the majority of patients may believe that they
understood the consent form, with those who 
had the trial procedures explained by both nurse
and doctor, and who had been given time to read
the information provided, perceiving their
understanding was greatest.87

Recommendation
• The consent procedure be carefully designed 

so that patients give consent freely, having 
had the study described to them as fully as 
they wish. The consent process should be as
simple and straightforward as possible and
patients should be given a written copy of 

the information and consent forms. Staff 
should receive training in seeking informed
consent. (Basis: empirical evidence and 
logical argument.)

Recommendation for research
• Further research, particularly using an RCT

design, is needed to clarify the best ways of
achieving these aims.

Other factors
It has been suggested that specific groups of
patients are less likely than others to participate 
in trials. However, the evidence is equivocal. 
For example, Simel and Feussner found that 
more severely ill patients were less likely to give
consent than patients who were less severely ill;50,83

however, Bowen and Barnes did not find such 
a relationship.89 Schwartz and Fox found that 
a moderate level of disability was associated 
with a willingness to be randomised.52 Gallo 
and colleagues found that patients with a worse
outlook towards disease were less likely to 
consent45 but Lerman and colleagues found 
that perception of risk from disease increased 
the likelihood of taking part.90

The evidence that better-educated patients are
more likely to participate is also inconclusive. 
For example, participants in cardiovascular trials
tended to be more highly educated than non-
participants60 and parents who would agree to 
their child taking part in a hypothetical trial 
had higher levels of education.47 However, the
parents of children who volunteered for a 
placebo-controlled RCT of ketotifen tended 
to be less well-educated.61

Age has also been suggested as a problem in 
trial recruitment. Younger adult patients may 
select to take part in trials,82 while older patients
may be under-represented.10,12,14,39,91 Taylor 
reported that clinicians found it more difficult 
to approach patients at the extremes of age, 
wealth and intelligence to ask for consent to 
take part in trials.19

The doctor has been reported to be the greatest
influence on the decision to enter a trial,27,61,66,92

with patients who refused consent expressing 
less confidence in the doctor.33 Some parents 
felt consent unnecessary as the physician knew
best.61 Another source of influence on the decision
was an ‘important person’ (e.g. spouse, family
member, close friend), with patients unlikely to
take part in a study if those close to them were
against the idea.59,60
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Recommendation
• The trial should be designed to recruit a

representative group of patients. This should 
be monitored carefully to ensure later
generalisability of the study findings. 
(Basis: logical argument.)

Systematic reviews

Five systematic reviews were identified from the
main database. These naturally form two groups.
Three relate to the recruitment of specific types 
of people to RCTs: the inclusion of women in
clinical trials of antihypertensive medications;5

the recruitment of older people to clinical trials 
of arthritis;6 and the recruitment of ethnic or 
racial minorities.7 Another study considered the
problems associated with RCTs in surgery8 and 
the last was a general review of recruitment
experience.9 The main findings of these papers 
are presented individually.

Inclusion of women in clinical trials 
of antihypertensive medications
This review5 consisted of 24 papers describing trials
of antihypertensive medications, retrieved from
one pharmacology journal over a 2-year period.
Although limited in its scope, the paper highlights
an important issue – in spite of the lack of women
(as well as elderly and minority groups) in these
trials, generalisation of the findings is often 
implied or recommended.

Recruitment of older people to 
clinical trials of arthritis
In this study,6 83 RCTs (73 papers; none of the
references to individual trials given) employing
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) 
in the management of arthritis were identified
between September 1987 and May 1990, and
studied in detail for age-related information. 
The goals of the study were to identify the age 
and number of older people (aged 65 years 
or more), to document the way in which age
information was presented and to suggest ways 
in which the results of clinical trials could be 
more informative and applicable to older people.
The authors found that 52 of 83 trials probably
included people aged 65 years and over but that
few provided useful age information. It appears,
however, that the more frail, 75–84 year-olds were
under-represented. Thus the age group who are
most commonly treated with NSAIDs are generally
omitted from trials. Rochon and colleagues6

suggested that standardised reporting of age data
would make the interpretation of trials easier.

Recruitment of ethnic or 
racial minorities
Swanson and Ward7 carried out a systematic review
to provide a summary of key issues in recruiting
diverse populations into clinical trials, particularly
ethnic and racial minorities. At the outset the
authors were particularly interested in recruitment
to cancer trials but their search expanded to
include studies from other areas. Several search
strategies were used, including searching large
databases (e.g. MEDLINE, CANCERLIT), expand-
ing the search by examining the bibliographies of
the articles identified from the first search, includ-
ing recently published books and conference pro-
ceedings, and reviewing the contents of relevant
journals. It is not clear from the paper how many
articles were identified but 107 are listed (11 in
common with the papers from the present review).
Few studies were found that formally tested 
specific strategies for recruiting defined popu-
lations and so the review includes a more general
set of commentaries and descriptive studies.

The review found that the majority of clinical 
trials in the USA included a limited segment of 
the population: middle-class, married, white males.
The trials faced many problems in their efforts to
recruit participants. Barriers to physician participa-
tion included the time and effort involved, concern
for the patient or the patient–clinician relationship,
concern about conduct of studies, concern about
the conflict between caregiver/scientist roles.
Barriers to patient participation included the time
and inconvenience involved in participation, nega-
tive personal and family attitudes, and inadequate
evidence of benefits from trial participation. Swan-
son and Ward7 noted that the time and costs of
recruitment are often underestimated and that
training is essential for staff. Investigators should 
be actively involved in managing clinical trial 
recruitment, with recruitment coordinators and
experienced investigators producing the highest
participation rates.

In recruiting diverse populations, similar issues are
significant; however, Swanson and Ward7 suggested
that an important first step for investigators is to
develop a relevant definition of the subject popu-
lations from literature and research (using surveys
and focus groups). A recruitment plan should be
developed to take account of access and economic
issues. The importance of piloting the recruitment
plan was stressed.

Swanson and Ward7 specifically addressed the
problem of approaching diverse populations in 
the USA, where minority groups tend to be less
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accessible than in the UK health system. Never-
theless, the issues raised are important and many
aspects of the review may usefully be applied to
trials mounted outside the USA.

Problems associated with RCTs 
in surgery
This systematic review8 set out to determine the
number of published RCTs over a 1-year period
(1990) performed by surgeons and containing a
surgical arm, and to assess the quality of the trials.
The search identified 202 RCTs in general surgery.
Only 47 (23%) contained a surgical arm and the
principal author was not a surgeon in 20 (43%) of
these. The value of the review is limited by the fact
that the references to the individual trials are not
listed in the report.

Reasons suggested for the lack of surgical 
RCTs are surgeons’ perception of the difficulties
caused by the admission of uncertainty, both 
for themselves and their patients, created by
randomisation of therapies. There are also 
specific problems in surgery which make random-
isation difficult despite an equipoise in respect 
of two or more forms of management. Random-
isation of patients to markedly different types of
treatment, such as surgical versus medical (e.g.
fundoplication versus histamine receptor blockade
in reflux oesophagitis) or operations of differing
extent or complexity (e.g. mastectomy versus
lumpectomy in breast cancer), may be difficult 
for patients to accept because they are not only
unequal in magnitude but the surgery is irre-
versible. Thus, if the alternative management is
finally found to be more effective, the option of
crossover to the more effective therapy once the
trial is completed is unlikely to be available.

Acceptance of case series by surgeons and/or lack 
of training in clinical research may be reflected in
the small number of surgeons who are the principal
authors of the RCTs identified and the study authors
suggest that clinical research may lack the esteem of
basic research. Few surgeons appeared to have man-
aged to obtain funding for an RCT, perhaps because
of lack of government support or lack of training of
surgeons in health services research methods. The
quality of the surgical trials comparing two oper-
ations was reported to be significantly lower than
those comparing two medical therapies, suggesting
room for improvement in surgical trials.

A general review of recruitment
experience
Hunninghake and colleagues9 carried out a
literature review covering the period 1966–86,

using search terms such as ‘clinical trials’,
‘randomised trials’, ‘screening programmes’ or
‘follow-up studies’, combined with terms such as
‘recruitment’, ‘accrual’ or ‘screening’. Having
identified approximately 900 references, the
published bibliography consists of 85 references,
only one of which is cited in this chapter.17

The available information indicated that
recruitment has almost always been a much 
greater problem than was expected by the
investigator. Hunninghake and colleagues9 noted
that accrual rates are often not clearly reported 
and that most studies report that the period of
accrual was extended. Delays in recruitment have
an impact on costs and workload throughout the
trial. Other problems with recruitment outcomes
include miscalculations of the number of eligible
participants in the total population, variations in
yield from different types of recruitment sources
and the level of community awareness. The 
authors pointed out that they were unable to
estimate how many studies were terminated or 
had inconclusive results caused by inadequate
participant recruitment.

The authors considered that complete, com-
prehensive and standardised reporting of all
recruitment information for studies of all sizes 
is needed. Designing and planning the recruit-
ment process should be an integral part of study
design and may take up to 3 years for a major
multicentre trial. Ideally, recruitment planning
should be conducted in harmony between 
national and local levels in multicentre studies.
Data-based management of recruitment is
necessary and should include a comprehensive 
data monitoring system with strong administrative
support at both central and local levels through-
out the period of a study. Recruitment goals 
and provisions for corrective action if recruitment
lags should be included. Lack of experience in
trials was suggested as a major cause of 
recruitment failure.9

The authors consider that socio-economic
characteristics and attitudes of patients and
physicians should be considered in recruitment
efforts because they can affect patient participation
during all phases of the study. There is minimal
information on the appropriate messages to use 
in recruitment strategies for different diseases 
or age groups.

Although desirable information is lacking in 
many areas, Hunninghake and colleagues9 stated
that there is sufficient information to permit 
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the design of recruitment strategies in a more
effective way than has previously been employed.

Discussion

Delays and problems with recruitment of clinicians
and patients to clinical trials have a major impact
on costs and workload throughout trials.7,9 In this
systematic review an attempt has been made to
identify barriers to recruitment, with the intention
of making recommendations for good practice in
the future conduct of trials.

Limitations of the findings
The findings presented in this chapter should 
be read with some caution. In particular, several
sources of potential bias are inherent in the
material included in the review. First are the biases
of publishing and reporting; only the results which
were available to us are reviewed and, hence, only
those which make a particular point. It is also
important that a systematic approach was adopted
to identifying study reports. It was not intended to
be comprehensive. Our searches were limited to
recent reports and the authors are aware of a
substantial amount of earlier relevant literature.

Second, the majority of papers are from cancer
research. Although many of the issues are 
common to other disease states, it is likely that
cancer patients are more distressed than patients
with less life-threatening conditions and that this
will influence their decisions whether or not to take
part in clinical trials. The pressures on clinicians
who treat cancer patients are also likely to 
be different.

Similarly, most of the research reported is from 
the USA, where particular healthcare issues apply.
For example, patient recruitment is likely to be
more complex where patient populations are not
identifiable, contrasting with the UK where age,
sex, and disease registers are available. An addi-
tional issue is that of finance – patients in the UK
can expect to receive their treatment as part of a
trial free-of-charge, while in the USA the treatment
may require to be covered by health insurance or
some other means. The expectation of payment for
trial participants appears more prevalent in the
USA than elsewhere. The finding that most of the
research is hospital-based is unsurprising, since
most clinical research is carried out in hospitals.

Many of the studies reviewed here appear to be
unsatisfactory. An example is the body of work by
Taylor and colleagues,16–20,28,29 which investigated

clinician participation in clinical trials in a number
of settings. The studies are based on a series of 
very similar surveys of clinicians, consisting of what
appear to be leading statements and questions
about the problems of participating in clinical
trials. Because these studies were set up in this way,
many problems were indeed reported. Taylor and
colleagues are not alone in using this approach.

Some more rigorous evaluations are included 
in the review but many of these are not suitable 
for practical application. For example, the 
work by Llewellyn-Thomas and colleagues in
evaluating various forms of patient information 
and consent76,84,85 applied sophisticated research
methodologies to study highly complex alternatives
for giving information to potential participants.
Although increasing understanding of patient
decision making, the methods used in these studies
are unlikely to be applicable to UK trials because
the information and consent procedures would 
be incomprehensible to patients under normal
clinical trial conditions.

The issue of patient information and consent
feature highly in the review. This may not only 
be because these are particularly contentious 
issues but also because they lend themselves
relatively easily to the conduct of publishable
research (for example, RCTs of different designs 
of patient information and surveys of patient
attitudes towards consent to participation in 
trials). Edwards and colleagues commented in
more detail about different methods of inviting
people to participate in trials.68

This review set out to investigate barriers to recruit-
ment. It has, therefore, found evidence of barriers.
Evidence that strategies to avoid these factors en-
courages participation is very limited, however. The
factors which act as incentives may be different and
it may be that stressing incentives such as altruism
would be more beneficial. Ideally, strategies to
improve recruitment should be formally tested
through nested studies within ongoing trials.

It appears from the review that few successful
trialists write an account of how they overcome
recruitment barriers. It would now be appropriate
to find out how they do this. While some of the
measures are likely to be commonsense good
management, including obsessive attention to
detail, and choosing ‘appropriate’ strategies 
for each individual set of circumstances, other 
effective strategies are likely to be generalisable 
to a wide range of trials mounted in the NHS.
These should be identified.
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Methods
All articles from the main database rated as being
highly relevant to the conduct of randomised trials
(coded 3) were read in full, as were those that were
coded with the following keywords: administration,
biased losses, blinding, compliance, context failure,
data management, description failure, drop-outs,
experience, failure to complete, failure to stop,
follow-up, location, monitoring, organisation, 
poor outcome assessment, preparation, quality
assurance, randomisation, recruitment, run-in,
selection bias. The abstracts of all articles rated 
as moderately relevant (coded 2) were also read,
together with the titles of uncoded articles (e.g.
letters, news items), and any that appeared relevant
were read in full. Other articles were identified
from the reference lists of articles that were read
and from personal knowledge of the subject.

In total, 270 complete articles were read by a 
single reviewer (CC) and each article was sum-
marised. The summaries were then read again to
produce a list of relevant problems and potential
solutions, and these were then categorised to pro-
duce the final report. In this way, it was hoped to
concentrate on problems that had been identified
in the literature rather than discuss the authors’
preconceived ideas. Many of the original articles
simply reported problems and possible solutions
experienced in individual trials, and most review
articles were based largely on anecdotal discussion.
These have been referenced in the text. Particularly
relevant studies that used reasonable methodology
(RCTs, other well-designed evaluation studies,
systematic reviews of such studies, or large surveys)
are summarised in the tables.

Once the protocol of a trial has been designed, a
number of problems can arise during the conduct
of the trial that prevent the trial starting or limit 
its progress and quality.

Failure to start a planned trial

There are no good data on the number of planned
RCTs that fail to start. One survey of 487 clinical

studies receiving ethical committee approval 
(40% of which were clinical trials) showed that 
21% never started,1 mainly because of lack of
funding, the principal investigator leaving the
institution, logistic problems or expected recruit-
ment problems. It may have been appropriate 
that some of these trials were never started (e.g. 
if they were poorly designed) but this was not
assessed. However, it is also possible that some
important and well-designed trials may fail to get
funding or ethical committee approval because 
of ill-informed or biased refereeing. Chalmers has
suggested that some refereeing of manuscripts
submitted to journals may not be objective2 and
similar problems could exist with refereeing trial
protocols, although this is difficult to document.
Trials of new technologies may fail to start because
clinical enthusiasm promotes widespread use of a
new procedure rather than adequate evaluation,3

particularly if the protocol was designed without
clinical input.

Recommendations for research
1. Prospective surveys are needed of the number 

of planned RCTs that fail to start, the reason(s)
for failure and the quality and importance of
those trials that fail.

2. Guidelines should be developed for the
evaluation of new technologies before they 
come into widespread clinical practice.

Poor recruitment

Frequency and causes
Recruitment is often a major problem in RCTs.4

It has been estimated that half of all clinical 
studies fail to reach their planned size1 but this 
may be an overestimate caused by publication 
bias,5 that is, only articles documenting problems 
in recruitment get published. Only one survey of
recruitment, in a cohort of 41 RCTs in the USA, 
was identified; this showed that only 34% of trials
achieved or surpassed their planned sample size
while a further 34% recruited less than 75% of
their planned size.6 Many of the reported reasons
for difficulties in recruitment related to problems
in the design (e.g. narrow inclusion criteria) or 
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to obstacles to participation, as discussed earlier.
Problems in recruitment stemming from the con-
duct of the trial included: narrowing the inclusion
criteria after completing a successful pilot study;7

overestimating the pool of eligible patients or the
recruitment rate,8,9 often because of poor planning
or inexperience; using too few recruitment strate-
gies; and lack of active involvement of the principal
investigator and other staff in recruitment.9

Effects of poor recruitment
Poor recruitment has multiple effects on the
progress of a trial, ranging from the inconveni-
ence and increased cost of prolonging a trial 
to stopping a trial early.4,5,9 One survey showed 
that of 195 clinical trials started, 25 (13%) were
abandoned early, mainly because of poor recruit-
ment.1 Failure to reach the planned sample size
results in reduced statistical power4,5,9 but may 
also have other effects on trial quality. In one trial
there was evidence of trial data being falsified to
make ineligible patients appear eligible.10 Poor
recruitment can also preoccupy and demoralise
staff,4,9,11 which, in turn, may further reduce
recruitment.12 A sudden surge in recruitment
towards the end of a trial in order to meet 
planned targets can also cause major problems, 
in terms of increased workload for trial staff at 
a time when resources may be short.9

Solutions to poor recruitment
Many different solutions have been proposed 
to ensure adequate recruitment but none have
been properly evaluated in RCTs to our know-
ledge (although most are based on common
sense). Such solutions include: careful planning
and piloting of recruitment; the use of multiple
recruitment strategies; close monitoring of
recruitment so that poor strategies (or centres) 
can be dropped and more effort concentrated 
on effective methods (or centres); the use of
recruitment coordinators; setting recruitment
goals; having contingency plans in case of 
poor recruitment; and providing training in
recruitment.4,9,13–16 Computerised databases can
help to identify patients eligible for trials that
clinicians have missed.17 Involving those who 
will enter patients into a trial in the development 
of the protocol may often but not always help to
ensure adequate recruitment.18 Any one centre 
in a clinical trial may suffer from ‘trial fatigue’, 
that is, recruitment decreases with time. In
multicentre trials, one solution is to stagger the
introduction of new centres in waves in order 
to achieve steady recruitment over time,19 while 
for single centre trials, recruitment drives can 
also be staggered.20

Some consider that multicentre trials should 
be restricted to academic centres with special
expertise in the condition of interest because
district general hospitals may produce poor 
quality data.21 This policy obviously limits the
number of centres eligible to participate and,
hence, recruitment, particularly for trials dealing
with diseases for which most patients are treated 
in district hospitals. It also limits the overall
generalisability of the results.21 However, three 
trial groups have reported that, with appropriate
training and support, the quality of data from 
non-expert centres was at least as good as those
from the expert centres.21–23 Multicentre trials
should therefore include as many centres that 
want to participate as feasible, regardless of
expertise, in order to maximise recruitment.

Methods of recruitment
Recruitment methods need to vary according to 
the type of trial and depending on factors such 
as the prevalence of the condition of interest, 
the stage of disease, the setting of the trial and 
the size of the trial. Studies looking at asympto-
matic disease in the community will need to use
different methods to those assessing the treatment
of diseases with such serious sequelae that they
usually lead to hospital admission. Different
populations may also respond to similar strategies
differently.14 It is therefore difficult to compare 
the effectiveness of different recruitment 
strategies between different trials.

No randomised comparisons of different strategies
were identified and such trials would be difficult 
to perform. However, several community-based
trials and one hospital-based trial were identified
that attempted to evaluate the relative effectiveness
and efficiency of different recruitment methods.
Their results are summarised in Table 20. However,
there are several problems which make it difficult
to compare different studies. Effectiveness was
assessed by calculating the contribution of each
method to the final number of patients random-
ised but this will be heavily dependent on the
priority each method was given in each trial. The
efficiency or yield of each method was calculated 
in terms of the proportion of patients initially
contacted by that method who went on to be ran-
domised, or the proportion of patients screened
who were randomised. These figures could be 
more comparable than those for effectiveness 
but, for some methods, the denominator for 
the number of people contacted was unknown, 
that is, it was impossible to know how many 
people heard of a trial through the media. In
addition, although the number screened was 
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TABLE 20  Comparison of recruitment strategies: from case studies of RCTs

Study Subject area: Intervention Contribution to Yield, %* Cost per patient 
(country) clinical activity total number randomised (currency 

randomised (%) of country of study)

Community-based trials

Anderson, Diabetes: treatment Intensive Mass mail 3† Mass mail 9 (S) Mass mail $300
et al., 199520 of elderly diabetic monitoring/ Mass media 80 Mass media 27 (S) Mass media $37
(USA) patients education Community-based 3 Community-based 12 (S) Community-based $900

n = 103 Medical referral 7 Medical referral 20 (S) Medical referral $40
Other 7 Other 40 (S) Other –

Bjornson- Respiratory: Bronchodilator Mass mail 16 Mass mail 20 (S) Mass mail $135
Benson, et al., secondary prevention plus smoking Mass media 40 Mass media 12 (S) Mass media $54
199324 of lung disease intervention Work-site 12 Work-site 8 (S) Work-site $82
(USA) n = 189 Community-based 19 Community-based 10 (S) Community-based $670

Other 13 Other – Other –

Bradford, Cardiology: primary Lipid lowering Mass mail 6 Mass mail 0.8 (S) –
198725 prevention of agent Mass media 11 Mass media 2.3 (S) –
(USA) cardiac disease Work-site 24 Work-site 0.6 (S) –

n = 3810 Community-based 14 Community-based 0.6 (S) –
Medical referral 4 Medical referral 1.4 (S) –
Other 41 Other 9.0 (S) –

Hollis, et al., General medicine: Weight loss/ Mass mail 73 – –
199535 blood pressure diet Mass media 11 – –
(USA) reduction Community-based 12 – –

n = 2382 Other 4 – –

Johnson, Cardiology: Hormone Mass mail 12 – –
et al., 199515 prevention of cardiac treatment Mass media 49 – –
(USA) disease in menopause Community-based 3 – –

n = 875 Medical referral 1 – –
Other 35 – –

King, et al., Cardiology: Exercise Mass media 40 Mass media 32 (S) Mass media $69
199426 reduction of cardiac programme Mass telephone 60 Mass telephone 1 (C) Mass telephone $168
(USA) risk in middle age 11 (S)

n = 357

Maurer, et al., Orthopaedics: Exercise Mass mail 6† – –
199536 treatment of programme Mass media 36 – –
(USA) arthritis in elderly Community-based 18‡ – –

n = 108 Medical referral 30 – –
Other 10 – –

Rudick, et al., Respiratory: Bronchodilator Mass mail 33 Mass mail 6 (S) –
199330 secondary prevention plus smoking Mass media 7 Mass media 7 (S) –
(Canada) of lung disease intervention Mass telephone 20 Mass telephone 6 (S) –

n = 577 Work-site 18 Work-site 8 (S) –
Community-based 13 Community-based 4 (S) –
Other 9 Other  –

Silagy, et al., Geriatric: primary Aspirin – Mass mail (ER) 6 (C) Mass mail (ER) $60
199127 prevention of 65 (S)
(Australia) vascular disease Mass mail (GPL) 18 (C) Mass mail (GPL) $48

n = 400 47 (S)
Mass media 25 (S) Mass media $48
Community-based 3 (C) Community-based $48

83 (S)

* Percentage yield = number randomised ÷ number contacted (C) or screened (S) x 100
† Only patients attending clinics were mailed
‡ Posters placed in clinics rather than in community

ER, mailing list generated from electoral role; GPL, mailing list generated from GPs’ lists

continued
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always available, the definition of the point 
at which screening occurred varied between
studies. In some trials, most patients were initially
quickly screened (e.g. by telephone) to discuss the
trial and assess major eligibility criteria before
being invited for full screening.24,25 In such trials,
the efficiency of a strategy could be reported either
as the number randomised from those who were
pre-screened25 or as the number randomised from
those attending the first full screening session.24

The latter would obviously give a higher efficiency
as some patients had already been excluded.
Another problem is that although strategies in
Table 20 have been classified into seven groups,
there were important differences within each group
between different trials. For example, workplace
methods could vary between asking employers to
put up posters in their offices through to meetings
held by trialists with the workforce. Finally, the cost
of each strategy was assessed in some trials in terms
of both time and materials but costings were prob-
ably calculated differently in each study. Owing to
these problems, conclusions need to be guarded
and based on comparisons within the same study
rather than across studies. In addition, since none
of the studies were performed in the UK, their
results may be of limited generalisability to trials
performed within the NHS.

Despite these difficulties, some broad patterns 
do emerge from the data. Both the effectiveness
and efficiency of recruitment strategies are
important. Efficient strategies which randomise 
a high proportion of those screened will not 
recruit many participants if they can only be
applied to a small population. In general, most
patients in community-based trials were recruited
using mass media, mail or telephone campaigns
because they could reach a large population (see
Table 20 ). In the USA, media campaigns were
usually cheaper than telephone or mail campaigns.
Community-based strategies were much more
expensive. One study found that patients recruited

by random-digit telephoning produced higher-
risk profile patients than those who volunteered
after mass mailing.26 Mailing those on general
practitioner (GP) lists with a letter signed by the 
GP seemed to be more efficient than mailing
people selected from an electoral role.27 Con-
ducting an initial interview on the telephone 
is a useful way of establishing preliminary
eligibility.15,28,29 Very little data was found on
different recruitment methods for hospital-based
studies (Table 20 ). However, recruitment strategies
in which eligible patients are actively sought (e.g.
hospital note review) are likely to be better than
those that rely on referrals from other physicians.

Recruitment strategies must be adapted to 
suit the type of trial and the type of population.
Different centres in the same study may need 
to use different methods.24,30 Trial staff need to 
be experienced, flexible and show initiative. Large
numbers of potential participants must be screened
to achieve adequate recruitment. One study of 
41 trials showed that 75% of trials in which more
than twice the planned number were screened
recruited more than 75% of the required number
of patients, compared with only 25% of trials in
which less than twice the planned number 
were screened.6

Recruitment logs
Some authors have recommended that all trials
should record the details of both randomised
patients and non-randomised patients who 
were screened.6 They argued that this allows the
generalisability of the final results to be assessed – 
if only a small percentage of eligible patients 
were randomised the results may not be general-
isable.6,31,32 However, others have argued that this
increases the cost and workload of trials unneces-
sarily, thus possibly hindering recruitment, and
does not help in assessing generalisability.33,34

Data on the reasons for patient exclusion may 
help to improve recruitment by identifying overly

TABLE 20 contd  Comparison of recruitment strategies: from case studies of RCTs

Study Subject area: Intervention Contribution to Yield, %* Cost per patient 
(country) clinical activity total number randomised (currency 

randomised (%) of country of study)

Hospital-based study

Schoenberger, Cardiology: Aspirin Physician referral 15
198737 secondary prevention Mass media 34
(USA) of myocardial infarction Hospital record 

n = 4524 review 40
Other 11

* Percentage yield = number randomised ÷ number contacted (C) or screened (S) x 100
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restrictive inclusion criteria which can then be
modified.11,32 It may therefore be useful to collect
these data during a pilot trial. For rare diseases,
data on non-randomised patients can also help in
studying the epidemiology of the disease and
management policies outside the trial.11

Recommendations
1. Pilot studies are necessary before starting 

most RCTs to check that recruitment strategies
are adequate. (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

2. Multiple recruitment strategies should be 
used with the aim of screening at least twice 
the planned sample size. (Basis: single survey 
of RCTs.)

3. Recruitment should be closely monitored 
and there should be contingency plans if 
fewer patients are randomised than expected.
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

4. Staggering recruitment may help to prevent
falling recruitment over time. (Basis: 
anecdotal evidence.)

5. Multicentre trials should not be restricted to
expert academic centres. (Basis: case studies 
of two cancer trials’ networks.)

6. Large trials should not be required to register
details about those who are not randomised 
but recruitment logs can be useful and should 
be encouraged whenever feasible, especially 
in pilot trials or trials in rare conditions. 
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

Recommendation for research
• Further assessment is required of different

recruitment strategies for community- and
hospital-based RCTs and of the role of specific
recruitment coordinators. For example, in
multicentre trials, different centres could 
be randomised to have or not have a recruit-
ment drive, or to have or not have a 
recruitment coordinator.

Subversion of randomisation

Random allocation is crucial to minimise 
selection bias and it is therefore vital to ensure 
that this is adequately performed. In particular, 
the next treatment allocation must be concealed
from the person entering patients into a trial.38

Unfortunately, some people succeed in breaking
the allocation code before deciding whether to
randomise a patient; anecdotal evidence suggests
that this is not rare.39

Steps must therefore be taken to safeguard the
concealment of allocation. Random number lists

which are read by the doctor entering the patients
are clearly useless; sealed envelopes may also not 
be secure (especially if they are not opaque) and so
should also be avoided if possible.39 The assignment
code must be kept locked in a safe place and the
person drawing it up should have nothing to do
with the recruitment or assessment of patients.39

If block randomisation is used, the size of the
blocks should be varied randomly. A system of 
audit should be set up to check that allocation 
was performed adequately.39 In multicentre trials,
randomisation by contacting a central office is
probably the best way to conceal allocation. This
can be done by telephone but computerised fax
systems and the Internet can also work well and
avoid the need for 24-hour telephonists.40,41

Recommendation
• All trials within the UK should have access to a

central randomisation service. Centres offering
this service should be established around the
country, with some offering 24-hour access.
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.) 

Although this recommendation is based on limited
evidence, concealment of randomisation is crucial
to prevent bias and thus efforts must be made to
ensure randomisation is performed properly.

Recommendation for research
• Further surveys of trialists are needed to

document how frequently randomisation 
is subverted.

Early stopping of trials

At least 10% of clinical trials may stop early for 
a variety of reasons.1 A trial may have to stop early
because of logistic problems, such as the principal
investigator leaving the institution, withdrawal of
funding, faults with the design, or irretrievably
poor recruitment.1,42,43 It may also be necessary 
to stop a trial because of the results of other, 
similar trials, or because the intervention being
tested becomes superseded or withdrawn.42

Interim analysis of the data can also provide 
good reasons for terminating a trial early by
demonstrating unequivocal evidence of benefit 
or harm, unexpected severe side-effects, or that 
the trial has little chance of showing a clinically
important benefit.42–44 Such interim analyses 
should generally be planned, be based on 
good quality data and should use appropriate
statistical techniques and stopping guidelines 
to avoid inappropriate conclusions (see also
chapter 3).42–44
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However, the decision to stop a trial early on 
the basis of an interim analysis is a complex 
one and should be based on clinical and ethical
considerations as well as statistical ones.42–45 For
example, it would be unwise to stop a trial early
simply because it had little chance of showing a
statistically significant result, since lack of statistical
significance does not imply lack of clinical signifi-
cance.44 Poorly conducted analyses can cause
problems. Trials have been stopped inappropriately
because of the use of spurious outcome measures,
continuous data monitoring without appropriate
statistical tests and inconclusive data.42,44 In addi-
tion, interim analyses are often carried out on 
only a proportion of patients in the trial because
some patients may not have reached the time of
assessment. The final results can therefore be
significantly different from those of an interim
analysis.46 Decisions about early termination 
should be delayed if current follow-up is not
available for almost all randomised patients.43

Interim analyses can also cause problems in the
conduct of a trial. They generate a significant
workload for trial staff, particularly if unplanned,
and their results can reduce recruitment dramatic-
ally if they become known to the investigators.46

There are several problems associated with
stopping a trial early.44 The trial may be too small 
to give credible or precise results or the result 
may be too extreme to be realistic, especially if 
the trial was stopped on a ‘random high’ which
increases the risk of a false-positive result for 
either benefit or harm. Early termination also
attracts publicity and puts pressure on trialists 
to make incomplete or unnecessarily hasty
recommendations.42,44

Given all the potential pitfalls of interim analyses
and the problems of early termination of trials, 
it is surprising that one study found that few
collaborative trial groups in Europe had drawn 
up a formal policy for interim analyses, although
most recognised the need to do so.45

Recommendations
1. Interim analyses should be carefully 

planned. (Basis: anecdotal and 
empirical evidence.)

2. Trials should not be stopped on statistical
grounds alone. (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

Recommendation for research
• Studies are needed of the number of RCTs 

that terminate early, the reasons they do 
so, and whether the decision to stop 
was appropriate.

Compliance

Problems with compliance
Poor compliance with a trial protocol either by the
investigator or the participant can have important
effects on the overall result, although the effects
vary depending on the disease and intervention
under study.47 Investigators may recruit ineligible
patients, prescribe prohibited medication, fail to
prescribe or carry out the allocated treatment
adequately, or transfer the patient from one arm 
of the trial to the other (so-called crossovers).48,49

Participants may: take too much or too little
medication, take it at inappropriate intervals, 
fail to attend follow-up appointments, or fail 
to undergo certain tests.48,50–52

The reasons for non-compliance with a trial
protocol are complex. Investigators may have
insufficient time to comply with protocols, or lack
motivation.53 Their desire to give their patients the
best possible treatment may mean that they do not
comply with a treatment they consider is harmful
or they want to give everyone a treatment that they
consider is beneficial.49,53 These are particular
problems in unblinded trials.48 This highlights the
need for investigators to be truly uncertain about
which treatment is best for their patients before
they randomise them.49 Even then, they may
develop preferences during the trial based on 
the patients’ experiences, for example, whether
they develop side-effects.

Qualitative studies have shown that multiple 
factors influence participant compliance including
disease severity, disease chronicity and the patient’s
view of their susceptibility to a poor outcome.48,54

Barriers to accepting medical advice also include
the financial cost of treatment, the risks and side-
effects of treatment, the inconvenience in taking
treatment, especially if it requires lifestyle changes,
and a poor doctor–patient relationship.55,56

Patients with strong support from their family or
friends tend to be more compliant while those 
with impulsive or novelty-seeking personality 
traits may be less compliant.48,57,58

Effect of poor compliance on RCTs
Poor compliance reduces the power of a trial to
identify a real treatment effect resulting in the
need for increased sample sizes or an increased 
risk of a false-negative result (type II error).56,59,60

A 50% compliance rate can increase five-fold the
sample size required to show an expected treat-
ment effect.50 Differential compliance between two
active treatments may also result in false-positive
results, that is, the more effective treatment may
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appear less effective if its compliance is poorer.60

Thus it is important to measure compliance in
RCTs, to assess both the risk of false-positive or 
-negative results and the acceptability of the
treatment to patients. It may also allow side-
effects associated with unusual dosing patterns 
to be identified.60

However, compliance appears rarely to be assessed
in clinical trials.47 This may be because of diffi-
culties in defining and measuring it.50,52 Classify-
ing participants as compliers, partial compliers,
overusers, erratic users, partial drop-outs and 
drop-outs has been suggested but without clear
definitions being given.60 It can be particularly
difficult to define compliance with some non-
pharmacological treatments. For example, how 
do you assess the adequacy of surgical procedures,
or determine the difference between short and
long interviews?22,53 Various measures of compli-
ance with pharmacological treatments exist but
none are perfect. Indirect measures such as 
patient interviews, prescription monitoring, 
diaries, pill counts and electronic tagging of
containers do not prove that medication has 
been ingested.50,52,60,61 Direct measures, such as
measuring drug or metabolite levels or an inert
marker in the blood or urine, assess ingestion 
but not timing and not all drugs can be assayed 
in blood. Interviews, pill counts and diaries have 
been shown to overestimate compliance compared
with electronic monitoring or assessment of blood
levels50,51,60,62 but electronic monitors and blood
markers are more expensive and may not be
practical.50 Pill counting and blood assays of drugs
with short half-lives are also subject to so-called
‘white coat’ compliance, that is, patients can 
appear compliant so long as they take the
medication shortly before seeing the doctor.50,60,61

Methods to improve compliance 
in RCTs
The effort that should be expended to improve
compliance of doctors and patients depends on the
type of clinical trial. Explanatory or efficacy trials
designed to assess whether the treatment has effect
if taken or given as prescribed need to maximise
compliance, whereas pragmatic or clinical manage-
ment trials are interested in assessing whether the
treatment is effective for the average patient under
circumstances that reflect real life.50,60 A number of
anecdotal solutions have been proposed to improve
compliance both with the intervention and with
follow-up attendance including: education about
the trial; assessing compliance during a run-in
phase before randomisation so that obvious non-
compliers are not randomised; simplifying

treatment and follow-up regimens; and maintaining
communication with participants by newsletters or
telephone calls.8,55,63–65

There have been many RCTs in which methods 
of improving patient compliance with medication
are assessed, although none specifically considered
improving compliance in trials. A recent Cochrane
systematic review summarised the results of 13 such
trials and concluded that none of the methods
were very effective and most required significant
effort and resources (Table 21 ). However, because
the review was aimed at improving clinical practice
rather than RCTs, 19 trials were excluded because
they only recorded details of compliance (adher-
ence) and not clinical outcomes. These trials may
provide useful information about improving
compliance in RCTs but it was beyond the scope 
of this project to review these articles. Interested
readers are referred to the Cochrane review.66

Our search strategy identified two further 
RCTs of compliance but both were seriously
flawed67,68 (Table 21). No RCTs were identified 
that assessed ways of improving compliance with
non-pharmacological interventions or ways of
improving doctors’ compliance with protocols.
Several trials examining ways of improving clinic
attendance in routine clinical practice (rather 
than in RCTs) have been reviewed69 (Table 21).

Assessing the effect of compliance on
the results of a trial
Patients with poor compliance are often excluded
from the analysis of RCTs, especially those with 
an explanatory viewpoint.59 Unfortunately, this
approach is seriously flawed. First, adequate
compliance can be difficult to define.70 Second,
excluding patients after randomisation may bias
the results if there is a relationship between non-
compliance and the outcome of interest (as is
likely), particularly if the relationship differs
between treatment groups.50 For example, patients
in the treatment group may be non-compliant
because treatment is failing (i.e. they have a poor
prognosis), while those in the control group may
be non-compliant because they are doing well (i.e.
they have a good prognosis). It is also not possible
to compare the results of compliers and non-
compliers from the same treatment group because
they have been shown to differ in many ways.57,59

One sensible way of assessing the effects of com-
pliance might be to measure it before random-
isation during a run-in period. Patients with poor
compliance could then be excluded from explan-
atory trials, while in pragmatic trials of sufficient
size pre-randomisation compliance could be used
to define subgroups for analysis.33
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Recommendations
1. The possibility of sub-optimal compliance should

be taken into account in planning sample sizes
of pragmatic trials. (Basis: empirical evidence.)

2. Compliance with medication can be improved 
by patient education, simplifying regimens, and
using reminder charts. (Basis: systematic review
of small poor quality RCTs.)

3. Attendance at follow-up can be improved: 
by mailed or telephoned reminders (Basis:
systematic review of seven small RCTs.); by
providing information about the appointment
(Basis: systematic review of three small RCTs.); 
or contracting with patients. (Basis: systematic
review of two small RCTs.)

4. In explanatory trials, poor compliers should be
identified before randomisation so that they can
be excluded. (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

5. Measurement of compliance during a trial can
help explain a trial’s result when a treatment
appears not to work but complicated assessments
may increase the workload unnecessarily. 
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

Recommendations for research
1. All existing RCTs of methods to improve

compliance should be reviewed by extending 
the existing Cochrane systematic review.

2. Randomised trials to assess methods of
improving health professionals’ and patients’
compliance with RCT protocols are required.

3. The most feasible methods of assessing
compliance in RCTs, together with the impact 
of measuring compliance on the conduct
(especially recruitment) and results of RCTs,
need to be evaluated.

TABLE 21  Assessment of interventions designed to improve compliance

Study Method Subject area Clinical Setting Intervention Results Notes
(country) (number of activity (size)

trials)

Haynes, et al., Systematic Hypertension (6) Short- and All trials Several inter- Small improvements Trials were small, with 
199666 review of RCTs Schizophrenia (3) long-term based in ventions designed in compliance with: many methodological 
(various) to improve Infections (2) treatment community to improve instructions/coun- problems (poorly 

compliance with Asthma (1) compliance selling; programmed described random- 
medication in Epilepsy (1) learning on disease; isation, lack of blinding,
clinical practice: increased convenience poor assessment of 
trials assessed of care (e.g. simpler compliance). No 
both adherence regimens); increased unpublished trials 
and clinical out- involvement of found. Interventions 
come; follow-up patients in their care; tested were complex.
of > 80% patients reminders; rewards.
required

Putnam, RCT Variety of 10-day University Interview to high- Improved mean Randomisation not 
et al., 199467 infections course of students light advantages of adherence (pill count) described. 50 patients 
(USA) antibiotics (110) compliance, ways in treatment group lost to follow-up.

to achieve it and (92% vs. 81%).
form contract

Raynor, RCT Medical patients Various Patients Standard nursing Reminder chart Randomisation not 
et al., 199368 taking 2–6 regular discharged advice vs. nursing increased good described; 13 patients 
(UK) medications from wards advice plus compliance (83% lost to follow-up;

(210) reminder chart vs. 63%) on pill unblinded assessment;
vs. structured counts. Pharmacist short follow-up 
pharmacist’s advice advice no different (10 days).
vs. pharmacist’s from nursing advice.
advice plus 
reminder chart

Macharia, Systematic review Medical/ Initial Hospital Various inter- Improved attendance Randomisation poorly 
et al., 199263 of RCTs to psychiatric (15) diagnostic ventions designed with: written (OR 2.0) described; unblinded 
(USA, UK, improve keeping Cancer (8) appointment to improve or phoned (OR 2.8) assessment; only three 
Canada) of appointments (15); cancer attendance prompts; provision of trials with long 

in clinical practice screening (8); information about follow-up.
follow-up appointment (OR 2.9);
appoint- contracts with patient 
ment (1) (OR 1.9); follow-up 

clerk sending new 
appointment after 
missed appointment.
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Drop-outs and losses to follow-up

The results of a trial can be invalidated if a large
proportion of those randomised are excluded 
from the analysis because of protocol violation 
or because they drop out or are lost to follow-up.
However, surveys of the reporting of trial results
have shown that many trials do exclude a signifi-
cant number of randomised patients from the
analysis (Table 22 ).71–77 Qualitative studies have
identified a number of reasons why people drop
out of trials, particularly psychosocial problems
(e.g. marital problems), health-related problems,
logistics problems (travel costs), and a poor
relationship with the clinic.78,79 Drop-outs can be
identified by close monitoring. One trial retrieved
35 out of 36 drop-outs by employing an intensive
counselling programme but this is probably not
feasible for many trials.79 It is obviously important
to collect as many details as possible about the
patient to help with follow-up (e.g. address,
telephone number, GP, next of kin), and tagging
records with national death registers can at least
help to determine whether a patient has died.80

Patients who withdraw from treatment or who
violate the protocol should still be followed-up 
to allow an ITT analysis.

Recommendation
• Follow-up should be attempted on all 

patients who were randomised. (Basis: 
empirical evidence.)

Blinding

During a trial any of the following can be 
blinded to treatment allocation to reduce the 
risk of bias: the patient/participant, the health-
care professional(s) performing the intervention, 
the person making the outcome assessment. It is

not always possible to blind the patient or health
professional (e.g. in surgical trials) but it is usually
possible to blind the outcome assessor. Many trials
report that they were double-blind, implying that
both patients and health professionals were un-
aware of treatment allocation. However, it has 
been shown in several so-called double-blind trials
(mainly involving psychotropic agents) that many
doctors and patients (up to 100% in some studies)
became unblinded during the trial because of treat-
ment effects, side-effects or the lack of these.81–85

This may be more likely to occur if patients had
been exposed to a drug previously83 or if an active
agent was compared with an inactive placebo,75

although some doctors could also distinguish
between active agents.82 Unblinding of both the
patient or doctor could lead to bias; the doctor 
may monitor or treat patients in one group 
slightly differently, or the patient’s knowledge 
of treatment may affect the outcome, particularly 
if the outcome is subjective. Indirect evidence 
of such bias was found in RCTs comparing new
psychotropic agents with both older agents and
placebo controls. The treatment effect of the 
older agents in these trials was less than seen in
earlier trials in which the older agent was only
compared with placebo. It was argued that this 
may be because if blinding had been broken in
trials comparing both new and old agents with
placebo, there was more bias in favour of the 
new treatment.81 Kirsch and Rosadino86 provided
more direct evidence by showing that knowledge 
of treatment could affect subjective outcome
measures in volunteers (Table 23 ). Unblinding 
the outcome assessor can also lead to bias if the
outcome has a subjective element to it (Table 23 ).

It is therefore important to assess the effectiveness
of blinding of the doctor, patient and outcome
assessor during a trial, for example, by asking them
to guess the treatment that the patient was taking.

TABLE 22  Exclusions or losses following randomisation

Study Subject Number and type of trials Exclusions/losses after randomisation

Kleijnen, et al., 199171 Asthma 13 controlled clinical trials 8% reported > 20% patients lost

Liberati, et al., 198672 Breast cancer 63 RCTs 5% reported > 15% patients excluded

Lionetto, et al., 199573 Pancreatic cancer 27 controlled clinical trials 37% reported > 15% patients excluded

Rosetti, et al., 199374 Glaucoma 102 RCTs 34% reported > 15% patients lost

Schulz, et al., 199675 Obstetrics 110 RCTs 26% reported > 10% patients excluded

Solomon, et al., 199476 Surgery 202 RCTs 67% reported > 15% patients lost

Sonis & Joines, 199477 Primary care 53 RCTs 73% reported > 15% patients excluded
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Demonstrating that blinding has been effective is
reassuring. It is less clear what should be done if
blinding was shown to be ineffective. Although
there is the potential for bias in such cases, it 
does not follow that bias will definitely be present.
It has been suggested that the level of unblinding
be measured and the result corrected for this but 
it is unclear how this could be done.81 It would be
unwise to compare the results from participants 
in whom blinding was adequately maintained
following randomisation with those in whom it 
was not because these two groups may differ in
important ways.32 For example, those on active
treatment may guess correctly because they are
doing well (i.e. they have a good prognosis) while
those on inactive treatment may guess correctly
because they are not responding (i.e. they have 
a poorer prognosis). One possibility would be to
define the adequacy of blinding during a run-in
period and then randomise patients. Patients with
adequate and inadequate blinding would then be
randomly allocated to the different treatment
groups and sensible subgroup analysis may then 
be possible.

Several ways of improving blinding of patients 
and doctors during pharmaceutical trials have 
been suggested, including the use of placebos 
with similar side-effects to active drugs and 
blinding the investigators to both the trial 

design and the drug, but these are rarely 
feasible.81 It may sometimes be feasible to blind
outcome assessors completely to the nature of 
an intervention.

Recommendation
• Outcome assessments should be blinded. 

(Basis: two case studies.)

Recommendation for research
• Further evaluation of the impact of measuring

the success of blinding on the conduct and
results of RCTs is required.

Outcome measurement

Outcomes should be reliable, valid, clinically
relevant, sensitive to important changes and
assessed at relevant times (see chapter 3). They 
also need to be feasible, that is, it must be practical
to collect good quality data for each outcome for
every patient randomised (or nearly every patient).
Trialists should only collect a small number of
outcomes and should avoid outcomes that are 
too complicated or irrelevant.7 It may be appro-
priate to collect data on surrogate outcomes (e.g.
biochemical or radiological tests) in trials that are
performed early in the development of a new
intervention (Phase II trials) to assess whether

TABLE 23  Evaluations of the effect of blinding on the outcome of randomised trials

Study Method Subject Clinical Setting Intervention Results
(country) area activity

Carroll, Case study Psychiatry Treatment Outpatients Factorial design of Significant interaction between 
et al., of RCT; blinded of cocaine n = 73 psychotherapy and accuracy of guess and effect of 
199487 outcome assessor dependence medication vs. medication for subjective but 
(USA) guessed treatment control. not objective outcomes: those 

assignment correctly guessed as placebo were 
rated as more severe than those 
correctly identified as active.

Kirsch & RCT to assess Healthy Effect of University One group told Significant interaction between 
Rosidino, effect of patient volunteers caffeine on psychology they were drinking what students were told and 
199186 blinding on physiological department caffeinated coffee, what they actually received for 
(USA) outcome responses n = 100 another decaffein- mood: only those told they were 

measurement and mood ated coffee, another receiving caffeine and were 
that it could be receiving it reported increases 
either. In fact, all in tension. No interactions for 
students were ran- pulse or blood pressure.
domised between 
caffeine and 
no caffeine.

Noseworthy, Case study of Neurology Treatment Hospital Cytotoxic therapy Unblinded assessments suggested 
et al., 199488 RCT; ratings of of multiple n = 165 ± plasma exchange benefit from combination of 
(Canada) blinded assessor sclerosis vs. placebo. cytotoxic therapy and plasma 

compared with exchange; this was not confirmed 
those of unblinded in blinded assessments.
assessor
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there is any evidence of efficacy but these trials
should also measure clinically important outcomes.
It is also important that those who collect the
outcome data are adequately trained, otherwise
they may collect useless information.7 For serial
measures of subjective states (e.g. quality of life), 
it may be appropriate to show patients their
answers to previous assessments. With some
measures, this may provide more valid results
because it allows patients to calibrate their
responses with respect to previous responses.89

Recommendations
1. Trialists should collect a small number of

relevant and feasible outcome measures. 
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

2. All trials should measure clinically important
variables. (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

3. Those assessing outcomes should be properly
trained. (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

Recommendation for research
• Further study is required of the best way 

in which to assess repeated subjective 
outcome measures.

Data entry

Two studies evaluated single- versus double-entry 
of data during RCTs (Table 24 ). Double-entry 
does reduce the error rate but many of the errors
probably do not affect data analysis.90,91 Single-
entry, with consistency checks, may be an
appropriate alternative for small trials.

Recommendation
• Double-entry of data is preferable but 

single-entry with consistency checks may 
be appropriate. (Basis: one RCT and one 
non-random comparison).

Data monitoring and 
quality assurance
It is extremely important to ensure that the 
data collected and processed during a trial 
are accurate.92,93 Good quality starts by having
motivated, trustworthy investigators.92 The Good 
Clinical Practice guidelines also emphasise the
need for quality assurance through appropriate

TABLE 24  Evaluation of double versus single data entry in randomised trials

Study Method Subject Clinical Setting Intervention Results
(country) area activity

Gibson, Non-random Cancer Radiotherapy Hospital Data from 44 patients 122 differences between first and 
et al., 199490 comparison of (16,277 fields) entered second entry (75 per 10,000); 56 
(UK) single vs. by one person who were non-trivial, 31 due to errors 

double entry was unaware data on first entry (19 per 10,000) 
would be checked and 25 to errors on second. Of 
and then re-entered the 31 first entry errors, 25 were 
on same system by not found by subsequent con-
second person. Data sistency checks (15 per 10,000);
files compared and of these 25, only four would 
differences examined. have changed the analysis.

Note: small non-random study 
with only two people entering 
data. Highlights that errors can 
also occur with second data entry.

Reynolds- Crossover RCT Cardiology Pharmacology Hospital 26 centres allocated Single entry resulted in error 
Haertle & to 2 weeks of single rate of 22/10,000 compared 
McBride, or double data entry with 15/10,000 for double entry 
199291 (at 23 centres same (p < 0.001); 33% of errors were on 
(USA) person entered); staff a single question; 50% of staff made 

knew about trial. Data no errors and two staff had very 
submitted for 4/25 high error rates. Double entry 
forms (42,278 fields) increased average time for entering 
were compared with an item by only small amount 
original forms by two (4.5 vs. 3.3 seconds).
people blinded to 
nature of entry. Only 
errors that should 
have been prevented 
by double entry 
were counted.
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quality controls and the audit of case records,92,93

and these measures can identify fraudulent or
careless practice.94 Ideally, quality requirements
should be defined and then the processes and 
the data should be monitored closely (e.g. by
monitoring teams and site visits) to check that 
they meet these requirements.92,93 There are a
number of problems associated with quality
control. Site visits are made more difficult by
changes in hospital personnel.92,93 More import-
antly, high levels of quality assurance can increase
administrative costs and the investigators’ work-
load dramatically and, hence, may not always be
feasible, particularly in very large mega-trials.95

One possible compromise would be to audit
random samples of rather than all case records.94

Data monitoring can help to identify whether 
some unnecessary items are being collected and 
so help to simplify a trial.11 The accuracy of the
diagnosis and patient eligibility should be checked
along with baseline and outcome data and the
adequacy of follow-up.11 Site monitoring should
also assess the quality of the storage and dispensing
of trial medication and the adequacy of blinding 
of the packaging.96

Recommendation
• There should be explicit mechanisms to monitor

the quality of trial procedures and data. (Basis:
anecdotal evidence.)

Recommendation for research
• Different intensities of quality control should 

be compared to see how they affect the conduct
and quality of the trial. For example, centres 
in multicentre trials could be randomised to
different levels of quality control.

Other problems with the 
conduct of trials
Problems can arise in trials that require
collaboration between a number of different 
health professionals and agencies, although these
can usually be solved by good communication.4,97

Lack of experience on behalf of the trialists 
can also cause problems.7 It would probably be 
helpful for experienced trialists to act as advisers 
to those with less experience. Staff turnover,
particularly among junior hospital staff and 
nurses, can also hinder the progress of trials.98

Trials in the community have specific problems
compared with hospital-based trials.99 There is no
24-hour care, communication between different
health professionals and between hospital and the

community can be difficult, more travelling is
involved, and the provision of materials needs
greater organisation. Multicentre trials also 
have specific problems such as the need for
regional or national collaborators’ meetings, site
visits and translation of materials into appropriate
languages.100,101 Every trial needs an active and
committed principal investigator to provide the
necessary leadership and to see the project 
through to its completion. This is particularly
necessary in multicentre trials in which many
different people are involved.101

Investigators can be involved in several trials
simultaneously, which could lead to conflicts of
interest,102 although not if the inclusion criteria 
for each trial were clearly different. Commercially
sponsored trials, in which investigators receive a
large honorarium for each patient entered, are
likely to be given preference over unsponsored
trials and this may not be in the public interest.94

Some authors have suggested that investigators
should only receive reimbursement for the extra
work involved in entering patients into the trial 
and that no additional honoraria should be
given.94,102 However, calculating the cost of this
extra work may be difficult. This is an area in 
which guidelines are required.

Recommendations
1. Inexperienced trialists should be supported 

by experienced trialists. (Basis: anecdotal
evidence.)

2. Good communication is essential especially in
multicentre trials. (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

Recommendations for research
1. The impact and feasibility of having experienced

trialists helping inexperienced trialists should 
be assessed.

2. Research is required into the effect of offering
financial rewards to investigators for partici-
pating in trials and guidelines on the level of
reimbursement in commercially sponsored 
trials are needed.

Limiting factors related to the
structure of RCTs
RCTs probably need to have a good organisational
and administrative base to succeed but little has
been published about this. Large multicentre trials
need a steering committee with overall responsi-
bility for the trial, a coordinating centre to handle
materials, data collection and communication with
trialists, a trial coordinator to run the coordinating
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centre and a DMC.101 Smaller trials probably 
need a scaled-down but similar structure. Some
trials may also need subgroups of the steering
committee or DMC to monitor recruitment, 
data quality, compliance and follow-up. There 
have been concerns that some individuals may 
be on committees for several different trials and
that this could lead to conflicts of interest.102 No
research relating to this issue or to how members 
of steering committees and DMCs are selected 
was identified.

The main role of the DMC is to review planned
interim analyses to see if there is accumulating
evidence to suggest that the trial should be 
stopped early or, in some instances, prolonged.45

DMCs need:42,43,45

• to be independent from the trial and the
sponsor (although the sponsor may be needed
to provide important information about their
product to the DMC)

• to include experts from all necessary disciplines
• to have explicit terms of reference
• to have access to the necessary data
• to collaborate with other similar RCTs
• to have appropriate resources.

However, it has been argued that it is not feasible
for all trials to have a DMC because of their cost
(although this can be minimised by, for example,
using telephone conferencing) and the lack of
experienced statisticians and independent
experts.43,103 Formal DMCs are recommended 
for large ‘pivotal’ trials, those measuring life-
threatening end-points and those in which there 
is the potential for serious side-effects.43,103 In 
many other trials, it has been suggested that
interim analyses could be carried out by the trial
statistician and principal investigator with the
option of forming an ad hoc DMC if required.45,103,104

However, interim analyses should not be released 
to other investigators without good reasons. One
non-random comparison of 20 cancer trials showed
that open reporting of interim results increased:
the number of trials with declining recruitment
over time; the number of trials that stopped
without meeting defined objectives; and the
number of trials in which early publications of
results were inconsistent with the final results.105

The concern that involvement of a commercial
sponsor in the design, data collection, analysis and
reporting of a trial may lead to bias in favour of their
product is difficult to substantiate on a wide scale.
However, there are certainly examples in which 
bias has occurred, such as: the reporting of data

from only favourable centres; the use of dosage
regimens that favour the drug manufactured by 
the sponsor; the reporting of conclusions that 
do not match the data presented.95,106 This is partic-
ularly worrying since a survey from one region of 
the UK showed that 65% of trials are sponsored by
the pharmaceutical industry.107 Some authors have
recommended that all sponsored trials have inde-
pendent steering committees responsible for the
design, data collection, and analysis of the trial94

but others have argued that this is not feasible or
appropriate.42,103 Large important commercially
sponsored trials should have independent steering
groups and DMCs whose members are not selected
by the sponsor,94 as well as independent data
management and analysis. Alternative mechanisms
for smaller trials include ‘in-house’ management 
of blinded data by the sponsor with independent
analysis or ‘in-house’ analysis with restricted access 
to the unblinded results.43

Recommendations
1. Multicentre and important single centre trials

need a steering group, an independent DMC and
a trial coordinator. (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

2. Small trials should establish an ad hoc DMC 
if interim analyses suggest that the trial should
be stopped early or the design altered. 
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

3. DMCs should be multidisciplinary and 
have explicit terms of reference. (Basis:
anecdotal evidence.)

4. Interim analyses should not be released to the
study investigators unless absolutely necessary.
(Basis: one small non-random comparative
study.)

5. Important commercially sponsored trials should
minimise the concerns about potential bias by
having independent steering groups and DMCs,
and independent data management and analysis.
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

Recommendations for research
1. Specific aspects of trial structure, staffing 

and organisation that improve the quality 
and progress of large and small trials need
further research.

2. Further research needed into whether small
trials need formal structures such as steering
groups and DMCs.

3. The risk of bias in commercially sponsored 
trials needs to be compared with non-sponsored
trials so that the need for independent 
control of commercially sponsored trials 
can be assessed.

4. The selection of members for steering commit-
tees and DMCs needs further investigation.
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Conclusion

Many trials probably fail to start, particularly 
due to of lack of funding. The progress of those
that do start is often hindered by poor recruitment
and other problems, while others are stopped pre-
maturely because of inappropriate or inadequate
interim analyses. A variety of problems during the
conduct of trials can also affect their quality and
increase the chance of a false-negative or false-
positive result. These include subversion of ran-
domisation, poor compliance with trial treatments,
poor blinding, or too many withdrawals or losses 
to follow-up.

Although there have been many isolated reports 
of these problems occurring during RCTs, it is not
known how common most of them are. Similarly,
solutions to most of the problems are largely anec-
dotal. Large prospective surveys of trials are thus
required to establish the prevalence of problems 
in the conduct of RCTs, and interventions to
improve the conduct and quality of RCTs need 
to be properly evaluated. RCTs need to be well-
organised to be successful but, again, there is little
evidence on the specific organisational features
that help to improve their progress and quality. 
It is likely that adequate piloting of methods 
would help to avoid many of the problems with 
the conduct of trials identified in this chapter 
but, again, the value of pilot studies has not 
been adequately evaluated.

Recommendation
• Pilot studies are required before starting 

most RCTs to refine important aspects 
of their design and conduct. (Basis: 
anecdotal evidence.)

Recommendations for research
1. Prospective surveys are needed to identify the

main problems relating to the conduct of trials
(especially problems other than recruitment)
and the potential solutions.

2. Further well-designed evaluation studies of
interventions designed to improve the conduct
and quality of RCTs are required.
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Methods
The objectives, in this chapter of the review, 
are limited. Clearly, it would not be sensible to
attempt to review appropriate methods of analysis
for all the variety of trial designs and types of data
which exist. Also, no attempt is made to examine
the arguments for and against Bayesian and
frequentist philosophies, as Bayesian methods 
are being examined in another review within 
the NHS HTA programme. There is a great deal 
of literature in which deficits in the quality of
statistical reporting are examined and this is not
repeated here. Instead, those areas of analysis
which have attracted criticism in the literature 
are considered, in which there may be empirical
evidence leading to a set of recommendations.

There is, of course, a close association between 
how a trial is analysed and how it is designed 
(see chapter 3), conducted (see chapter 5) and
reported (see chapter 7). Correspondingly, some 
of the topics below could equally well have been
covered in any of those chapters. As far as possible,
duplication between the chapters has been avoided
and so the reader is also referred to chapters 3, 
5 and 7 for additional topics within the broad 
area of analysis.

The strategy employed here was initially to 
produce a list of those articles with positive scores
for analysis, subdivided by keywords. The keywords
‘ITT analysis’ (33 articles), ‘multiple end-points’
(four articles), ‘subgroup analyses’ (14 articles),
and ‘significance level’ (six articles) were used
directly for four of the following sections and all 
of these articles were read in full. Other articles
scoring 2 or 3 for analysis were also scanned for
relevance, given the limited objectives of this
chapter. Articles dealing with the ‘comprehensive
cohort follow-up’ design were included as were
those relating to changes in quality over time.

Intention-to-treat analysis

The principle of analysis by ITT arises from 
RCTs in which, for a variety of reasons, the
treatment to which a patient is randomised 
might not be received, in full or part, by that

patient. In these circumstances, those patients 
who do not receive the allocated treatment may
well differ systematically in some way from those
who do receive the allocated treatment. Further-
more, these selection processes may differ 
between treatment groups. An analysis based 
only on patients actually receiving the treatment 
as randomised would therefore give a biased
estimate of treatment differences. This bias can be
mitigated by analysing the RCT according to the
groups into which patients were randomised. If
outcome observations are available for all patients,
treatment comparisons are potentially unbiased,
although bias may arise from some other aspect 
of the trial’s design or conduct. Another advantage
of ITT is that it mimics ‘real life’ with respect to
errors in treatment and poor adherence to
treatment, and gives a realistic assessment 
of a treatment policy.

The vast majority of papers dealing with general
issues in the analysis of RCTs, emphasise the
importance of ITT analysis.1–3 The importance of
the ITT principle is also implicit within systematic
reviews, in which the proportion of trials reporting
an ITT analysis may be reported (see chapter 7).

Peduzzi and colleagues4,5 presented a case 
study of the Coronary Artery Surgery Study 
(or CASS), in which they compared ITT analysis
with a range of alternative strategies for analysing
data which take into account adherence to the
randomised treatment. They concluded that 
only ITT is recommended. Lee and colleagues6

presented a case study based on a trial to evaluate
phenobarbital in children with febrile seizures 
and came to the same conclusion.

May and colleagues7 made the point that an ITT
analysis may imply the need for a larger sample 
size than the ‘true’ treatment difference would
suggest. Despite widespread support for the ITT
principle, there have been papers which are 
critical of this approach. Kannel8 commented on
the results of the Coronary Artery Surgery Study.
The original analysis had emphasised difficulties
with approaches other than ITT but, Kannel
argued, at a time when 40% of patients in the
medical arm of this trial have received the surgical
treatment, the difficulties with ITT are greater:

Chapter 6

The analysis of RCTs
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“The huge crossover bias in this study seems to
outweigh any possible bias of on-treatment analysis,
especially because those crossing over to surgery 
were likely to have deteriorated clinically.”

Sheiner9 argued that ITT analysis is not optimal
because it ignores compliance, power may be
reduced and the question is totally changed 
from whether the drug itself has efficacy to 
whether ITT with the drug has effectiveness, 
that is, it assesses treatment policy rather than 
just treatment. Although Sheiner considered 
this a weakness, it does reflect real life – and 
the authors of this review consider this to be a
strength and also note that compliance is a useful
outcome in itself. If there is poor compliance, it
suggests that the treatment as used in the RCT 
is not practical.

Rabeneck and colleagues10 were also critical of 
the standard ITT approach. They stated that when
there are significant modifications to the randomly
assigned treatments, clinical treatment of patients 
is not advanced by the policy of entirely excluding
treatment changes from consideration in the
analysis. To enhance the relevance of assessments
of effectiveness, the analysis should attempt to 
use information on changes in treatment. Sheiner
and Rubin11 proposed using measures of compli-
ance with treatment to obtain estimates of the 
true treatment effect or method effectiveness. 
The general approach, based on an instrumental
variable analysis is attractive in principle; however,
it should be stressed that this is a theoretical 
paper and the method does not appear to have
been used in practice. In criticism of ITT, Sheiner
and Rubin argued that ITT does not even give
reliable estimates of the outcomes associated 
with the prescription of alternative treatments, 
as the pattern of non-compliance will differ in
future non-trial patients.

An alternative approach to ITT is the ‘per protocol’
analysis, in which only subjects conforming to the
protocol are subject to analysis. In addition to the
concerns about selection bias outlined above, the
danger inherent in this approach is its susceptibility
to manipulation and data dredging, especially if
not pre-specified.6

Recommendation
• In the view of the authors, ITT will be the

method of choice when an unbiased estimate 
of treatment effects are required. This will 
apply particularly when the objectives of the 
trial are pragmatic in terms of treatment
effectiveness. There are, however, situations 

in which the aims of the trial are more
explanatory than pragmatic and, in these
circumstances, a biased estimate of treatment
effectiveness may be acceptable; however, 
the rules for defining a ‘per protocol’ analysis
need to precede the analysis. (Basis: case 
studies and logical argument.)

The comprehensive cohort 
follow-up study design

One criticism made of RCTs is that they often lack
generalisability. This may arise because only a small
proportion of the available population may be
successfully randomised into an RCT. Olschewski
and colleagues12 described and illustrated the
comprehensive cohort follow-up approach for the
Coronary Artery Surgery Study. The basis of this
approach is that everybody eligible for entry into 
a trial should be followed-up in a similar manner,
irrespective of whether or not they accepted
randomisation. The treatment difference between
randomised treatments A and B will then be
estimated in those accepting randomisation, after
incorporating into the analysis relevant covariates
of prognostic value. A separate estimate of the
treatment difference will also be obtained from
those rejecting randomisation but selecting
treatment A or B. Analysis of the study results
focuses on inferences about a parameter repre-
senting the difference between the size of the
treatment effects in the randomised and non-
randomised subgroups, with formal significance
testing being based on a treatment by random-
isation interaction. Schmoor and colleagues13

reported a similar approach applied to three 
trials in breast cancer. They pointed out that the
sample size requirement for randomised patients 
is no less than with a conventional approach and
that the number of non-randomised patients must
be substantially greater if interactions between
treatment and prognostic factors are to be investi-
gated. Weighing the advantages and disadvantages
of a comprehensive cohort study, which included
an increased workload for trialists, they could not
recommend its routine use, a view which is
endorsed by Silverman and Altman.14 The new
information management strategy in the NHS 
may make the establishment of such studies 
easier in the future.

Multiple end-points

Multiple end-points are one of several ways in
which the interpretation of significance tests 
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can be affected by a multiplicity of tests being
performed. The problem of multiple end-points
has been highlighted in a systematic review15

and in two non-systematic reviews16,17 of RCTs in
rheumatoid arthritis. The authors of the latter
papers identified a problem with the use of
measures which are insensitive to change and
suggested that fewer measures would improve
quality. They recommended using a combined
score. Blair and Silman16 also identified the need to
identify outcome variables which are sensitive and
suggested the establishment of a central core of
sensitive measures for use in RCTs in rheumatoid
arthritis. In a systematic review of 45 RCTs and
comparative trials in prestigious journals, Pocock
and colleagues18 found a median of six end-points
being reported, with a median of four significance
tests being performed. This review also identified
the particular multiple-testing problem of repeated
measurements over time. In this survey, 40% of
trials had such data. Of these 18 trials, descriptive
methods only were used in ten but in eight the
results of significance tests at several time points
were reported, with a serious increase in the risk 
of a type I error.

Recommendation
• Regulatory bodies already impose on pharma-

ceutical companies the requirement to identify,
at the stage of preparing the trial protocol, a
primary outcome variable, which may be supple-
mented by a limited number of secondary out-
come variables plus safety variables. A statistical
analysis plan also has to be prepared, indicating
the plan of analysis. This will deal in detail with
such aspects of the data as repeated observations
and how these will be analysed to avoid problems
of multiple testing.

Such an approach should be followed in the
wider population of RCTs. Some grant-awarding
bodies already require this but many trials are not
subject to the discipline of seeking grant funding.
However, all RCTs in the UK will be presented to
ethics committees and the authors consider that
they offer the most promising route for improving
standards. (Basis: logical argument.)

Subgroup analysis

An understandable objective of trialists may 
be the identification of subgroups of patients 
who respond particularly well to one or other
treatment. Statistical considerations indicate,
however, that there are dangers of multiple-
testing arising from this approach. That is, 

there may be a considerable number of variables
recorded about a patient before entry into a trial
and any of these could conceivably be used as the
basis of a subgroup analysis. If multiple tests are
then performed, it can be expected, by chance
alone, that some will show apparent enhanced
treatment differences within subgroups.

This has been recognised in papers which are
predominantly educational in content (see, 
for example, those by Bigby and Gadenne2

and Tannock19). Objective information about
subgroup analysis from systematic reviews was
sparse in the papers identified by our search
strategy. Pocock and colleagues,18 in a review 
of 45 papers in prestigious journals, found that 
23 (51%) reported subgroup analyses. Ten of 
these included more than one prognostic factor 
in their subgroup analyses and one of these
reported only within-group p-values, with no 
clear idea of the real effects of the prognostic
factors on the value of treatment. In a systematic
review of 196 double-blind trials of NSAIDs in
rheumatoid arthritis, Gøtzsche15 found that 
results from subgroup analyses were stressed 
in four trials, in which the main analysis had 
not favoured the new drug.

Taking a different approach, Counsell and
colleagues20 used a simulation method to illustrate
the problem. Participants in a practical class in
statistics rolled possibly weighted (but, in reality,
unweighted) dice of different colours to simulate
mortality in a clinical trial, with a six denoting
‘death’. Red, green and white dice represented
‘active’ treatments. Each participant conducted 
two ‘trials’ of an ‘active’ treatment against 
‘control’, with variable sample sizes. The resultant
trial results were then subjected to a simulated
publication bias, similar in magnitude to that
experienced in real trials. A meta-analysis was
performed with the inclusion of some pre-
specified subgroup analyses. The simulation
demonstrated a significant treatment effect in
‘published’ trials with ‘experienced’ clinicians 
(i.e. using the results of their second trial),
illustrating how plausible subgroup analyses 
can generate false-positive findings.

A totally different aspect of subgroup analysis
relevant to clinical trials, sponsored by the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) in the USA, 
was highlighted by Freedman and colleagues.21

They described the implication of the NIH
Revitalization Act of 1993, which requires that 
“the trial is designed and carried out in a 
manner sufficient for valid analysis of whether 
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the variables being studied in the trial affect 
women or members of minority groups, as the 
case may be, differently than other subjects in the
trial”. The interpretation of this phrase was crucial
because it could impair the ability to carry out
clinical trials at all. They calculated that if trials
were powered to compare the degree by benefit 
in men and women, the sizes of trials would have 
to increase by a factor of four to 16 and that, with
five racial/ethnic subgroups, the inflation factor
would range from 10 to 40. Freedman and
colleagues interpreted the ‘valid analysis’ 
specified by the Act instead to require: 

(i) that allocation from subgroups to intervention
and control groups be by an unbiased
procedure such as randomisation

(ii) unbiased assessment of the outcome of 
study participants

(iii) use of unbiased statistical analyses and 
proper methods of inference to estimate 
and compare the intervention effects 
between the gender and racial/
ethnic subgroups.

The authors described the philosophy of the
analysis of Phase III clinical trials as having two
components. The first is to test the primary ques-
tion posed by the trial over the total set of subjects.
The other is the conduct of secondary analyses to
identify questions with sufficient scientific basis to
be tested as primary questions in future trials. Such
secondary analyses may involve the examination 
of intervention effects in subgroups which may be
defined by gender, race or ethnicity, among other
factors. The NIH Revitalization Act is therefore
interpreted as requiring appropriate representation
according to gender and race/ethnicity, allowing
investigation of these factors in subgroup analyses.
The general philosophy, as outlined above, would
then apply to gender and race/ethnicity, as it
would to any other subgrouping of the population.
Subsequent responses to the paper by Freedman
and colleagues21 gave general endorsement to 
their approach.22–29

Recommendations
1. Any subgroup analyses which are to be

considered as hypothesis testing should be
specified in the trial protocol. These should 
be limited to subgroups in which there is an 
a priori reason to expect a subgroup by 
treatment interaction.

2. All other subgroup analyses should be regarded
as hypothesis-generating and their interpretation
in this more limited role should depend on the
number of subgroups examined.

3. Subgroup analyses should be approached
through a comparison of the estimates of
treatment effects across the levels of a sub-
group variable. The practice of carrying out
significance tests within levels of a subgroup
variable should be forcefully discouraged. 
Any significance tests should be based on
subgroup by treatment interactions.

4. Medical journal editors should be encouraged 
to implement the above recommendations 
in their journal policy, as there is current
evidence from case studies that even journals
with a positive attitude to statistical refereeing
occasionally allow possibly misleading subgroup
analyses to feature strongly in the abstract 
of a paper.30

(Basis: strength of the logical arguments and their
widespread endorsement.)

Recommendation for research
• Analysis is required of how frequently the results

from subgroup analyses have been misleading.

Significance levels

Criticisms of the use of significance levels 
identified by this review have been focused 
on the interrelationship between statistical
significance and clinical significance. As such, 
it is as much a design issue as an issue for analysis.
In a paper which is essentially educational, aimed 
at improving research in the area of rehabilitation,
Ottenbacher31 identified confusion of clinical and
statistical significance as one of three problems in
the analysis and interpretation of investigations
based on statistical testing of hypotheses. Allied 
to this, he identified low statistical power and 
the importance of replicating results as the other
two main problems. Klein32 identified statistical
analyses focused on detecting statistical signifi-
cance, rather than clinical significance in Phase II
trials, as one of ten correctable flaws. Bigby and
Gadenne2 also emphasised that statistical signifi-
cance does not equate to medical significance 
and give further references in support of this.
Lindgren and colleagues33 undertook a systematic
review of clinical trials based on the text-word 
‘FVC’ (forced vital capacity) focusing on the
contrast between clinical and statistical significance.
In the 121 articles they identified, 92.6% discussed
statistical significance but only 13.2% discussed
clinical significance. None of the papers discussed
clinical significance without also discussing statis-
tical significance. However, although 21.5% of the
articles discussed sample size, only 5% specifically
discussed power. This is disappointing because 
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a well-designed trial will have a high power to
detect as statistically significant a difference 
which is clinically significant.

Two-tailed tests of significance are, by consensus
and convention, usually recommended in prefer-
ence to one-tailed tests. However, Overall34 argued
that when one wishes to support the directional
claim of superiority of drug over placebo for
regulatory purposes, one-sided significance tests 
or CIs should be used. He argued that the addi-
tional 25% of patients required for comparable
power are being unnecessarily required to forego
effective treatment in order to serve as experi-
mental controls, and emphasised that this should
be a design issue rather than just an issue for
analysis. This argument discounts the possibility 
of a treatment being harmful. The difference of
opinion is based on philosophical issues and the
views of the authors of this report favour the 
widely-held position that two-tailed tests would
underpin the usual analysis of choice.

Recommendation
• Two-tailed tests and corresponding two-tailed CIs

should be used unless one is so convinced that
differences can only occur in one pre-specified
direction and that differences in the opposite
direction, however large or unlikely, would
irrevocably be interpreted as due to chance.
(Basis: philosophical argument.)

Other areas of analysis

Many of the deficiencies in the analysis of 
RCTs are well-recognised and uncontroversial.
Numerous surveys have revealed that the pro-
portion of published papers with erroneous
statistical analyses is disturbingly large, and little
would be gained from reinvestigating this area.
Similarly, it is widely recognised that the use of 
CIs is underemployed. These issues have been
addressed extensively in the literature by a 
plethora of educational articles in most specialist
areas of medicine, as well as in the leading general
medical journals. The volume of evidence which
has emerged about poor practice, and the strength
of the philosophical arguments, have convinced
many medical journals of the need for expert
statistical referees and for statisticians on editorial
boards. It is an area in which systematic reviews
have already produced change but there is con-
flicting evidence of improvements in the quality 
of published RCTs over time. Assessments of 
quality cover design as well as analysis but 
Balas35 and Sonis and Joines36 reported 

significant improvements in quality over time, 
while Marsoni and colleagues,37 reviewing chemo-
therapy trials in advanced ovarian cancer, and
Rosetti and colleagues,38 reviewing RCTs in glau-
coma, detected no improvement. In his systematic
review in rheumatoid arthritis, Gøtzsche15 exam-
ined separately design aspects and analysis aspects.
Between 1959 and 1984, he found a statistically
significant worsening in the design score (p = 0.02)
but a statistically significant improvement in the
analysis score (p = 0.002).

Thus, although it may appear that the authors 
of this report put relatively less weight on the
inadequacies of analyses, these are often found 
and the emphasis should not be taken as indicative
that there is cause for complacency. The authors
consider that ignorance of the problem has been
addressed and that the messages about good
practice are widely accepted. The difficulty is
turning goodwill and good intentions into good
practice. The observed quality implies a need 
for statistical training for trialists. Journals are
restricted by the shortage of referees with suffi-
cient expertise to identify possible misuses of
techniques and sufficient time to dedicate to
refereeing. The recent introduction of small 
fees for referees may help those journals whose
finances can afford this policy but it cannot be
adopted by all. No literature has been identified 
on the subject but it seems apparent to the 
authors that until statistical refereeing is valued 
in career terms, both in the academic world and 
in the pharmaceutical industry, the maintenance 
of quality will depend on individuals putting
altruism above self-interest. This does not 
seem a solid basis on which to build.

Recommendations
1. The status of refereeing should be elevated so

that it is of positive value in career development.
2. There is a need for improvement in the

statistical training of trialists, with evaluation 
of the effect of training on the adequacy 
of the statistical reporting. 

(Basis: logical reasoning.)
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Methods
The methods applied were the same as those
described in chapter 5. Articles that were rated 
as being highly relevant to the reporting of
randomised trials (coded 3) were read in full, 
as were those that were coded with the following
keywords: description failure, impact, inappro-
priate conclusions, publication bias. The abstracts
of all articles rated as moderately relevant 
(coded 2) were also read, as were the titles of
uncoded articles (e.g. letters, news items), and
those that appeared relevant were read in full.
Other articles were identified from the reference
lists of articles that were read and from personal
knowledge of the field. The search resulted in
about 100 complete articles that were read and
summarised by a single reviewer (CC).

Poor reporting of trial details

Of the many articles highlighting the poor
reporting of RCTs, many fail to differentiate
between poor reporting and poor conduct. There
may well be a correlation between the quality of 
the design and conduct of a trial and its reporting –
good quality trials might be expected to be better
reported – but there is little evidence to support
this. If some aspect of conduct is not reported, it
does not necessarily mean that it did not occur, 
and the only way to find out is to contact the
authors. The trial may then turn out to be of 
higher quality than reported, although one survey
found that, in most cases, if an item of conduct 
was not reported it did not occur.1 Some trials 
in which details are poorly reported may actually 
be of poorer quality than appears from the report.
For example, some trials described simply as
‘randomised’ have, in fact, been shown not to 
use true random allocation.

Many surveys of the quality of reporting of
randomised or controlled clinical trials were
identified from the literature, hence, only those
that assessed ten or more trials are included in 
this report. In most of these surveys, the trials 
were identified by various combinations of

searching MEDLINE, searching journals 
by hand and searching reference lists. The 
various aspects of reporting were divided into 
those relating to internal validity, that is, the
reduction of bias (Table 25),1–24 and those 
relating to external validity or generalisability
(Table 26).1,3,5–9,12,14,16,17,22,23,25 The quality of 
the detailed reporting of statistical items 
is considered in the statistical section of 
this report.

No surveys reported all the items in the tables 
and many used slightly different definitions for 
the adequacy of reporting of certain features. 
For some of these items, many surveys simply
assessed whether trials reported any details at 
all (e.g. baseline comparability of groups, sample
size calculations, blinding), and it is likely that 
the details given were often inadequate or
inappropriate.2,13,19 For other items, the reli-
ability of the results is questionable. For example,
several surveys assessed whether ITT analyses 
were performed. However, when two statisticians
independently scored trials on whether they 
were analysed on an ITT basis, their agreement 
was so poor that they decided not to collect 
these data.26

Despite these problems, Tables 25 and 26 show 
that no features were consistently well reported 
and some items were very poorly reported (sample
size, method of randomisation). Some studies 
have suggested that the quality of reporting has
improved over time,1,3,14,23 while others have
not.10,12,17,21 The type of author may influence 
the quality of reporting, as may the journal. One
study showed that surgical trials were reported less
well if a surgeon rather than a physician was first
author and if they were published in specialist
surgical journals.22 Another study showed that the
quality of reporting was better in one journal that
had specifically tried to improve reporting,
although it was still far from perfect.18

Recommendation for research
• The relationship between the quality of

reporting and the quality of the design and
conduct of RCTs needs further research.

Chapter 7

Limiting factors relating to the 
reporting of RCTs
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TABLE 25  Quality of reporting of the internal validity of randomised trials

Study Subject Description of Adequate reporting of following features
(number and randomisation adequate (percentage of trials)
type of trials) (percentage of trials)

Altman & Various Sequence generation: 49% Number randomised: 77%
Doré, 19902 (80 RCTs) Concealment: 26% Baseline comparability: 59%

Stratified or blocked: 40% unclear* Blinding: –
Compliance: –
Sample size: 39%
Exclusions after randomisation: poorly described
ITT analysis: –
Analyses repeatable: –

Balas, et al., Health services Sequence generation: 24%† Number randomised: –
19953 (101 RCTs) Concealment:† Baseline comparability: 51%

Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: –
Compliance: –
Sample size: poorly reported
Exclusions after randomisation: 25%
ITT analysis: –
Analyses repeatable: –

Claessen Otitis media Sequence generation: 12%† Number randomised: –
et al., 19924 (50 controlled Concealment:† Baseline comparability: 74%

clinical trials) Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: double-blind, 52%
Compliance: 40%
Sample size: 6%
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: –
Analyses repeatable: –

Hall, et al., Surgery Sequence generation: 27%† Number randomised: –
19965 (346 RCTs) Concealment:† Baseline comparability: 67%

Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: outcome assessor, 48%
Compliance: –
Sample size: 19%
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: –
Analyses repeatable: –

Kleijnen & Mental function Sequence generation: – Number randomised: –
Knipschild, (53 controlled Concealment: – Baseline comparability: 38%
19916 clinical trials) Stratified or blocked: 30% stratified Blinding: patient, 96%; outcome assessor, 94%

Compliance: –
Sample size: 8%
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: –
Analyses repeatable: 30%

Kleijnen, Asthma Sequence generation: – Number randomised: –
et al., 19917 (13 controlled Concealment: – Baseline comparability: 54%

clinical trials) Stratified or blocked: 8% stratified Blinding: patient, 61%; outcome assessor, 54%
Compliance: –
Sample size: –
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: –
Analyses repeatable: 46%

* Treatment groups too similar in size in trials reporting no blocking; –, data not reported
† No differentiation between sequence generation and concealment

continued
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TABLE 25 contd  Quality of reporting of the internal validity of randomised trials

Study Subject Description of Adequate reporting of following features
(number and randomisation adequate (percentage of trials)
type of trials) (percentage of trials)

Kleijnen & Cerebrovascular Sequence generation: 10%† Number randomised: –
Knipschild, (40 controlled Concealment:† Baseline comparability: 30%
19928 clinical trials) Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: patient, 48%; outcome assessor, 48%

Compliance: –
Sample size: –
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: –
Analyses repeatable: 50%

Klein, 19889 Irritable bowel Sequence generation: – Number randomised: –
(43 RCTs) Concealment: – Baseline comparability: 27%

Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: –
Compliance: –
Sample size: –
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: 39%
Analyses repeatable: –

Koes, et al., Back pain Sequence generation: <50%† Number randomised: –
199510 (89 RCTs) Concealment:† Baseline comparability: poor

Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: patient, 22%
Compliance: –
Sample size: –
Exclusions after randomisation:

29% gave reasons for drop-outs
ITT analysis: 52%
Analyses repeatable: 51%

Liberati, Breast cancer Sequence generation: – Number randomised: –
et al., 19861 (63 RCTs) Concealment: 25% Baseline comparability: 60%

Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: double-blind, 8%
Compliance: 46%
Sample size: 32%
Exclusions after randomisation:

14% stated none; 21% unclear
ITT analysis: 14%
Analyses repeatable: –

Lionetto, Pancreatic cancer Sequence generation: 11%† Number randomised: –
et al., 199511 (27 controlled Concealment:† Baseline comparability: –

clinical trials) Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: –
Compliance: –
Sample size: 18%
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: 41%
Analyses repeatable: –

Marsoni, Ovarian cancer Sequence generation: 21%† Number randomised: –
et al., 199012 (38 RCTs) Concealment:† Baseline comparability: –

Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: –
Compliance: 24%
Sample size: –
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: 13%
Analyses repeatable: –

† No differentiation between sequence generation and concealment; –, data not reported

continued
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TABLE 25 contd  Quality of reporting of the internal validity of randomised trials

Study Subject Description of Adequate reporting of following features
(number and randomisation adequate (percentage of trials)
type of trials) (percentage of trials)

Moher, et al., Various Sequence generation: – Number randomised: –
199413 (102 RCTs with Concealment: – Baseline comparability: –

negative results) Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: –
Compliance: –
Sample size: 32% gave details but often poor
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: –
Analyses repeatable: –

Nicolucci, Lung cancer Sequence generation: – Number randomised: –
et al., 198914 (150 RCTs) Concealment: 12% Baseline comparability: 77%

Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: double-blind 9%; blinding of outcome 
assessors not reported

Compliance: 39%
Sample size: 6%
Exclusions after randomisation:

5% stated none; unclear in 10%
ITT analysis: 5%
Analyses repeatable: –

O’Donovan, Male infertility Sequence generation: 35%† Number randomised: –
et al., 199315 (174 RCTs) Concealment:† Baseline comparability: –

Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: double-blind, 36%
Compliance: –
Sample size: 4%
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: mostly not
Analyses repeatable: –

Petersen & Psoriasis Sequence generation: – Number randomised: –
Kristensen, (62 controlled Concealment: – Baseline comparability: –
199216 clinical trials) Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: –

Compliance: –
Sample size: 0%
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: –
Analyses repeatable: –

Rosetti, Glaucoma Sequence generation: – Number randomised: –
et al., 199317 (102 RCTs) Concealment: – Baseline comparability: 41%

Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: double-blind, 77%
Compliance: –
Sample size: 4%
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: 47%
Analyses repeatable: –

Schulz, Obstetrics Sequence generation: 32% Number randomised: –
et al., 199418 (206 controlled Concealment: 52% Baseline comparability: 59% gave details 

clinical trials) Stratified or blocked: Poor* but often poor
Blinding: –
Compliance: –
Sample size: 24%
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: –
Analyses repeatable: –

* Treatment groups too similar in size in trials reporting no blocking; –, data not reported
† No differentiation between sequence generation and concealment

continued
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TABLE 25 contd  Quality of reporting of the internal validity of randomised trials

Study Subject Description of Adequate reporting of following features
(number and randomisation adequate (percentage of trials)
type of trials) (percentage of trials)

Schulz, Obstetrics Sequence generation: – Number randomised: 92%
et al., 199619 (110 RCTs) Concealment: – Baseline comparability: –

Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: double-blind, 48%‡; outcome assessor,
14%; only 2% tested success of blinding

Compliance: –
Sample size: –
Exclusions after randomisation:

poorly described; no exclusions, 10%
ITT analysis: –
Analyses repeatable: –

Silagy, Primary care Sequence generation: – Number randomised: –
et al., 199420 (55 RCTs) Concealment: 25% Baseline comparability: –

Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: outcome assessor, 75%
Compliance: –
Sample size: 9%
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: 69%
Analyses repeatable: –

Silagy & Primary care Sequence generation: – Number randomised: –
Jewell, (90 RCTs) Concealment: 28% Baseline comparability: –
199421 Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: outcome assessor, 56%

Compliance: –
Sample size: –
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: 38%
Analyses repeatable: –

Solomon, Surgery Sequence generation: – Number randomised: –
et al., 199422 (202 RCTs) Concealment: 86% Baseline comparability: 73%

Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: patient, 36%; outcome assessor, 34%
Compliance: –
Sample size: 11%
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: –
Analyses repeatable: –

Sonis & Primary care Sequence generation: – Number randomised: –
Joines, (53 RCTs) Concealment: 26% Baseline comparability: 51%
199423 Stratified or blocked: – Blinding: patient, 66%‡; outcome assessor, 55%;

success of blinding tested in 0%
Compliance: 36%
Sample size: 9%
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: 11%
Analyses repeatable: –

Williams Various Sequence generation: 9%† Number randomised: –
& Davis, (200 controlled Concealment:† Baseline comparability: –
199424 clinical trials) Stratified or blocked: 9% Blinding: –

Compliance: –
Sample size: –
Exclusions after randomisation: –
ITT analysis: –
Analyses repeatable: –

† No differentiation between sequence generation and concealment; –, data not reported
‡ Percentage of trials in which patients could have been blinded
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Completeness of reporting of 
trial results
Four studies from Europe and North America 
have analysed clinicians’ views of the effectiveness
of treatments and their likelihood to use them
based on the way the results of the same trial 
were reported (Table 27 ).27–30 The studies were 
not ideal. In particular, they were restricted to 

trials of the prevention of cardiovascular disease;
they selected unrepresentative samples of mainly
hospital doctors rather than surgeons or GPs; and
they certainly simplified the clinical decision-
making processes that occur in real life. However,
they did give consistent results. Clinicians were
more likely to view a treatment as effective or
hazardous if presented with its relative benefits
rather than its absolute benefits. However, absolute

TABLE 26  Quality of reporting of external validity of randomised trials

Study Subject Percentage of trials with adequate reporting of each item

(number/ Case Rejection Eligibility/ Description Description Reporting 
type of trials) selection log diagnostic of included of intervention side-

process criteria patients effects

Balas, et al., Health services Poor – – – – Poor
19953 (101 RCTs)

Hall, et al., Surgery 75 – – – 94 77
19965 (346 RCTs)

Kleijnen & Mental function – – 40 – – –
Knipschild, (53 controlled clinical trials)
19916

Kleijnen, Asthma – – – – 77 38
et al., 19917 (13 controlled clinical trials)

Kleijnen & Cerebrovascular – – – 30 95 –
Knipschild, (40 controlled clinical trials)
19928

Klein, 19889 Irritable bowel – – 42 – – 44
(43 RCTs)

Liberati, Breast cancer 46 17 – – 87 52
et al., 19861 (63 RCTs)

Marsoni, Ovarian cancer – – 34 – 84 –
et al., 199012 (38 RCTs)

Nicolucci, Lung cancer – 9 – 63 – 79
et al., 198914 (150 RCTs)

Petersen & Psoriasis 5 – 11 – – –
Kristensen, (62 controlled clinical trials)
199216

Rochon, Arthritis – – – Age and sex – –
et al., 199325 (83 RCTs) not reported in 

12% and 22%,
respectively

Rosetti, Glaucoma – – – 61 – –
et al., 199317 (102 RCTs)

Solomon, Surgery 69 37 – – – 60
et al., 199422 (202 RCTs)

Sonis & Primary care 70 15 – – 94 18
Joines, 199423 (53 RCTs)
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treatment effects are usually the most important
with regards to treatment of individual patients,
although relative treatment effects may be more
generalisable.31 The ‘number-needed-to-treat’ 
(or NNT) statistic is directly related to the absolute
risk31 but two of the studies showed that clinicians
were less likely to prescribe a treatment on the 
basis of the number-needed-to-treat than with the
absolute risk reduction.28,30 None of the studies
tried to identify why relative benefits were more
attractive than absolute ones although it was
probably because absolute benefits were numeric-
ally much smaller (a treatment that reduces the 
risk of death from 2% to 1% has a relative risk

reduction of 50% but an absolute risk reduction 
of only 1%). One study also showed that presenting
both the benefits and hazards of a treatment
reduced a clinician’s enthusiasm for prescribing
the treatment.27

Recommendation
• Results should be presented as both absolute

and relative treatment effects and should 
include both benefits and side-effects or 
hazards. (Basis: two randomised and two 
non-random comparisons of the impact 
of reporting absolute versus relative 
treatment effects.)

TABLE 27  Impact of reporting absolute versus relative treatment effects

Study Study participants Methods Results Notes
(country)

Bobbio, et al., Physicians attending Results of single beneficial 148 respondents (50% response). Poor response. Non-
199427 ‘refresher courses’ outcome from same trial* For single outcome, mean likeli- representative sample.
(Italy) asked to rate likelihood presented in four ways (relative hood to prescribe was higher No doctors realised 

of prescribing treatment and absolute risk reduction, with relative risk reduction (77%) results were from 
(using visual analogue % patients event-free, NNT) than with other methods (which same trial. Inappro-
scale) based on trials’ and another statement gave were all similar; 24–37%). Mean priate use of 
results. relative risk reduction for both likelihood lower if adverse as parametric statistics – 

beneficial and harmful outcomes. well as beneficial relative risk data not normally 
Each result disguised as a reduction reported (23%). distributed.
different trial and order of 
results randomly varied.

Bucher, Random sample of Doctors randomly allocated to 499 respondents (62% response). Poor response.
et al., 199428 internists and GPs asked receive results of 3 outcomes Effectiveness of treatment and 
(Switzerland) to rate effectiveness of (1 significant benefit, 1 non- likelihood of treatment rated 

treatment (11-point significant benefit, 1 non- significantly higher with relative 
scale) and likelihood of significant harm) from same than with absolute risk reduction.
prescribing treatment trial* as either relative or Effectiveness and likelihood to 
for specified patient absolute risk reduction. Both treatment rated lower with NNT 
(7-point scale) based also received result for one than both relative and absolute 
on trials’ results. outcome as NNT. Each result risk reduction.

disguised as a different trial.

Forrow & Hospital doctors Doctors received six results 235 responses (30–75% response). Poor response. Non-
Taylor, 199229 attending educational from trials of treatment of Hyperlipidaemia: 49% doctors representative sample.
(USA) conferences and either hypertension or more likely to treat given relative No difference in 

epidemiology training hyperlipidaemia, two of which than absolute risk reduction; results based on 
fellows asked to rate gave results for same beneficial 48% gave same response for speciality, level of 
likelihood of prescribing outcome as either relative or relative and absolute risk reduction. training, academic 
treatment (7-point scale) absolute risk reduction. Order Hypertension: 33% doctors more vs. non-academic 
based on trials’ results. of these two was reversed for likely to treat given relative than practice.

half of the doctors. absolute risk reduction, 62% gave 
same result.

Naylor, Hospital physicians Doctors randomly allocated to 100 responses (75% response to Non-representative 
et al., 199230 known to authors or receive results of 3 outcomes mailing). Effectiveness of treatment sample.
(Canada) attending rounds asked (1 significant benefit, 1 non- rated higher for significantly 

to rate effectiveness of significant benefit, 1 non- beneficial outcome and lower for 
treatment (11-point significant harm) from same non-significant adverse outcome 
scale) based on trials’ trial* as either relative or with relative than with absolute 
results. absolute risk reduction. Both risk reduction. Effectiveness rated 

also received result for one lower with NNT than both 
outcome as NNT. Each result relative and absolute risk reduction.
disguised as a different trial.

* Helsinki Heart Study
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Recommendations for research
1. The impact of presenting absolute versus 

relative treatment effects needs to be assessed 
on more representative samples of doctors 
and surgeons, and for a wider variety of trials
than previously.

2. Randomised trials are needed to assess whether
educating clinicians about the use of absolute
risks can alter their interpretation of trial results
and clinical practice.

Reporting of conclusions

The conclusions of a trial should be supported by
the data presented. Only one study was identified
in which this issue was assessed.32 In this study, the
results and conclusions of 61 trials of NSAIDs were
assessed in a blinded fashion and then compared 
to see if the conclusions matched the data. Most
(85%) of these trials were sponsored by pharma-
ceutical companies. Only 88% of positive con-
clusions were supported by the data (conclusions
always favoured the sponsor’s agent). Similarly, only
45% of reports of reduced toxicity were supported
by the data. Again, these usually favoured the
sponsor’s drug.

The result of a trial should also be put in context 
by comparing it with all similar trials to give a
balanced, authoritative discussion. This is best 
done by quoting or performing relevant systematic
reviews (meta-analyses); however, this is rarely
done. A recent survey of the reports of 26 trials
published in five major journals in May 1997
showed that only two trials (8%; 95% CI, 1–25)
presented their results in the context of an 
updated systematic review.33 As a result, many 
trial reports have biased discussions. Two surveys
have shown that positive trials tend to cite 
other positive trials rather than co-existing 
negative ones.34,35

Recommendation
• Conclusions should be supported by data and

include a balanced discussion of all relevant
evidence, preferably by quoting up-to-date
systematic reviews. (Basis: three surveys of 
trial reports.)

Recommendation for research
• Further studies, similar to the one already

undertaken by Rochon and colleagues,32

are required on the frequency with which 
the conclusions of RCTs (both commercially
sponsored and unsponsored) are supported 
by the data presented.

Reporting of commercially
sponsored trials
The role any sponsor plays in the funding, 
design, conduct, analysis and reporting of a trial
should be clearly stated in the reports of RCTs,36

since some sponsored trials have been shown 
to be biased in favour of the manufacturer’s
product.37 Rochon’s survey of mainly commercially
sponsored trials of NSAIDs showed that the trial
design often favoured the company’s agent (e.g. 
by comparing it with a suboptimal dose of another
agent) and that conclusions were often biased in
favour of the company’s agent.32 No studies were
identified that specifically considered the adequacy
of reporting of a company’s involvement in trials 
or that considered the reporting of financial
rewards given to investigators in sponsored trials. 
It is also important to note that even trials without
commercial sponsorship may be associated with
pressures to produce positive results in order to
secure future funding and status.37

Recommendation
• Reports should make explicit the role of 

any sponsor in the design, conduct, data
management, analysis and reporting of 
RCTs, and any financial inducements to
participation. (Basis: one survey of the 
design and reporting of sponsored trials, 
plus further anecdotal evidence.)

Recommendation for research
• The adequacy of reporting of the role of

sponsors in RCTs needs to be studied and
further assessments made of the presence 
of bias in reports of sponsored trials.

Guidelines for the reporting 
of RCTs
Because of the deficiencies in the reporting 
of RCTs demonstrated above, several groups of
experts have developed guidelines (evidence-
based where possible) to improve reporting. 
The SORT (Standards of Reporting Trials) guide-
lines contain 32 items relating to the reporting 
of the internal validity of the trial.38 There have
been complaints that these guidelines reduced 
the readability of a report because of their rigid 
format and that no details of external validity 
were included.39 The Asilomar group produced 
a list of 33 items relating to both the internal 
and external validity of a trial which, they 
hoped, would improve reporting, help meta-
analysts, educate new trialists about good
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methodology and improve peer review.40 Sensibly,
both these groups met to produce a single set 
of guidelines which incorporated the best points
from both lists. The final Consolidated Standards
of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) guidelines in-
clude 21 items to be included in a report of RCTs,
together with a flow chart to document patient
selection and follow-up, and recommendations
relating to the title, abstract, introduction, and
discussion.41 However, it has been argued that the
items relating to data collection on those not
randomised are unnecessary,42,43 while others have
suggested that some important items relating to
data quality have been omitted.44 Details relating 
to the reporting of commercial involvement are
also not included. The CONSORT guidelines 
do not cover the statistical aspects of trials and 
so should be used in conjunction with existing
statistical guidelines.45

Recommendations
1. Authors and editors should use the CONSORT

guidelines to improve the reporting of RCTs,
although certain items may not be necessary 
and details of data quality checks should also 
be included. (Basis: evidence of poor reporting
from many surveys of trial reports.)

2. The CONSORT guidelines should be regularly
updated in the light of valid criticism and new
research. (Basis: anecdotal evidence of problems
with the CONSORT guidelines.)

Recommendations for research
1. The effect of the CONSORT guidelines 

on the quality of reporting of RCTs needs 
to be assessed.

2. The compliance of journals and authors 
with the CONSORT guidelines should 
be monitored.

Failure to publish completed
RCTs
Failure to publish the results of completed 
trials is scientific misconduct because it deprives
clinicians and patients of information they need 
to make rational decisions.46 There are a number 
of reasons for failure to publish. Publication bias 
is the tendency to publish studies based on the
‘direction or strength of study findings’:47 trials
showing large, statistically significant treatment
effects tend to be published more frequently 
than those showing small, non-significant effects.
Dickersin and Min47 studied retrospectively a
cohort of 200 RCTs from two major centres in 
the USA (of which 92.5% were published) and

showed the odds of publication were about 
nine times greater for trials with significant 
results than those with non-significant results – 
98% of significant trials were published compared
with 86% of non-significant ones (odds ratio 8.92;
95% CI 1.96–40.65). Trials with external rather
than internal funding were also more likely to be
published (94% versus 81%; odds ratio 3.59; 95%
CI 1.03–12.52). There were non-significant trends
for multicentre trials to be published more often
than single centre ones (95% versus 90%) and 
for larger trials (at least 100 patients) to be
published more frequently than smaller 
ones (94% versus 90%).

These analyses are limited by the small numbers of
RCTs (particularly unpublished ones) and because
they were based on trials from major centres. The
publication of trials from lesser centres may differ.
The use of odds ratios also exaggerates the appar-
ent effect of publication bias, because so many
RCTs are, in fact, published. The equivalent 
relative risk of publication of positive as opposed 
to negative RCTs is 1.15. Dickersin and Min47

found that the main reason for trials remaining
unpublished was because the authors did not 
write them up and submit them to journals, either
because the results were ‘not interesting’ or
because of problems with co-investigators or
because of lack of time. No trial in this cohort
remained unpublished because of rejection by a
journal, although this does occur.37,48,49 In another
study of 148 clinical trials (not just RCTs) from the
UK, similar results were obtained, although the
odds ratio for the publication of significant versus
non-significant trials was smaller (2.10).50 This
study also showed that trials sponsored by pharma-
ceutical companies were published less often than
other trials (odds ratio 0.17; 95% CI 0.05–0.53);
one of the reasons cited for lack of publication was
that sponsors had control of the data. Publication
bias is likely to be one of the main reasons why
trials sponsored by pharmaceutical companies
usually report results that favour the company’s
product. One survey of 107 trials published in
major journals found that 89% (33/37) of trials
supported by pharmaceutical companies reported
results that favoured the company’s product and
none reported results favouring another company’s
product. By comparison, 61% (43/70) of trials
which did not acknowledge commercial support
reported results in favour of a new therapy over 
a traditional therapy.51

Many studies, including RCTs, are only published
in abstract form and therefore may be difficult to
identify. A systematic review showed that about 
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35% of RCTs initially presented as abstracts 
were never published in full;52 this was more 
likely if they were small, with non-significant 
results. As a result of publication bias, many 
people have called for worldwide prospective
registration of randomised trials,46,53 since
retrospective identification of unpublished 
trials is unsatisfactory.54 Three recent initiatives 
may help to bring about a comprehensive register
of completed and ongoing trials: the Cochrane
Collaboration has established a Controlled Trials
Register using the specialised registers of trials
developed by the Cochrane Review Groups;55

some journals have undertaken to publish
protocols of ongoing trials;56 and a trial ‘amnesty’
has recently been announced in which authors 
of unpublished trials have been encouraged to
send details of their trials to various journals 
for registration.57,58 Even if the results of trials 
do not appear in print, trialists should be encour-
aged to make their results publicly available, for
example, by providing the authorising ethics
committee with a copy of the results or by
publishing them in electronic format on a 
trials’ register.

Recommendations
1. Trialists should submit the results of all RCTs 

for publication.
2. Trialists should make their results 

publicly available.
3. Efforts to establish prospective registration 

of RCTs should continue.
(Basis: all recommendations are supported 
by two systematic reviews of surveys of final
publication status of RCTs in general and those
initially published in conference proceedings.)

Multiple publications of the 
same trial
Failure to publish trial results causes problems 
but, paradoxically, so too does multiple publication
of the same trial. Again, this is more common for
trials showing statistically significant results.50

Multiple reports can cause confusion since it 
may be unclear that they all relate to the same 
trial and there may be discrepancies in the results
and conclusions of different reports.59,60

Recommendation
• Multiple publications of the same results 

should be avoided and journal editors should
insist that any previous publications of the 
same trial are clearly referenced. (Basis:
anecdotal evidence.)

Timeliness of publication

For effective dissemination of the results of 
RCTs, it is important that publication should 
occur as soon as possible after the results have 
been properly analysed. In particular, there are
ethical reasons for large well-planned trials,
designed to answer clinically important questions,
to be fast-tracked for publication. No articles were
identified that specifically addressed this issue.
However, some journals have now instituted a 
rapid review policy for important articles, 
including RCTs.61

Recommendation
• More journals should adopt a fast-track

publication policy for important RCTs. 
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

Conclusions

Randomised trials are usually reported poorly
which makes it difficult to assess their internal 
and external validity. The conclusions may not
always match the data presented (this may be 
more of a problem with commercially sponsored
trials) and the discussion of the trial results can be
biased because of failure to quote all the existing
evidence. In addition, trial reports can exaggerate
the benefits of treatment by concentrating on 
the relative rather than the absolute effects of
treatment. A proportion of completed RCTs are
never published (perhaps 5–15%); this is more
likely to occur if the trial shows no differences 
or has been sponsored by the pharmaceutical
industry. Small negative trials are also more 
likely to be published only as abstracts and so 
may be difficult to find. In contrast, some trials
(particularly those with positive results) can 
lead to multiple publications which can 
cause confusion.
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Introduction
Costs affect the number, progress and quality of
randomised trials in two basic ways. 

1. In trials that seek to investigate both the
effectiveness of a healthcare technology and 
its cost, and to compare these by economic
analysis, there may be flaws in the trial that 
have a bearing on the study of these costs, or 
on the collection or analysis of relevant data;
such flaws are likely to limit the economic 
quality of the trial and thus its value to those
responsible for decisions about the provision 
of the technology.

2. Absence of resources to undertake trials is
certain to reduce their number, and shortage 
of resources is likely to limit their progress 
or general quality or both.

Thus this chapter is concerned with both the 
study within or alongside trials of the costs of 
using a technology (described in this chapter and
elsewhere as ‘treatment’ rather than ‘technology’
costs) and the reimbursement of the costs of
conducting trials to evaluate that technology. The
latter costs include both the treatment costs of
patients within the trial and the marginal costs 
of conducting the research (described here and
elsewhere as ‘trial costs’); these trial costs include
both direct research costs and ‘service support
costs’, that is, the marginal cost of clinical services
which are provided in the trial but which would 
not be provided in normal clinical practice.

The relevant publications relating to the costs of
trials and evaluating the costs of treatment within
trials are summarised in Table 28.

Study of treatment costs

Although the aim of all trials is to improve the
welfare of patients in the long run, they have two
different types of short-term aims – to influence
healthcare decision making or to add to know-
ledge, for example, about the pharmacology of a
drug. In a seminal paper,1 Schwartz and Lellouch
described knowledge-seeking trials as ‘explanatory’
and decision-oriented trials as ‘pragmatic’ and

argued that more trials should be pragmatic and
have some or all of the following features.

1. They should be conducted under normal 
clinical conditions rather than strict laboratory-
like conditions.

2. They should be guided by a flexible protocol
that permits the treatment to be adapted to 
the patient, thus optimising its placebo effect,
rather than by a rigid protocol that equalises 
the placebo effect between treatments.

3. They should be analysed on an ITT basis 
rather than by excluding patients who diverge
from the protocol.

4. They should be evaluated not by narrow
biomedical criteria but by a single com-
prehensive criterion that reflects as wide 
a range as possible of the benefits and costs 
of the treatments being compared.

Although Hansson and colleagues2 did not cite
Schwartz and Lellouch,1 they developed the
analogous argument that double-blind, placebo-
controlled trials are unrealistic and expensive, 
and recommend that, in order to minimise bias,
only the assessors of patient outcomes need to 
be blinded to the allocated treatment.

The case for pragmatic trials in general, and for 
the evaluation of benefits and costs in particular,
was largely neglected in the UK until the need 
for health services research and development 
was recognised, notably by the Medical Research
Council gradually throughout the 1980s and by 
the NHS suddenly from 1991. Since then the case
for including treatment costs as an end-point in
trials has been cogently argued by an increasing
number of authors.3–10 Nevertheless, in the 
majority of trials no attempt is made still to 
address economic issues; in particular, only 
5% of recent surgical trials analysed costs 
or resources.10

Although the case for economic analysis within 
or alongside trials is increasingly accepted, there
are many practical problems to be overcome. 
Thus, many publications reviewed in this study
recommend that clinicians considering the inclu-
sion of economic analysis in their trials should 
work closely with health economists.6,7,11,12 The

Chapter 8
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TABLE 28  Publications concerning costs of trials (limiting number and progress) and evaluating costs of treatment with trials 
(limiting quality)

Reference Title Classification Design Summary of paper

Anderson, Recruiting from the Trial costs Case study Compares effectiveness and cost of concurrent community-
et al., 199513 community: lessons (recruitment) of RCT based recruitment methods. Press releases and newspaper 

from the Diabetes advertisements were most effective (providing 80% of subjects) 
Care for Older and cost-effective ($37 per subject). In contrast, posters 
Adults Project and brochures cost $900 per subject recruited.

Bennett, et al., Economic analyses Economic Case study Reports Phase III trial of haematopoietic growth factors at 
19946 of clinical trials in analysis of RCT two hospitals in Paris and New York; the two centres had 

cancer: are they (treatment similar clinical results but very different economic results.
helpful to policy costs) Under these circumstances one should report on each site 
makers? separately rather than pool data. In future, more sites or 

larger samples at each site should be used.

Bennett, et al., Economic analysis Economic Economic Contrasts clinical and economic goals; expounds economic 
199414 in Phase III analysis theory aspects of each stage of a clinical trial – study design, data 

cancer trials collection (both cost data and extra data needed for 
economic analysis), outcome measures, analysis and 
interpretation. Concludes that to follow standard 
Phase III trials by cost-focused trial is inefficient.

Bigorra & Financial reward Trial costs Questionnaire Survey of medical students showed that about one-third would 
Banos, 199015 in the decision by (recruitment) surveys not be willing to take part in a trial of ‘a new drug with clear 

medical students therapeutic potential’, about one-third would do so for 
and experienced scientific reasons, and the rest would need a financial incentive.
volunteers to Survey of experienced volunteers showed that the main 
participate in incentive for 90% was financial and that, given this, they were 
clinical trials willing to take part again.

Bjornson- Monitoring Trial costs Case study Compares cost per participant recruited of five concurrent 
Benson, et al., recruitment (recruitment) of RCT recruitment methods in a trial of lung disease treatment.The 
199316 effectiveness media were most cost-effective, followed by workplace 

and cost in recruitment, referral by other participants, direct mail and 
a clinical trial neighbourhood recruitment.These results are not generalisable 

as continuous feedback allowed redirection of resources 
between the five methods.

Bonsel, et al., Economic evalu- Economic Economic Describes cost-effectiveness analysis and analyses advantages 
19934 ation alongside analysis theory (convenience, cost, time) and disadvantages of combining 

cancer trials: economic analysis with a clinical trial: patients, staff and 
methodological methods may be unrepresentative; follow-up may be too brief;
and practical aspects outcome measures may not include quality of life or utility.

Bothani, et al., Recruitment in the Trial costs Case study Analyses recruitment in a four-centre trial. Most effort was 
198917 Hypertension (recruitment) of RCT put into direct mailing: 220,000 brochures generated 10,000 

Prevention Trial (85%) of 12,000 initial contacts. Newspapers were only other 
substantial source.Tabulates procedures and costs during 
each step of reducing these contacts to final 841 participants,
averaging $950 per participant.Total costs closely depend on 
the order of these steps.

Buxton & How can payback Trial benefits Economic Proposes nine-stage input–output model of research 
Hannay, 199618 from health services theory and utilisation: (0) Research needs assessment (a) Project definition 

research be assessed? eight case (I) Inputs (II) Processes (III) Primary outputs (b) Dissemination 
studies (IV) Secondary outputs (V) Applications (VI) Payback – 

knowledge, research benefits, policy benefits, health benefits 
and economic benefits. Examines feasibility of applying model 
using eight case studies.

Cohen, et al., Requirements for Trial benefits Case study Because of rarity of adverse outcome, trials of cardiac risk 
199519 controlled clinical and costs of RCT assessment and reduction before non-cardiac surgery are 

trials of preoperative expensive. If such a trial showed that present high-cost strategy 
CV risk reduction could safely be modified, however, potential savings would also 

be large. Hence funding organisations should support 
such trials.
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TABLE 28 contd  Publications concerning costs of trials (limiting number and progress) and evaluating costs of treatment with trials 
(limiting quality)

Reference Title Classification Design Summary of paper

Detsky, 198920 Are clinical trials Trial benefits Non-systematic Reports cost-effectiveness of seven randomised trials ranging 
a cost-effective and costs review from $2–3 to $400–700 per life-year saved – much better than 
investment? that of many established treatments or preventive measures;

trials range from bypass surgery ($5000) to liver 
transplant ($250,000).

Diekmann & Strategies for Trial costs Non-systematic Reviews strategies for obtaining access through professionals,
Smith, 198921 accessment and (recruitment) review community and media, and for recruiting: reports on Penman 

recruitment of et al. (1984)22 on cost per subject recruited by personal contact 
subjects for ($90), media ($58) and mail, etc. ($42); and Baines (1984)23

nursing research on telephone follow-up after letter, which reduced cost per 
response from $9 to $6.40.

Drummond & Economic analysis Economic Economic Reviews four methodological issues: (i) trial design, viz. choice 
Davies, 199124 alongside clinical analysis theory of therapies, sample size, location; (ii) collecting data on 

trials: revisiting the resource use; (iii) choice of outcome measures, including 
methodological disease-specific vs. general profiles vs. utility measures; (iv) 
issues interpretation and extrapolation of results. Makes seven clear 

recommendations and recognises need for further research 
and debate to resolve these issues.

Drummond, Funding research Trial costs Economic Discusses effect of purchaser–provider split on research and 
et al., 199225 and development theory development: financial pressure may encourage inappropriate 

in the NHS use of research money for routine treatment of trial patients 
or quality assurance. Suggests strategies to maintain quality of 
research and development.

Drummond & Clinical importance, Economic Economic Observes that most economic studies are deterministic.
O’Brien,19935 statistical signifi- analysis theory However, costs and cost-effectiveness ratios are subject to 

cance and the random variation and need statistical tests and CIs. Economic 
assessment of as well as clinical outcomes should be considered when fixing 
economic and sample size but an arbitrary ‘minimum important change’ of 
quality-of-life 10% or 15% from baseline is no more justified for economic 
outcomes than for clinical outcomes.

Drummond, Economic analysis Economic Economic This guide, commissioned by the NHS R&D Directorate for 
19947 alongside controlled analysis theory clinical researchers contemplating complementary economic 

trials: an introduction analysis, has four main chapters.Which trials need economic 
for clinical analysis? Which form of economic analysis? How should 
researchers economic data be collected? How should they be analysed?

Drummond, Economic analysis Economic Economic Whether to undertake concurrent economic analysis of a trial 
19959 alongside clinical analysis theory depends on its quality, economic importance of the question,

trials: problems additional cost (especially in international trials), and whether 
and potential trial conditions are realistic and generalisable. Extra data is 

needed on direct and indirect benefits and costs of treatment,
including quality of life, either as part of trial or by abstracting 
other data, typically routine.

Easterbrook Fate of research Trial costs Telephone Reports history of 487 trial protocols approved by Central 
& Matthews, studies (funding) interview Oxford Research Ethics Committee. Of 100 trials not started,
199226 survey 40 had not obtained funding; of 58 abandoned, six had stopped 

because funding had been withdrawn.

Fetter, et al., Randomised Trial and Non-systematic Introduces basic issues in RCTs. Distinguishes between cost 
19893 clinical trials: issues treatment review as outcome measure in economic analysis and as issue in trial 

for researchers costs design: indirect costs of trial must be considered; multicentre 
trials are not necessarily more expensive.

Fleming, Barriers to clinical Trial and Opinion Research costs in cancer trials in USA are always paid by 
199427 trials: I – reimburse- treatment sponsor, while ‘usual care’ but not extra care due to trial is 

ment problems costs traditionally borne by health insurers. Several insurers are now 
refusing trial patients even ‘usual care’.When care contracts 
are awarded on lowest tender, research activity is ignored 
and therefore discouraged.
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TABLE 28 contd  Publications concerning costs of trials (limiting number and progress) and evaluating costs of treatment with trials 
(limiting quality)

Reference Title Classification Design Summary of paper

Foley & Improving accrual Trial costs Questionnaire Survey of health professionals in USA identified many obstacles 
Moertel, into cancer trials (to patients) survey to patient recruitment, notably extra costs to patients, and 
199128 recommended that drugs and extra research tests should be 

subsidised nationally rather than charged to patient.

Hall, et al., Methodologic Treatment Systematic Reviews 346 surgical trials published in major surgical or 
199610 standards in costs review medical journals, 1988–94: only 19 (5%) analysed costs or 

surgical trials resource use and only six (2%) reported formal measures 
of quality of life.

Hansson, Prospective random- Trial costs Methodology Shows that large trials are costly and suggests ‘new’ study 
et al., 19922 ised open blinded paper design to reduce costs by increasing realism. Blinding only 

endpoint (PROBE) endpoint assessor replaces double-blind drug administration 
study: novel design by cheaper standard prescribing and reduces other trial costs.
for trials Argues that only drawback is susceptibility to investigator bias.

Ho, 199429 The future direction Trial costs Opinion and Reports that American Cancer Society has used volunteers 
of clinical trials (staff) two case in several epidemiological studies; in 1990 it began two trials 

studies of staffed mainly by volunteers, including physicians and 
RCTs nutritionists. Suggests that high cost of trials can be reduced 

by using volunteers without compromising reliability; however,
does not estimate savings.

Johansen, Obstacles to Trial cost Non-systematic Describes who funds cancer trials in USA – National Cancer 
et al., 199130 implementing (to patients) review Institute, drug industry, health insurers and patients themselves 

cancer clinical trials – and what is covered. Reports that patients are deterred by 
extra expense from taking part and suggests how nurses can 
help to overcome these and other obstacles.

King, et al., Effect of Trial costs Case study Reports that random telephone dialling recruited 
199431 recruitment (recruitment) of RCT 214 participants and media campaign 143.Although cost per 

strategy on types person assessed was slightly lower with random dialling, cost 
of subjects entered per person randomised was $168 compared with $70 for 
into a primary media campaign. However, more high-risk subjects were 
prevention trial recruited, which may compensate for extra cost.

Lawrence, The impact of Trial costs Opinion Reports that health insurers in USA may refuse to reimburse 
et al., 199332 clinical trial (to patients) patients for treatment costs if they participate in trial and 

protocols on discusses how this might be avoided by careful drafting of trial 
patient care protocols.Also suggests trials of prevention which could 
systems benefit poor or other uninsured Americans.

Mansour, Barriers to clinical Trial costs Opinion Discusses range of barriers including: (i) reimbursing 
199433 trials: III – know- (to patients participating doctors does not cover time spent recruiting 

ledge and attitudes and doctors) patients, which apparently averages 4 hours per recruit;
of health care (ii) many health insurers will not reimburse for trials; there is 
providers even inconsistency between insurers over what is covered.

NHS Research Supporting research Trial and Report of UK Set up to review funding of research and development and 
& Develop- and development treatment Government associated service costs within NHS, the Task Force makes 
ment Task in the NHS [the costs committee 22 recommendations under three main headings:
Force, 199434 ‘Culyer Report’] (i) determining what research should be supported; (ii) funding 

mechanisms, including proposal that there should be a single 
explicit stream to fund three main activities – research and 
development projects, service support and research facilities;
(iii) costing and accounting.

Oddone, Measuring activities Trial and Case study Describes use of portable random alarms by nurses with dual 
et al., 199535 in clinical trials treatment of RCT roles in trial: they recorded their current activity when alarm 

using random work costs sounded. On average they spent 42% of their time on trial 
sampling: implications activities and 58% caring for intervention patients.Thus, in 
for analysis economic analysis, 58% of their salaries was attributed to 

the intervention.
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TABLE 28 contd  Publications concerning costs of trials (limiting number and progress) and evaluating costs of treatment with trials 
(limiting quality)

Reference Title Classification Design Summary of paper

Schwartz & Explanatory and Trial design Methodology Argues that most trialists fail to distinguish between:
Lellouch, pragmatic attitudes paper (i) explanatory trials to understand differences between rigidly 
19671 in therapeutic trials defined treatments under controlled conditions using biological 

criteria; and (ii) pragmatic trials to decide between flexible 
treatments under clinical conditions using clinical, social and 
economic criteria.

Schwartz, PIVOT: economic Economic Case study Advocates economic analysis to decide between alternative 
199511 analysis of study analysis of RCT study designs and to consider treatment costs when 

design in conditions determining sample size; for example, accurate staging of 
of uncertainty prostate cancer increases both trial costs and generalisability – 

economic modelling can decide which is more valuable.
However, problems exist in eliminating protocol-induced 
costs from estimation of true costs for economic analysis.

Silagy, et al., Comparison Trial costs Comparative Reports cost-effectiveness of three methods of recruiting 
199136 of recruitment (recruitment) study set number of patients: mail using family practice registers 

strategies for a recruited 1/6 of those approached ($48 per patient); mail using 
large-scale clinical electoral roll recruited 1/17 ($59 per patient); community 
trial in the elderly approach was cheapest ($43) but only 1/29 recruited.

Smyth, et al., Conducting clinical Trial costs Questionnaire Describes costs of conducting research – direct excess service 
199437 research in new survey costs, infrastructure costs, central organisational costs and 

NHS: the model general costs including indemnity. Concludes with eight recom-
of cancer mendations for meeting these costs and encouraging research.

Steward, et al., Chemotherapy Trial costs Case study Describes quality control system of large multicentre trial and 
199338 administration of RCT justifies cost of occasional site visits by reference to resulting 

and data collection improvements in quality.
in an EORTC 
collaborative group

Swanson & Recruiting Trial costs Systematic Notes that recruitment to trials is expensive and strategies to 
Ward, 199539 minorities into (recruitment) review target minorities are likely to be even more expensive for both 

clinical trials: trial and patients. Recommends that definition of trial costs 
towards a should be extended to include transport, meals, child care and 
participant- social services for patients, and educational materials for use 
friendly system by trial team.

Tannock, New perspectives Economic Non- Argues that combined therapy should be evaluated against 
19948 in combined analysis systematic standard treatment in large randomised trials. Proposes guide-

radiotherapy and review lines for conduct of such trials: in particular, small improvements 
chemotherapy in quality or quantity of life should be converted into quality-
treatment adjusted life-years and compared with economic cost of 

achieving them.

Tannock, The recruitment Trial and Opinion Identifies an expensive breast cancer treatment widely used 
199540 of patients into treatment in USA with no evidence of increased survival; some health 

clinical trials costs insurers will fund it only within trial.Asserts that good trials 
are cheaper than uncritical adoption of unproven treatments.

Tilley, et al., Designing clinical Trial costs Case study Identifies reasons for poor recruitment including: (i) as 
199041 trials of treatment (recruitment of RCT screening for eligibility was underfunded, patients were 

for osteoporosis: and to pre-screened at own expense by their own doctors; (ii) once 
recruitment and patients) women were in trial, costs not covered by insurance met from 
follow-up trial funds; however, they were concerned that treatment costs 

would exceed annual limit on insurance claims, leaving them 
without cover for rest of year.

Torgerson, Economics in sample Economic Economic Three case studies illustrate use of data, on cost as well as 
et al., 199512 size determination analysis theory effectiveness, to determine effect size that trials should aim to 

for clinical trials identify: a cheap measure to prevent osteoporosis justifies a 
large trial, while a smaller study is needed to investigate in vitro 
fertilisation.Thus inclusion of simple economic analysis in trial 
design can lead to more efficient allocation of scarce 
research resources.

continued
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methodological issues to be addressed by 
the resulting multi-disciplinary teams can be
grouped under four main headings: trial design,
collection of data on resource use, choice of
patient outcome measures, and the interpretation
and extrapolation of findings.24 All of the seven
basic recommendations made by Drummond 
and Davies,24 and listed below, are reinforced 
by at least three other peer-reviewed papers.

1. Treatments to be compared should be 
those likely to be considered by future 
decision makers.1,2,11

2. Because resource use may be more or less
variable than patient outcomes, sample size
calculations should consider economically
important effect sizes, notably in costs and
patient utilities, as well as clinically important
effect sizes.5,11,12

3. The estimation of treatment costs should
exclude all trial costs, although this is 
rarely easy.3,11,35

4. The reporting of treatment costs should 
separate the quantities of resources consumed
from the prices paid.6,9,14

5. Patient outcome measures should be 
rigorously chosen and should generally include
clinical measures, disease-specific measures 
of quality of life, and generic measures of 
patient utility.4,8,10

6. If the economic value of different technologies 
is to be compared across trials, findings about
resources and outcomes should be reported 
in standard form; for example, net direct costs
(i.e. direct costs minus direct financial benefits)
and net gain in quality-adjusted life years.4,7,8

7. Extrapolating the findings of the trial to other
settings should generally be based on economic
modelling that takes account of differences
between trial centres and uses data from other
centres, for example, on treatment costs.4,9,37

Reimbursement of 
treatment costs

In April 1998 a new system was introduced in 
the UK to ensure that both treatment and service
support costs (as defined in chapter 1) of peer-
reviewed trials are met by the NHS, thus imple-
menting the recommendations of the Research 
and Development Task Force (the ‘Culyer
report’).34 Although the effectiveness of this 
system in overcoming previous financial barriers 
to trials25,37 is untested, many papers identified 
in this review have been overtaken by this develop-
ment and thus are not reported here. Given the
level of concern expressed in these papers, how-
ever, monitoring the success of the Culyer reforms
in overcoming financial barriers to trials is recom-
mended. To improve the quality of trials, it is
suggested that NHS trusts should acquire 
access to (or establish) trials offices.

Most of the remaining literature on treatment 
costs discusses American studies. Cost to patients 
is a major theme, because it can be a major
deterrent to recruitment.30,39,41,42 In particular, 
while insurers have traditionally funded ‘usual care’
of patients in trials, costs of extra tests necessary 
for the trial are met by the patient unless there 
is provision for this in the trial budget;27,28 even 

TABLE 28 contd  Publications concerning costs of trials (limiting number and progress) and evaluating costs of treatment with trials 
(limiting quality)

Reference Title Classification Design Summary of paper

Welsh, et al., Issues affecting Trial costs Non-systematic Notes that minorities have lower incomes, less insurance cover 
199447 minority partic- (to patients) review and less chance of being treated in tertiary care, where most 

ipation in research trials take place. Recommends use of incentives to ensure 
studies of Alzheimer balanced participation in trials, notably assessment in 
disease community or reimbursement of transport costs.

Wineman & Incentives and Trial costs Case study Argues that financial incentives can encourage participation in 
Durand, rewards for (to patients) of interview trials but effect may be coercive if amount is too large. Authors 
199243 subjects in survey used letter emphasising personal choice and offering $15 per 

nursing research interview to achieve response rates of 65% in surveys of 
multiple sclerosis and spinal cord injury.

Winn, 199444 Obstacles to the Trial costs Non-systematic Notes that community trials are particularly likely to be 
accrual of patients review affected by reluctance of insurers to pay patient costs.
to clinical trials in Minimising protocol costs by using only essential tests can 
the community reduce costs by 60% but trialists should continue to pursue 

third-party reimbursement, as care within trials is usually 
best available treatment.
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when the cost of usual care is met, patients with
managed-care contracts may exceed their allocated
budget.44 Several insurers now refuse to reimburse
even usual care.27,32,33

In response to these financial barriers, many
authors argued for mechanisms to ensure that
patients participating in trials are fully reimbursed
for all their resulting costs, and some authors even
proposed stipends or fees for participants.15,39,43

While some proposed that these patient costs
should be fully covered by research funds,39,42

others advocated national initiatives as far-
reaching as the Culyer reforms.27,28 Winn proposed
that health insurers should meet the full cost 
of routine care in trials, since this represents the
best treatment for most patients.44 Taking this
argument farther, Tannock in Canada40 and 
Smyth and colleagues in the UK37 urged that
unproven treatments should be funded only 
for patients in peer-reviewed trials. Despite the
differences between the USA and the UK, the
authors consider that concerns about patient
recruitment are universal and recommend that
serious consideration be given in the UK to
reimbursing trial patients for the full cost of 
taking part.

Trial costs

The Culyer report also recommended that research
which is not worth supporting should be stopped.34

Although the effectiveness of the new system in
eliminating poor or repetitive research is untested,
some papers identified in this review have been
overtaken by this proposal and, hence, are not
reported here. Again, monitoring the success 
of the Culyer reforms in eliminating research 
that is not worth supporting is recommended.

Relevant to this recommendation is the survey 
of 487 planned studies by Easterbrook and
Matthews;26 of 100 studies that never started 
only 40 lacked funding, and of 58 studies that 
were abandoned only six did so because their
funding was withdrawn. If the Culyer reforms 
were successful, a future survey might look for 
an increase in the proportion of sound proposals
and a reduction in the proportion of flawed
proposals that gained funding.

Most of the remaining literature on trial costs
discusses American studies. Several authors have
compared the effectiveness of different methods 
of recruiting patients – usually including mail and
the media – simultaneously within the same trial

(see Table 20). Many of these authors also studied
cost-effectiveness.13,16,31,36 Although these studies,
together with two others that focused on cost-
effectiveness,17,21 are the only comparative studies
reported within this chapter, no consistent findings
emerged. This can be attributed to the wide range
of topics and settings, and the general lack of
rigour in the comparisons, none of which 
were experimental.

Of the remaining papers, two were keen to reduce
trial costs: Winn by reimbursing only those tests
relevant to the trial’s major objectives,44 and Ho 
by using volunteer staff.29 In contrast, Mansour 
was concerned that doctors are not reimbursed 
for all the time spent recruiting patients.33

Steward considered that the cost of quality
assurance in trials, and regular site visits in
particular, can be justified by the resulting
improvements in quality.38

Conclusion and recommendations

It may, in due course, be possible to assess many of
the proposals reported in this chapter by reference
to sophisticated models of the payback from health
technology assessment, such as that described by
Buxton.18 In the meantime, the authors note that,
on the basis of selected case studies, Detsky20 and
Cohen and colleagues19 claimed that trials are
more cost-effective than established treatment 
or prevention programmes.

All but two of the following recommendations 
are derived from at least two methodological 
or theoretical papers, systematic reviews or
competent questionnaire surveys. Although
recommendation 12 is derived mainly from a 
single questionnaire survey, and recommendation
14 from only a single non-systematic review, each 
is consistent with the basic philosophy of the 
Culyer report. The first ten recommendations
relate to trials that seek to influence healthcare
decision making in the short term.

Recommendations
1. Consider whether the primary aim of the trial 

should not be pragmatic,1 in particular:
(a) whether it should not faithfully reflect

normal clinical conditions
(b) whether it should not optimise the 

placebo effect of each treatment, notably 
by avoiding the additional costs incurred 
by a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial2

(c) whether it should not be analysed 
using ITT
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(d) whether the primary criterion should not 
be a single comprehensive criterion that
reflects as wide a range as possible of the
benefits and costs of the treatments 
being compared.

2. More specifically, treatment cost should be
included as an end-point.3–10

3. Clinicians who seek to implement recom-
mendation 2 should work closely with 
health economists.6,7,11,12

4. Treatments should be compared in the 
form in which they are likely to be considered
by future decision-makers.1,2,11,24

5. In sample size calculations, both economically
important as well as clinically important 
effect sizes should be considered.5,11,12,24

6. All trial costs should be excluded when
estimating treatment costs.3,11,24,35

7. In reporting treatment costs, the quantities 
of resources consumed should be separated
from the prices paid.6,9,14,24

8. Patient outcome measures should be chosen
rigorously and include clinical measures,
disease-specific measures of quality of life 
and generic measures of patient utility.4,8,10,24

9. Findings about resources and outcomes 
should be reported in the form of net direct
costs (i.e. direct costs minus direct financial
benefits) and net gain in quality-adjusted 
life-years.4,7,8,24

10. The extrapolation of trial findings to other
settings should be based on economic
modelling that takes account of differences
between trial centres.4,9,24,37

11. The success of the Culyer reforms, in
overcoming financial barriers to trials and 
in eliminating research that is not worth
supporting, should be monitored.25,37

12. Unproven treatments should only be funded
for patients in peer-reviewed trials.37,40

13. Serious consideration should be given to
reimbursing trial patients for the full cost 
of taking part.27,28,39,42,44

14. Only those tests relevant to the trial’s major
objectives should be reimbursed.44
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All the recommendations from earlier chapters
are brought together here. The structure of

this report is such that some issues have arisen in
several chapters; hence, there may be overlap
between the recommendations. In such situations,
the initial proposals have either been combined
into composite recommendations or been restated,
as appropriate. The basis for each recommendation
is restated and each recommendation is cross-
referenced to where it occurred earlier.

Most of the recommendations are directed at
trialists but some are directed primarily at other
groups, such as journal editors. The structure
followed in this chapter reflects the target 
audience for the recommendations, and the
original recommendations have sometimes 
been reworded to reflect this.

Recommendations for trialists

The research question
1. The questions addressed by RCTs should be

important enough to clinicians for them to 
be comfortable with the research role and 
be willing to take part and comply with 
protocol requirements (chapter 4, pages 29 
and 31). (Basis: anecdotal evidence and 
logical argument.)

2. The choice of trial treatments should take into
account of findings from previous trials, with 
a critical assessment of whether the choice 
will allow the main objectives of the trial to 
be achieved (chapter 3, page 14). (Basis: 
logical argument.)

Clinicians
3. The value of RCTs as a ‘risk minimising’

strategy, when there is uncertainty, should 
be emphasised to clinicians (chapter 4, 
page 29). (Basis: judgement of the authors.)

4. Clinicians should be recruited who understand
and are in agreement with the proposed
research protocol (chapter 4, page 33). 
(Basis: logical argument.)

5. Clinicians need preparation and appropriate
support staff if they are to participate in 
RCTs (chapter 4, page 29). (Basis: 
anecdotal evidence).

6. Clinicians should be asked to do the minimum
required from them, with other activities, such
as follow-up, performed by specifically funded
and employed staff (chapter 4, page 29). (Basis:
logical argument.)

7. Clinicians should be rewarded appropriately
and adequately for taking part in RCTs. The re-
wards need not be financial but should include
positive feedback and support (chapter 4, page
29). (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

8. Contributions to RCTs should be credited, 
for example, in all publications (chapter 4,
page 29). (Basis: judgement of the authors.)

Trialists
9. There is a need for improvement in the

statistical training of trialists (chapter 6, 
page 87). (Basis: logical reasoning.)

10. Inexperienced trialists should be supported 
by experienced trialists (chapter 5, page 76).
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

Planning
11. Protocols should be designed to avoid incom-

patibility with normal practice (chapter 4,
pages 29 and 33). (Basis: anecdotal evidence
and logical argument.)

12. The parallel group design with a fixed 
sample size and fixed treatment schedules
remains the most commonly used RCT 
design. Inexperienced trialists should not,
however, automatically adopt this design, 
as other designs can sometimes produce 
major benefits. The views of experienced
trialists should be sought whenever 
possible (chapter 3, page 15). (Basis: 
logical reasoning.)

13. Entry criteria should be as simple and clear 
as possible so that the study will accommodate
all relevant patients (chapter 4, page 35).
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

14. Permissive inclusion/exclusion criteria are
generally preferred, to allow both faster 
trial accrual and a more representative trial
population. Exceptions, when there may be 
an advantage in using a more homogeneous
population, are for expensive or toxic treat-
ments, or for hazardous investigations which
might only be justified in high-risk groups
(chapter 3, page 12). (Basis: logical argument.)

Chapter 9

Recommendations for practice
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15. A trial should be designed to recruit a
representative group of patients. This 
should be monitored carefully to ensure 
later generalisability of the study findings
(chapter 4, page 57). (Basis: 
logical argument.)

16. Clinicians entering patients into multicentre
trials should be chosen to give representative
patient populations, subject to them having 
the relevant skills and resources to administer
the trial treatments and procedures, and 
having an adequate throughput of appropriate
patients (chapter 3, page 12). (Basis: 
logical argument.)

17. Multicentre trials should not be restricted 
to expert academic centres (chapter 5, 
page 69). (Basis: case studies of two 
cancer trials’ networks.)

18. Good communication is essential especially 
in multicentre trials (chapter 5, page 76).
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

19. Clinicians are likely to find pragmatic 
RCT protocols easier to use because they 
test interventions as used in ‘everyday’
care (chapter 4, page 33). (Basis: 
logical argument.)

20. Pragmatic RCTs are likely to be more
acceptable to clinicians because this type 
of design permits more clinician freedom
(chapter 4, page 33). (Basis: judgement 
of the authors.)

Run-in periods/compliance
21. A run-in period prior to the post-

randomisation phase of an RCT should 
always be given consideration. Run-in 
periods have logistic and resource impli-
cations, and address more explanatory 
than pragmatic considerations; these issues
should be taken into account (chapter 3, 
page 19). (Basis: judgement of the 
authors.)

22. Use of a run-in period to exclude non-
adherers is particularly likely to be helpful
when an appreciable proportion of partici-
pants are expected to be treatment-intolerant
or to fail to comply well enough to achieve
appreciable treatment benefit (chapter 3, 
page 19). (Basis: theoretical considerations 
and limited case studies.)

23. In explanatory trials, poor compliers should 
be identified before randomisation so that 
they can be excluded (chapter 5, page 72).
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

24. A run-in period may more often be of value 
to ensure stability of disease in participants
rather than to detect non-adherence 

(chapter 3, page 19). (Basis: one small
systematic review.)

25. When run-in periods are employed to ensure
stability, compliance should be assessed in
order to provide data for possible enhance-
ment of treatment estimates using compliance
rate as a baseline covariate (chapter 3, 
page 19). (Basis: judgement of the authors.)

26. Measurement of compliance during a trial 
can help to explain a trial’s result when a
treatment appears not to work but compli-
cated assessments may increase the workload
unnecessarily (chapter 5, page 72). (Basis:
anecdotal evidence.)

27. Compliance with medication can be improved
by patient education, simplifying regimens 
and using reminder charts (chapter 5, 
page 72). (Basis: systematic review of 
small poor quality RCTs.)

Sample size
28. Full details of sample size calculations should

always be reported (chapter 3, page 18). 
(Basis: logical argument.)

29. When small trials are necessary, they should 
be reported as hypothesis forming (chapter 3,
page 18). (Basis: logical argument.)

30. Sample size calculations should consider a
sensitivity analysis and should give ‘ballpark’
estimates rather than unrealistically precise
numbers (chapter 3, page 17). (Basis: 
logical argument.)

31. The possibility of sub-optimal compliance
should be taken into account in planning
sample sizes of pragmatic trials (chapter 5, 
page 72). (Basis: empirical evidence.)

Interim analysis
32. Interim analyses should be carefully planned

(chapter 5, page 70). (Basis: anecdotal and
empirical evidence.)

33. Interim analyses should not be released to
study investigators unless absolutely necessary
(chapter 5, page 77). (Basis: one small 
non-random comparative study.)

34. Trials should not be stopped on statistical
grounds alone (chapter 5, page 70). 
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

35. An ad hoc data monitoring committee should
be established in small trials if interim analyses
suggest that the trial should be stopped early 
or the design altered (chapter 5, page 77).
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

Subgroup analysis
36. Any subgroup analyses which are to be

considered as hypothesis testing should 
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be specified in the trial protocol. These 
should be limited to subgroups where there 
is an a priori reason to expect a subgroup by
treatment interaction (chapter 6, page 86).
(Basis: logical argument and widespread 
expert endorsement.)

37. All other subgroup analyses should be regarded
as hypothesis-generating and their interpret-
ation in this more limited role should depend
on the number of subgroups examined
(chapter 6, page 86). (Basis: logical argument
and widespread expert endorsement.)

38. Subgroup analyses should be approached
through a comparison of the estimates of
treatment effects across the levels of a subgroup
variable. The practice of carrying out signifi-
cance tests within levels of a subgroup variable
should be forcefully discouraged. Any signifi-
cance tests should be based on subgroup by
treatment interactions (chapter 6, page 86).
(Basis: logical argument and widespread 
expert endorsement.)

Recruitment
39. Multiple recruitment strategies should be 

used with the aim of screening at least twice 
the planned sample size (chapter 5, page 69).
(Basis: single survey of RCTs.)

40. Recruitment should be closely monitored 
and there should be contingency plans 
for fewer patients being randomised than 
expected (chapter 5, page 69). (Basis:
anecdotal evidence.)

41. Staggering recruitment at centres may 
help to prevent falling recruitment over 
time (chapter 5, page 69). (Basis: 
anecdotal evidence.)

42. Before starting most RCTs, pilot studies 
are required to refine important aspects 
of their design and conduct, and to check 
that recruitment strategies are adequate
(chapter 5, pages 69 and 78). (Basis: 
anecdotal evidence.)

43. There should not be a requirement in large
trials to register details of those who are not
randomised; however, recruitment logs can be
useful and should be encouraged whenever
feasible, especially for pilot trials or trials in
rare conditions (chapter 5, page 69). 
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

Consent
44. The purpose and requirement for obtaining

informed consent from a patient should be
stressed in the study protocol. The procedures
for giving information and obtaining consent
should be designed to ensure that potential

participants are given appropriate information
in a way that does not interrupt clinical care.
This may require trained and dedicated staff 
to be available to provide information and 
to obtain consent from patients (chapter 4,
page 39). (Basis: logical argument.)

45. The demands of a study on patients should 
be kept to the minimum consistent with 
the scientific purpose of the study. In 
addition, the extent and purpose of the
investigations should be clearly explained 
at the start of the study. Patients should be
financially compensated for any travel costs
incurred. An appeal to altruism may also 
be effective if patients are genuinely 
uncertain whether or not to take part 
(chapter 4, page 40). (Basis: logical 
argument, anecdotal evidence.)

46. Trial design should seek to minimise the
burden for patients and reassure clinicians
about the demands on patients (chapter 4,
page 29). (Basis: logical argument.)

47. Potential participants ‘must be adequately
informed’ about the study in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki. Information
should be carefully prepared so that patients 
of all levels of education have sufficient under-
standing of the study and what is being asked 
of them. Information should be given in oral 
as well as written form, with special provision
for those whose first language is not English 
or who find reading difficult (chapter 4, 
page 52). (Basis: logical argument.)

48. The consent procedure should be carefully
designed so that patients give consent freely,
having had the study described to them as 
fully as they wish. The consent process should
be as simple and straightforward as possible,
and patients should be given a written copy 
of the information and consent forms. Staff
should receive training in seeking informed
consent (chapter 4, page 56). (Basis: 
empirical evidence and logical argument.)

49. The possible benefits and adverse effects of 
the treatment options should be described 
to patients in a balanced way, together with 
the rationale for random allocation when the
best approach is not known. No coercion
should be used, however, to persuade patients
to participate and the arrangements for care 
of those who choose not to participate should
be part of the study protocol. The trial design
should take into account the reasons for 
some patients’ refusal to participate: for
example, changes in medication should 
be minimised, the use of placebo must be
justifiable scientifically and ethically, and 
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the process of randomisation should be
presented as an extension of standard 
medical practice (chapter 4, page 40). 
(Basis: logical argument.)

50. Patients deserve consideration and sympathy 
as they decide whether or not to take part in 
an RCT. They should not be pressurised into
taking part. In the longer term, there is a 
need for ongoing public education about 
the appropriateness of RCTs when there is
clinical uncertainty (chapter 4, page 46). 
(Basis: logical argument.)

Randomisation
51. There should always be a clear protocol for 

the preparation of (a) the sequence generation
and (b) the concealment up to irrevocable 
trial entry of the randomisation; the operation
of the system should not involve any staff
involved in determining entry of patients to 
the trial (chapter 3, page 10). (Basis: logical
argument, anecdotal evidence.)

52. A telephone- or computer-based randomisation
scheme can provide secure treatment allocation
and allow systematic checking of entry criteria
(chapter 3, page 11). (Basis: logical argument
and one major systematic review.)

Outcome and follow-up
53. Trialists should collect a small number 

of relevant and feasible outcome measures 
(chapter 5, page 75). (Basis: anecdotal 
evidence.)

54. Data collection should be kept to the 
minimum consistent with the scientific 
purpose of the study (chapter 4, page 35).
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

55. Outcome measures should ideally be 
objective, valid, reliable, sensitive to change 
and clinically relevant. In clinical areas where
there are ‘standard’ outcome measures, these
should be included so that the results from
different RCTs may be combined meaningfully
(chapter 3, page 21, and chapter 5, page 75).
(Basis: logical argument.)

56. Those assessing outcomes should be properly
trained (chapter 5, page 75). (Basis: 
anecdotal evidence.)

57. Outcome assessments should be blinded if
possible (chapter 5, page 74). (Basis: two 
case studies.)

58. Follow-up should be attempted on all patients
who were randomised (chapter 5, page 73).
(Basis: empirical evidence.)

59. Most of the issues relating to timescale will be
specific to the clinical area in which an RCT 
is performed; hence, our recommendations 

are limited to one which is general. Duration 
of treatment and follow-up should be suffi-
ciently long for effects on clinically important
outcomes to be identified (chapter 3, 
page 22). (Basis: systematic reviews indi-
cating that treatment periods are commonly
too short.)

60. Attendance at follow-up can be improved 
by mailed or telephoned reminders (Basis:
systematic review of seven small RCTs.); by
providing information about the appointment
(Basis: systematic review of three small RCTs.);
or by contracting with patients (Basis:
systematic review of two small RCTs.) 
(chapter 5, page 72).

Data quality
61. Double data entry is preferable but single 

data entry with consistency checks may be
appropriate (chapter 5, page 75). (Basis: 
one RCT and one non-random comparison.)

62. There should be explicit mechanisms to
monitor the quality of trial procedures 
and data (chapter 5, page 76). (Basis: 
anecdotal evidence.)

Analysis/reporting
63. An ITT analysis will be the method of choice

when an unbiased estimate of treatment 
effects is required, and certainly when the
objectives of the trial are pragmatic in terms 
of treatment effectiveness. There are, however,
situations in which the aims of a trial are 
more explanatory than pragmatic and, in 
these circumstances, a biased estimate of
treatment effectiveness may be acceptable;
however, the rules for defining a ‘per 
protocol’ analysis need to precede the 
analysis (chapter 6, page 84). (Basis: 
case studies and logical argument.)

64. Results should be presented as both absolute
and relative treatment effects and should in-
clude both benefits and side-effects or hazards
(chapter 7, page 97). (Basis: two randomised
and two non-random comparisons of the
impact of reporting absolute versus relative
treatment effects.)

65. Two-tailed tests and corresponding two-tailed
CIs should be used unless the trialist is so
convinced that differences can only occur in
one pre-specified direction, that differences 
in the opposite direction, however large or
unlikely, would irrevocably be interpreted 
as owing to chance (chapter 6, page 87). 
(Basis: philosophical argument.)

66. Trialists should submit the results of all 
RCTs for publication (chapter 7, page 100).
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(Basis: two systematic reviews of surveys 
of final publication status of RCTs in general
and those initially published in conference
proceedings.)

67. Trialists should make their results publicly
available (chapter 7, page 100). (Basis: two
systematic reviews of surveys of final publication
status of RCTs in general and those initially
published in conference proceedings.)

68. Efforts to establish prospective registration 
of RCTs should continue, to allow unpublished
results to be traced (chapter 3, page 18, and
chapter 7, page 100). (Basis: two systematic
reviews of surveys of final publication status of
RCTs in general and those initially published 
in conference proceedings.)

Administration
69. Multicentre and important single trials 

need a Steering Group, an independent 
DMC, and a trial coordinator (chapter 5, 
page 77). (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

70. Important commercially sponsored trials
should minimise the concerns about 
potential bias by having independent 
Steering Groups and DMCs, and inde-
pendent data management and analysis
(chapter 5, page 77). (Basis: anecdotal
evidence.)

71. DMCs should be multidisciplinary and 
have explicit terms of reference (chapter 5,
page 77). (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

Refereeing
72. The status of refereeing should be elevated 

so that it is of positive value in career develop-
ment (chapter 6, page 87). (Basis: judgement
of the authors.)

Economic issues
(These recommendations are all from chapter 8
(page 109) and are based on at least two methodo-
logical or theoretical papers, systematic reviews 
or competent questionnaire surveys.)

73. Consideration should be given to whether 
the primary criterion should be a single
comprehensive criterion that reflects as 
wide a range as possible of the benefits 
and costs of the treatments being 
compared.

74. Working closely with health economists,
treatment cost should be included as 
an end-point.

75. Treatments should be compared in the form 
in which they are likely to be considered by
future decision makers.

76. In sample size calculations, economically 
as well as clinically important effect sizes 
should be considered.

77. All trial costs should be excluded when
estimating treatment costs.

78. In reporting treatment costs, the quantities 
of resources consumed should be separated
from the prices paid.

79. Patient outcome measures should be chosen
rigorously, to include clinical measures, 
disease-specific measures of quality of life, 
and generic measures of patient utility.

80. Findings on resources and outcomes should 
be reported in the form of net direct costs 
(i.e. direct costs minus direct financial benefits)
and net gain in quality-adjusted life-years.

81. Extrapolation of trial findings to other settings
should be based on economic modelling 
that takes account of differences between 
trial centres.

82. Serious consideration should be given to
reimbursing trial patients for the full cost 
of taking part.

Recommendations for funders,
ethics committees and 
regulatory bodies
83. They should demand provision of sample 

size considerations (chapter 3, page 18). 
(Basis: logical argument.)

84. They should require identification of a primary
outcome variable, which may be supplemented
by a limited number of secondary outcome
variables plus safety variables (chapter 6, 
page 85). (Basis: logical argument.)

85. They should expect a statistical analysis plan.
This will deal in detail with such aspects of 
the data as repeated observations and how
these will be analysed to avoid problems of
multiple testing (chapter 6, page 85). 
(Basis: logical argument.)

Recommendations for 
journal editors
86. Authors and editors should use the CONSORT

guidelines to improve the reporting of RCTs,
although certain items may not be necessary;
details of data quality checks should also 
be included (chapter 7, page 99). (Basis:
evidence of poor reporting from many 
surveys of trial reports.)

87. The CONSORT guidelines should be regularly
updated in the light of valid criticism and new
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research. (chapter 7, page 99). (Basis:
anecdotal evidence of problems with
CONSORT guidelines.)

88. More journals should adopt a fast-track publi-
cation policy for important RCTs (chapter 7,
page 100). (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

89. Reports should make explicit the role of any
sponsor in the design, conduct, data manage-
ment, analysis, and reporting of RCTs, and 
any financial inducements to participation
(chapter 7, page 98). (Basis: one survey of 
the design and reporting of sponsored trials
and further anecdotal evidence.)

90. Multiple publications of the same results
should be avoided and journal editors should
insist that any previous publications of the 
same trial are clearly referenced (chapter 7,
page 100). (Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

91. Journal editors should be encouraged to
implement the earlier recommendations on
subgroup analysis in their journal policy
(chapter 6, page 86). (Basis: case-study
evidence that even journals with a positive
attitude to statistical refereeing occasionally
allow possibly misleading subgroup analyses 
to feature strongly in abstracts of papers.)

92. Conclusions should be supported by the 
data and include a balanced discussion of 
all relevant evidence, preferably by quoting 
up-to-date systematic reviews (chapter 7, 
page 98). (Basis: three surveys of trial reports.)

Recommendations for NHS trusts
in the UK
93. Participation in clinical trials should be

encouraged as a component of the core 
activity of clinicians (chapter 4, page 28).
(Basis: judgement of the authors.)

94. All trials within the UK should have access 
to a central randomisation service. Centres
offering this service should be established
around the country with some offering 
24-hour access (chapter 5, page 69). 
(Basis: anecdotal evidence.)

95. Only those tests relevant to a trial’s major
objectives should be reimbursed (chapter 8,
page 110). (Basis: one non-systematic review.)

96. Unproven treatments should be funded only
for patients in peer-reviewed trials (chapter 8,
page 110). (Basis: one questionnaire survey.)
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All the research recommendations from 
earlier sections are brought together in this

chapter. Apart from inconsequential reformatting,
the recommendations have been taken verbatim
from the original chapters, to which each has been
cross-referenced. Those areas which are considered
to be priorities are italicised.

Conduct and structure of RCTs
• Prospective surveys are needed of the number 

of planned RCTs that fail to start, the reason(s)
for failure and the quality and importance of
those trials that fail (chapter 5, page 65).

• Further assessment is required of different recruitment
strategies for community- and hospital-based RCTs,
and of the role of specific recruitment coordinators. 
For example, in multicentre trials, different centres
could be randomised to have a recruitment drive 
or not, or to have a recruitment coordinator or 
not (chapter 5, page 69).

• The motives for taking part in clinical trials
should be further examined with a view to
designing protocols that are more acceptable 
to patients (chapter 4, page 40).

• Further research is required to find the 
most appropriate methods to describe trials,
particularly randomisation, to patients 
(chapter 4, page 46).

• Further research is needed to clarify our understanding
of the way in which patients decide whether to enter
clinical trials, and to identify the best methods of
providing information; in particular, to overcome
patient worry about any uncertainties involved in
taking part in RCTs (chapter 4, pages 46 and 53).

• Further research, particularly using an RCT
design, is needed to clarify the best ways of
achieving informed consent (chapter 4, 
page 56).

• Research is needed to identify those trial 
designs which interfere least with the
clinician–patient relationship (chapter 4, 
page 29).

• Research is required to identify and modify
those aspects of trial design which are not
consistent with normal practice (chapter 4, 
page 33).

• Further well-designed evaluation studies of
interventions designed to improve the conduct
and quality of RCTs are required (chapter 5,
page 78).

• All existing RCTs of methods to improve
compliance should be reviewed by extending 
the existing Cochrane systematic review 
(chapter 5, page 72).

• Randomised trials to assess methods of
improving health professionals’ and patients’
compliance with RCT protocols are required
(chapter 5, page 72).

• The most feasible methods of assessing
compliance in RCTs and the impact of
measuring compliance on the conduct
(especially recruitment) and results of RCTs
need to be evaluated (chapter 5, page 72).

• Both theoretical and empirical research 
should be directed at methods of using
information on compliance during the 
run-in phase (and potentially during the 
post-randomisation phase) of trials to 
improve estimates of treatment effect 
(chapter 3, page 19).

• Further evaluation of the impact of 
measuring the success of blinding on the
conduct and results of RCTs is required 
(chapter 5, page 74).

• Further study is required of the best way to 
assess repeated subjective outcome measures
(chapter 5, page 75).

• Different intensities of quality control should be
compared to see how they affect the conduct and 
quality of the trial. For example, in multicentre trials,
centres could be randomised to different levels of
quality control (chapter 5, page 76).

• Further research is required on:
(a) the specific aspects of trial structure, staffing 

and organisation that improve the quality 
and progress of large and small trials

(b) whether small trials need formal structures 
such as steering groups and DMCs

(c) the selection of members for steering committees
and DMCs (chapter 5, page 77).

• Further research is required on the risk of bias 
in commercially sponsored trials compared with
unsponsored trials, so that the need for independent
control of commercially sponsored trials can be 
assessed (chapter 5, page 77).

• Research is needed to identify the most
appropriate form of reward for clinicians
(chapter 4, page 29).

• Research is required into the effect of 
offering financial rewards to investigators 
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for participating in trials and guidelines 
relating to the level of reimbursement in
commercially sponsored trials are needed
(chapter 5, page 76).

• Studies are needed of the number of RCTs 
that terminate early, the reasons for early
termination and whether the decision to stop
was appropriate (chapter 5, page 70).

• Prospective surveys of trials are needed to identify the
main problems with conduct (especially problems other
than recruitment), together with potential solutions
(chapter 5, page 78).

• Further systematic reviews are required to
investigate any effect that treatment effect sizes
may have on the method of randomisation
(chapter 3, page 11).

• Further surveys of trialists are needed to
document how frequently randomisation is
subverted (chapter 5, page 69).

• There is need for a systematic review of the use of run-
in periods to assess the benefit of this design aspect of
RCTs over a range of clinical conditions and various
modes of intervention (chapter 3, page 19).

• Individual clinical areas need to establish 
a consensus on core variables that should
regularly be recorded, in order to allow
combined analyses of trials in the area 
(chapter 3, page 21).

• Systematic reviews are needed in additional 
areas to document trials using surrogates,
unreliable or invalid outcome measures 
(chapter 3, page 21).

• Systematic consideration needs to be given to how often
results from subgroup analyses have been misleading
(chapter 6, page 86).

Reporting of clinical trials
• The impact of presenting absolute versus relative

treatment effects needs to be assessed on more
representative samples of doctors and surgeons,
and for a wider variety of trials than at present
(chapter 7, page 98).

• Randomised trials are needed to assess whether
educating clinicians about the use of absolute
risks can alter their interpretation of trial results
and clinical practice (chapter 7, page 98).

• The adequacy of reporting of the role of
sponsors in RCTs needs to be studied and
further assessments made of the presence 
of bias in reports of sponsored trials 
(chapter 7, page 98).

• The effect of the CONSORT guidelines on the quality
of reporting of RCTs needs to be assessed (chapter 7,
page 99).

• The compliance of journals and authors with 
the CONSORT guidelines should be monitored
(chapter 7, page 99).

• The relationship between the quality of
reporting and the quality of the design and
conduct of RCTs needs further research
(chapter 7, page 91).

• Further studies are required of the frequency with which
the conclusions of RCTs (both commercially sponsored
and unsponsored) are supported by the data presented
(chapter 7, page 98).

Training
• The impact and feasibility of having experienced

trialists helping inexperienced trialists should 
be assessed (chapter 5, page 76).

• There is a need for the effects of statistical
training on the adequacy of the statistical
reporting to be assessed (chapter 6, page 87).

Miscellaneous
• Guidelines should be developed for the

evaluation of new technologies before they 
come into widespread clinical practice 
(chapter 5, page 65).

• The success of the Culyer reforms in overcoming
financial barriers to trials and in eliminating
research that is not worth supporting should 
be monitored (chapter 8, page 110).

Updating this review

Given the breadth of this review, it should probably
not be revisited in its entirety. The authors found
that the workload was excessive, and even though
an update would not repeat all that has been done
here it would still be a large undertaking. However,
it could be split, for example, into design/conduct,
barriers, analysis/reporting. There appears to be 
an upsurge in interest in the conduct of trials and,
if a new review is commissioned in this area, then 
it should update relevant sections of the report
when current research is complete. Realistically,
this may not be until 2005 or 2006. The year 2006
has much to recommend it as a possible updating
point, since it will be 10 years after the end of the
search period considered in the present review. 
It might be opportune to revisit reporting a little
sooner but only when the CONSORT guidelines
have had an opportunity to take effect, for
example, in 2002 or 2003. In the fast-changing
environment in which RCTs are taking place,
barriers might profitably be revisited sooner.
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Since its inception, research has been
commissioned under the NHS Health

Technology Assessment programme in five 
clinical fields – acute sector, diagnostics and
imaging, pharmaceuticals, population screening,
and primary and community care – and in the
methodological domain. In clinical fields, the 
aim has been to commission both primary 
research, typically in the form of randomised 
trials, and secondary research, in the form of
systematic literature reviews. These reviews have
covered broad topics like laparoscopic cholecyst-
ectomy (acute sector), screening for high blood 
pressure (population screening), and near 
patient testing in general practice (primary 
and community care).1

Because these clinical reviews cover such broad
topics their authors generally adopt the inclusive
approach favoured by the NHS Centre for Reviews
and Dissemination,2 rather than the exclusive
approach used by the Cochrane Collaboration.3

Typically they seek to increase the generalisability
of their findings by including studies with a wide
range of research designs, rather than ensuring the
validity of those findings by restricting attention to
randomised trials meeting specified criteria. Thus,
the authors constantly face decisions about which
studies to include. They seek to ensure the reli-
ability of this process by using more than one
reviewer to assess each paper for inclusion and,
subsequently, to extract data from papers thus
included. As a further check on the validity of 
this process, authors may subject findings to 
‘meta-regression’ and test for homogeneity 
of findings between studies.2

In creating a methodological domain alongside 
the five clinical fields, the NHS Standing Group 
on Health Technology had three basic aims. First, 
it wanted to acknowledge from the beginning 
that licence to challenge the status quo in clinical
technology also carried a responsibility to scrutinise
the methodological technologies by which those
clinical technologies were assessed. Second, it was
keen to meet what it saw as an urgent need for
methodological training in an activity that was still
in its infancy both in the UK and across the world.
Third, it needed to make a long-term commitment
to achieving a high methodological standard 

within the primary programme of technology
assessment to be commissioned in the five 
clinical fields. The Methodology Group soon
concluded that all three aims were best served 
by a comprehensive initial portfolio of systematic
literature reviews, and that the need for primary
methodological research could not be assessed
until reports of these reviews were available.

In tackling this review, the authors soon realised
that reviewing methodological literature was at 
least as far from the inclusive reviews of effective-
ness favoured by the NHS Centre for Reviews and
Dissemination as those were from the exclusive
reviews required by the Cochrane Collaboration. 
In particular, methodological reviews have at least
three features that distinguish them from reviews 
of effectiveness or efficacy. First, theory needs to 
be given relatively more weight than empirical
evidence: for example, to argue from physiological
theory that laparoscopic cholecystectomy is more
effective than classical surgery is generally 
regarded as insufficient to justify a major shift 
in the type of surgery used to treat gallstones. 
In contrast, to argue from epidemiological theory
that the randomised trial is the research design 
of choice for assessing most health technologies 
has been accepted by the Cochrane Collaboration
and the editors of major clinical journals.

In saying this we are not, of course, arguing that
empirical evidence has no part to play in guiding
the choice of design in health technology assess-
ment. Indeed, the authors acknowledge that the
findings of a parallel methodological review (as 
yet unpublished) suggest that the findings of a 
well-conducted quasi-experiment can be as valid 
as those of a randomised trial. Nevertheless, there 
are few fields in which such a comparison can 
be made, even using non-experimental methods.
Furthermore, there are very few examples indeed
of experimental comparisons of randomised trials 
and quasi-experimental methods. This observation
is an illustration of the second distinctive feature 
of methodological reviews: empirical evidence 
is rare and rigorous empirical evidence is 
even rarer.

In this review, the important question of the best
method for recruiting patients to randomised trials
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provides an apt example. Whether the criterion 
of effectiveness was applied (page 66) or that of
cost-effectiveness (page 109), no clear recommend-
ations based on comparative studies were possible.
This can be attributed both to the general lack 
of rigour in the published comparisons, none of
which was experimental, and to the wide range 
of topics and contexts in which these comparisons
were set. Nevertheless, it was possible in chapter 5
to make six recommendations for recruitment
practice, all derived from surveys, case-studies 
or anecdotal evidence.

That weak evidence should have given rise to
stronger conclusions may perhaps be permitted,
given the experience of the five principal investi-
gators, all of whom are trialists (in five different
fields) and reviewers, either with the Cochrane
Collaboration or in the more diffuse form of
effectiveness review favoured by the NHS Centre
for Reviews and Dissemination. Thus, the greater
role for theory in this domain and the shortage 
of rigorous empirical evidence leads us to suggest 
a third distinctive feature of methodological
reviews, at least in the initial learning phase. The
authors consider that there is more potential than
in traditional reviews for the exercise of logical
reasoning and critical judgement in choosing
between alternative theories and extrapolating
from limited evidence. That said, we are quick 
to acknowledge the need to validate subjective
processes like these and to make methodological
reviews more systematic than this prototype 
review has been.

Our proposal is that, like contemporary reviews 
of effectiveness, future methodological reviews
should be systematic in four basic respects – 
search strategy, inclusion criteria, data extraction
and data synthesis.2 Chapter 2 demonstrates that
our search strategy was indeed explicit and well-
defined. However, because it sought to be com-
prehensive only over the past 10 years, it fell
between two stools: it identified many published
papers of poor quality while missing many classic
methodological papers. With the benefit of hind-
sight, more of our limited resources should have
been devoted to four other methods of searching –
a survey of experienced trialists to identify the best
methodological papers in this field, scanning the
reference lists of these and other key papers, scan-
ning the lists of publications that cite these key
papers, and handsearching key journals, notably
Controlled Clinical Trials. Such a combination of
methods of searching would have relied less on 
the five reviewers, certainly on their memories 
and probably on their reasoning and judgement.

Hindsight also suggests that we should have 
tried to make our inclusion criteria more explicit
and listed all those papers that were rejected; 
for example, any theoretical paper that has been
endorsed by (say) three peer-reviewed publications
might be declared worthy of inclusion, and the 
list of excluded theoretical papers might specify 
the very few publications that had endorsed them.
Again, although chapters 4, 5, 7 and 8 are all 
based on structured tables that summarise the 
main characteristics and conclusions of the 
papers included in the review, it is hoped that
future methodological reviewers will be able to
structure such tables more rigorously. Finally, in
our judgement, there is also scope for making
synthesis more systematic; for example, recom-
mendations might be graded – first according 
to the rigour of their experimental basis; second,
according to the strength of their theoretical 
basis; and third, according to the number and
diversity of the individual trials that had
(apparently) adopted them successfully.

It is hoped that these reflections will help readers
to appraise our recommendations as they appear in
the individual chapters. Just as important, we hope
they will be of use to those responsible for review-
ing the initial portfolio of methodological literature
reviews commissioned under the NHS Health
Technology Assessment programme. In particular,
we would exhort them to lay the foundations for a
protocol for such reviews that will stand compari-
son with those already in place, both for reviews
sponsored by the Cochrane Collaboration3 and 
for more diffuse reviews of effectiveness.2

That said, our recommendations are commended 
to those responsible for commissioning, conduct-
ing or reviewing health technology assessments
based on randomised trials. We consider that the
combination of theoretical foundation, empirical
judgement and critical judgement that underpins
most of these recommendations provides a useful
basis for current practice and future development.
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Appendix 1

Search strategies and coding of papers

Database-specific electronic search strategies

TABLE 29  Cochrane search strategy for controlled trials in MEDLINE

Set Search

1 randomized controlled trial.pt.
2 randomized controlled trials/
3 random allocation/
4 double-blind method/
5 single-blind method/
6 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5
7 (animal not (human and animal)).ti,ab,sh.
8 6 not 7

9 clinical trial.pt.
10 exp clinical trials/
11 (clin$ adj5 trial$).ti,ab.
12 ((singl$ or doubl$ or trebl$ or tripl$) adj5 (blind$ or mask$)).ti,ab.
13 placebos/
14 placebo$.ti,ab.
15 random$.ti,ab.
16 research design/
17 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16
18 (animal not (human and animal)).ti,ab,sh.
19 17 not 18

20 comparative study/
21 exp evaluation studies/
22 follow-up studies/
23 prospective studies/
24 (control$ or prospectiv$ or volunteer$).ti,ab.
25 20 or 23 or 22 or 23 or 24
26 (animal not (human and animal)).ti,ab,sh.
27 25 not 26

28 8 or 19 or 27



TABLE 30  Ovid MEDLINE search for 1992–April 1996 (dated 24 April 1996)

Set Search Results

001 randomized controlled trials/ 3536
002 random allocation/ 4611
003 double-blind method/ 12,510
004 single-blind method/ 1675
005 exp clinical trials/ 10,796
006 placebos/ 1864
007 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 32,503
008 (clin$ adj5 trial$).ti,ab. 11,606
009 ((singl$ or doubl$ or trebl$ or tripl$) 

adj5 (blind$ or mask$)).ti,ab. 11,329
010 placebo$.ti,ab. 12,714
011 random$.ti,ab. 43,365
012 randomized controlled trial.pt. 31,062
013 controlled clinical trial.pt. 5116
014 clinical trial.pt. 55,479
015 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 85,428
016 7 or 15 97,508
017 (animal not (human and animal)).ti,ab,sh. 303,425
018 16 not 17 89,204

019 *clinical protocols/ 435
020 *planning techniques/ 71
021 *research design/ 833
022 methods/ 3274
023 *patient selection/ 237
024 *sample size/ 15
025 *eligibility determination/ 67
026 *selection bias/ 62
027 *patient participation/ 557
028 *patient education/ 2441
029 *patient satisfaction/ 1062
030 *informed consent/ 1075
031 *refusal to treat/ 200
032 *treatment refusal/ 493
033 *patient compliance// 1064
034 *patient dropouts/ 174
035 *physician’s role/ 1628
036 exp *professional-patient relations/ 3525
037 *patient acceptance of health care/ 809
038 *meta-analysis/ 283
039 *data collection/ 497
040 *research support/ 931
041 *health care reform/ 3127
042 *insurance, liability/ 155
043 *quality assurance health care 2513
044 *quality control/ 162
045 *health services research/ 758
046 *bias (epidemiology)/ 222
047 *publication bias/ 33
048 *ethics committees/ 231
049 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 

or 26 or 27 or 28 or 29 or 30 or 31 or 
32 or 33 or 34 or 35 or 36 or 37 or 38 
or 39 or 40 or 41 or 42 or 43 or 44 or 
45 or 46 or 47 or 48 22,384

050 49 and 18 2407
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Set Search Results

051 (gcp? or good clinical practice$).ti,ab. 107
052 ((difficult$ or problem$ or obstacle$ 

or issue$) adj3 (trial$ or stud$ or 
research$ or random$)).ti. 365

053 ((difficult$ or problem$ or obstacle$ or 
issue$) adj3 (protocol$)).ti,ab. 118

054 ((difficult$ or problem$ or obstacle$ or 
issue$) adj3 (design$)).ti,ab. 469

055 ((difficult$ or problem$ or obstacle$ or 
issue$or lack$) adj5 (funding or funds 
or fund)).ti,ab. 136

056 ((difficult$ or problem$ or obstacle$ or 
issue$) adj5 (accru$ or recruit$ or enrol$ 
or participa$)).ti,ab. 433

057 ((difficult$ or problem$ or obstacle$ or 
issue$) adj5 (informed consent$)).ti,ab. 70

058 ((difficult$ or problem$ or obstacle$ or 
issue$ or flaw$) adj5 (methodolog$)).ti,ab. 1369

059 ((difficult$ or problem$ or obstacle$ or 
issue$) adj5 (bias$)).ti,ab. 189

060 ((difficult$ or problem$ or obstacle$ or 
issue$) adj2 (conduct$)).ti,ab. 268

061 ((difficult$ or problem$ or obstacle$ or 
issue$ or refus$) adj3 (random$)).ti,ab. 200

062 ((treat$ adj3 prefer adj5 (random$ or 
alloc$ or assign$ or arm or active)).ti,ab. 7

063 ((difficult$ or problem$ or obstacle$ or 
issue$) adj5 (blind$)).ti,ab. 116

064 ((difficult$ or problem$ or obstacle$ or 
issue$ or inappropriat$ or inadequat$) adj3 
(tim?scale$ or timing or time?frame)).ti,ab.) 71

065 (quality adj3 (trial$ or stud$ or result$ 
or method$ or science or research$) adj3 
(poor or bad or low or problem$)).ti,ab. 95

066 intent$ to treat$ analys$.ti,ab. 151
067 ((research$ or stud$ or trial$) adj5 

(nhs$ or national health service$)).ti,ab. 108
068 ((reform$ or new$ or change$) adj5 

(nhs$ or national health service$)).ti,ab. 242
069 51 or 52 or 53 or 54 or 55 or 56 or 57 or 

58 or 59 or 60 or 61 or 62 or 63 or 64 or 
65 or 66 or 67 or 68 3818

070 (protocol$ adj3 (trial$ or stud$ or 
research$ or random$)).ti. 117

071 (design$ adj3 (trial$ or stud$ or research$ 
or random$)).ti. 448

072 ((funding or funds or fund) adj3 (trial$ 
or stud$ or research$ or random$)).ti. 121

073 ((accru$ or recruit$ or enrol$ or 
participa$) adj3 (trial$ or stud$ or 
research$ or random$)).ti. 229

074 (consent$ adj3 (trial$ or stud$ or 
research$ or random$)).ti. 81

075 (methodolog$ adj3 (trial$ or stud$ or 
research$ or random$)).ti. 275



TABLE 30 contd  Ovid MEDLINE search for 1992–April 1996 (dated 24 April 1996)

Set Search Results

continued
076 (conduct$ adj3 (trial$ or stud$ or 

research$ or random$)).ti. 198
077 (randomi#ation$ adj3 (trial$ or stud$ 

or research$ or random$)).ti. 22
078 (committee$ adj3 (trial$ or stud$ or 

research$ or random$)).ti. 337
079 (quality adj3 (issue$ or trial$ or stud$ 

or research$ or random$)).ti. 368
080 ((complian$ or comply) adj3 (trial$ or 

stud$ or research$ or random$)).ti. 42
081 (bias$ adj3 (report$ or publication$ or select$ 

or trial$ or stud$ or research$ or random$)).ti. 62
082 (sample size$ adj3 (trial$ or stud$ or 

research$ or random$)).ti. 38
083 (statistic$ adj3 (trial$ or stud$ or 

research$ or random$)).ti. 164
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Set Search Results

084 ((indemni$ or insur$ or liab$) adj3 (trial$ 
or stud$ or research$ or random$)).ti. 17

085 (blinding$ adj3 (trial$ or stud$ or research$ 
or random$)).ti. 365

086 ((terminat$ or stop$ or discontin$ or halt$) 
adj3 (trial$ or stud$ or research$ or 
random$)).ti. 49

087 ((drop?out$ or withdraw$) adj3 (patient$ 
or trial$ or stud$ or research$ or 
random$)).ti. 177

088 70 or 71 or 72 or 73 or 74 or 75 or 76 or 
77 or 78 or 79 or 80 or 81 or 82 or 83 or 
84 or 85 or 86 or 87 2867

089 (69 or 88) and 18 6341
090 50 or 89 7747

TABLE 31  BIDS EMBASE search for 1986–April 1996

Set Hits

1 805,794 (clinical trial)@EX,(controlled study)@EX,(medical research)@EX,(clinical study)@KW,
(randomization)@KW,(questionnaire)@KW,(survey*)@TI

2 45 ((method*+compar*)+(trial*,research*,random*))@TI
+((clinical trial)@EX,(controlled study)@EX,(medical research)@EX,(clinical study)@KW,
(randomization)@KW,(questionnaire)@KW, (survey*)@TI

3 97 (informed consent)@KW+(((trial*,research*))@TI)+((consent*,compar*)@TI)
+((clinical trial)@EX,( controlled study)@EX,(medical research)@EX,(clinicalstudy)@KW,
(randomization)@KW,(questionnaire)@KW,(survey*)@TI)

4 4 (randomized consent*)@(TI,AB,KWDS)

5 241 ((recruit*,enrol*,accru*,participa*)@TI)+(( (trial*,research*))@TI)

6 233 (patient selection)@KW+(((trial*,research*))@TI)
+((clinical trial)@EX, (controlled study)@EX,(medical research)@EX, (clinical study)@KW,
(randomization)@KW,(questionnaire)@KW,(survey*)@TI)

7 72 (patient education)@KW+(((trial*,research*))@TI)
+((clinical trial)@EX, (controlled study)@EX,(medical research)@EX, (clinical study)@KW,
(randomization)@KW,(questionnaire)@KW,(survey*)@TI)

8 58 (patient attitude)@KW+(((trial*,research*))@TI)
+((clinical trial)@EX,(controlled study)@EX,(medical research)@EX,(clinical study)@KW,
(randomization)@KW, (questionnaire)@KW,(survey*)@TI)

9 64 (physician attitude)@KW+(((study,studies,trial*,research*))@TI)
+((clinical trial)@EX ,(controlled study)@EX,(medical research)@EX ,(clinical study)@KW,
(randomization)@KW,(questionnaire)@KW,(survey*)@TI)

10 66 (doctor patient relation)@KW+(((trial*, research*))@TI)
+((clinical trial)@EX,(controlled study)@EX,(medical research)@EX,(clinical study)@KW,
(randomization)@KW,(questionnaire)@KW,(survey*)@TI)

11 55 (patient compliance)@KW+(((study,studies,trial*,research*))@TI)+(compar*)@TI
+((clinical trial)@EX ,(controlled study)@EX,(medical research)@EX ,(clinical study)@KW,
(randomization)@KW,(questionnaire)@KW,(survey*)@TI)

12 15 (dropout*)@TI+(((study,studies,trial*,research*))@TI)

13 10 (blinding*)@TI+(((study,studies,trial*,research*))@TI)

863 TOTAL
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TABLE 32  CINAHL search for 1986–April 1996

Set Search Results Set Search Results

1 exp clinical trials/ 1571
2 exp random sample/ 1443
3 comparative studies/ 3486
4 placebos/ 98
5 (clin$ adj3 trial$).tw. 607
6 surveys/ 7705
7 questionnaires/ 5465
8 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 17,498
9 consent/ 1084
10 “consent(research)”/ 128
11 informed consent.ti. 269
12 9 or 10 or 11 1214
13 12 and 8 119
14 patient selection/ 492
15 14 and 8 43
16 (trial$ or research$ or random$).ti. 7410
17 (problem$ or obstacle$ or difficult$ 

or barrier$).ti. 7786
18 selection bias/ 9
19 “bias (research)”/ 76
20 18 or 19 85
21 20 and 16 18
22 sample size 118
23 22 and 16 30
24 (recruit$ or enrol$ or accru$ or 

participa$).ti. 1279
25 24 and 16 70
26 consumer participation/ 589
27 26 and 8 54
28 patient satisfaction/ 1025
29 28 and 16 28
30 patient attitudes/ 630
31 30 and 16 23
32 patient compliance/ 1391
33 (comply or complian$).ti. 541

34 32 or 33 1551
35 34 and 16 60
36 research dropouts/ 24
37 36 and (16 or 8) 18
38 drop?out$.tw. 44
39 38 and 16 5
40 exp professional-patient relations/ 4841
41 40 and 16 76
42 exp research methodology/ 33,165
43 42 and 13 106
44 methodolog$.ti. 358
45 44 and 16 and 17 30
46 (compar$ and method$ and (trial$ 

or research$)).ti. 5
47 “conflict of interest”/ 53
48 47 and 16 6
49 ethics committees/ 172
50 ethic$ committee$.tw. 114
51 49 or 50 201
52 51 and (8 or 16) 33
53 (gcp$ or good clinical practice or 

guideline$).tw. 3021
54 53 and 16 130
55 indemni$.tw. 15
56 (conduct$ and trial$).ti. 8
57 (trial$ or medical research or random$ 

or phase$).ti. 1092
58 57 and 17 29
59 or 13,15,21,23,25,27,29,31,35,37,39,41,

43,45-46,48,52,54-56,58 735
60 limit 59 to (yr=1986 or yr=1987 or 

yr=1988 or yr=1989 or yr=1990 or 
yr=1991 or yr=1992 or yr=1993 or 
yr=1994 or yr=1995 or yr=1996) 705
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Recording form

Title ..................................................................................................................................................

Author/s ..................................................................................................................................................

Journal ..................................................................................................................................................

Reviewed by ..................................................................................................................................................

Key article 

Subject area

Orthopaedics Cancer

Stroke General

Perinatal Other

(specify) .................................................

Setting

General practice   Hospital   Community   Unclear   N/A   

Methodology Article type

Comparison of trial design Article

Other evaluation of trial design Abstract

Meta-analysis Editorial

Systematic review Comment

Review Commentary

Survey Letter

Case study News

Primary research

Education paper

Relevant Guidelines/ Problems Methodological New design of analysis Other
issues/factors recommendations in specialised area

Design Analysis Costing Other Clinician Patient Reporting Conduct
obstacles participation participation
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Type of intervention

Drug intervention Therapy Surgery

Complex interventions Other N/A

Country .............................................

Report Bibliography

Generalisable Not generalisable Unsure

Keywords:

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

Other keywords/notes:
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Keywords for coding

TABLE 33  Keyword definitions

Index word Description

Accessibility to trial centre, hospital, etc
Administration administration of trial
AIDS trials in the fields HIV/AIDS
Ambition insufficient ambition on behalf of clinicians
Attitude attitude of investigator to trial
Awareness lack of patient awareness of balance of risk (of being in a trial)

Biased losses biased losses to follow-up
Bibliography article may only be useful as bibliographic reference
Blinding

Characteristics patient characteristics, e.g. demographics
Compliance patient compliance in trial
Confidence interval failure failure to report confidence intervals
Context failure failure to put research in the context of other research

Data management e.g. data collection, entry
Description failure failure to describe procedures e.g. randomisation, blinding
Double standards in consent procedures inside and outside a trial
Drop-outs drop-outs from trials
Duplication unnecessary duplication, inadequate prior review of previous research

Economics relates to economic analysis alongside trials
Eligibility criteria too restrictive criteria leading to poor generalisability
Emergency medicine trials in emergency situations, e.g. resuscitation research
Empirical contains empirical evidence (primarily used for letters)
Ethics ethics of trials
Ethics committees the role of ethics committees in trials
Experience experience of clinicians and nurses in conducting trials

Failure to complete failure to complete trial
Failure to stop failure to stop a trial that is no longer useful or necessary
Follow-up follow up of patients
Form design design of informed consent form/ease of comprehension
Fraud fraudulent activities, e.g. falsifying patient data
Funding issues related to the funding of trials

Generalisable is article generalisable to other countries/settings?

Health services research non-therapeutic trials, e.g. counselling services

Impact impact of trials on practice, clinician’s behaviour, etc.
Inappropriate comparison inappropriate comparison groups
Inappropriate conclusions inappropriate conclusions for data presented
Inappropriate end-points 
Inappropriate outcomes inappropriate outcome measures
Inappropriate tests inappropriate statistical tests
Indemnity 
Info presentation the way information about trials is presented to patients
Informed consent
Interference outside interference in trials, e.g. from drug companies
Interim analyses poorly conducted or inappropriate interim analyses
Investigation costs investigative costs of trials
ITT analysis intention-to-treat analysis

Language issues related to other than English language trials
Legal medico-legal problems
Link indicates a useful piece of information in article
Location of trial centre, hospital, etc.

continued
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TABLE 33 contd  Keyword definitions

Index word Description

Mega-trial
Meta-analysis issues relating to meta-analyses
Minorities trial participation of women, non-white patients, minors, etc.
Monitoring specifically the monitoring of the trial by DMC
Motivation motivation of patients in participating, e.g. altruism
Multiple analysis same endpoint
Multiple comparisons 
Multiple end-points
Multiple publication multiple publication of trial

NHS change impact of NHS reforms
Not generalisable article is not generalisable, typically outside USA
Nursing nursing involvement in trials

Organisation of trials
Outcome assessment poor assessment of outcome
Over-elaborate of trial design

Patient relations impact of trial on doctor/nurse–patient relationship
Phase I Phase I trial of drug
Phase II Phase II trial of drug 
Phase III Phase III trial of drug 
Phase IV Phase IV trial of drug 
Placebo
Preferences preferences of doctor or patient for a particular treatment
Preparation inadequate piloting, lack of preparation for trial
Pressure pressure from, for example, drug companies, consumer groups, activists to conduct trials
Prevention trial article describes prevention trial
Protocol issues/problems related to trial protocol
Publication bias

QoL quality of life – all areas
Quality quality of trial
Quality assessment tool tool or method for assessing the quality of trials
Quality assurance procedures to ensure/maintain quality during conduct of trial

Randomisation
Recruitment issues related to patient recruitment
Recruitment cost cost of recruiting subjects
References article contains useful references for follow-up
Regulation regulation of trials
Report article should be included in final report (only suggestion)
Resources resources required for trial/impact of trial on existing resources
Result generalisability whether trial results are generalisable to wider population
Rewards rewards (financial, recognition) related to trial participation (doctor and patient)
Rigid design too rigid trial design
Run-in run-in period of trial – general

Sample size
Selection bias
Service costs
Significance level inappropriate choice of significance level
Stopping rules rules employed to guide decision to halt trial
Subgroup analyses inappropriate (or over-emphasis on) subgroup analysis

Technology role of technology in trials
Time pressures of time for clinicians
Timescale inadequate timescale for trial
Treatment treatment costs of trial
Trial type specifically addresses trial type/design

Uncertainty patient unwillingness or inability to cope with uncertainty

Wash-out use of a wash-out period
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Introduction
Data were examined from the registers of trials
held by the Cochrane Collaboration Stroke 
Group,1 and from two systematic reviews,2,3 carried
out by members of the Cochrane Collaboration
Musculo-skeletal Group, to establish the reasons 
for exclusion of trials from systematic reviews, 
and the extent to which researchers have focused
on clinically relevant outcomes.

Reasons for exclusion of trials
from systematic reviews
The 128 trials initially considered eligible in 
21 completed reviews of the management of 
acute stroke completed by the Cochrane Stroke
Group and the 104 trials which met the inclusion
criteria in a review of hormone replacement
therapy in the prevention and treatment of
osteoporosis were examined. The reasons for
exclusion of the trials which met the initial
inclusion criteria are listed in Table 34. Only 
58% of identified trials were included in stroke
reviews and only 32% in the hormone 
replacement therapy review.

Surrogate outcomes
“For phase three trials, the primary end-point
should be a clinical event relevant to the patient,
that is, the event of which the patient is aware 
and wants to avoid”.4 However, the use of inter-
mediate or surrogate end-points has been
widespread, because they are likely to reduce 
the duration and cost of trials and provide 
quicker academic reward for trialists. 

There is mounting evidence, recently reviewed 
by Fleming and DeMets,4 that in a number of 
fields, including cardiology, cancer research, 
AIDS and osteoporosis, trials using biologically
plausible intermediate measurements as end-
points have given results interpreted as bene-
ficial but which have not been confirmed in 
long-term studies of clinically important out-
comes. New technologies which measure such
surrogate end-points may be enthusiastically 
taken up by the research community – the
measurement of bone mineral density is an
example. For some time thereafter, great 
emphasis may be placed on its value as a 
surrogate that is assumed to predict the 
outcome of clinical interest.5

Appendix 2

Summary data from two Cochrane 
Collaboration trial registers

TABLE 34  Reasons for exclusion of trials from systematic reviews

Reason for exclusion Management of Hormone replacement 
acute stoke therapy for osteoporosis/

fracture prevention

Satisfied initial inclusion criteria 128 104

Classified as non-randomised during quality assessment 12 23

Additional information sought: no response 1 8

No extractable data 6

Results reported elsewhere 18

Only active treatment comparisons used 15

Absence of appropriate participants, interventions or outcomes 13 1

Large loss to follow-up (ascertainment bias) 3

Confounding by other treatment factor 24

Too small to be useful 1

Studies included 74 33
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Two reviews completed by members of the
Cochrane Musculo-skeletal Group and 21 by 
the Cochrane Stroke Group were examined to
assess whether the trials had measured clinically
important outcomes. In each review, the 
reviewers had excluded (see Table 34):

• studies which were classified as non-randomised
during quality assessment

• studies in which although necessary additional
information had been sought from the trialist, 
it was not provided

• studies without extractable data for any outcome
• studies reporting data duplicated in 

included studies
• studies with only active treatment comparisons.

The two reviews by the Cochrane Musculo-skeletal
Group explored the possibilities for prevention of
fractures in the elderly by the administration of
hormone replacement therapy to postmenopausal
women, and by the administration of vitamin D 
or a Vitamin D analogue. The outcome of clinical
interest was a fracture event of which the individual
patient was aware (Category A) or a radiologically
identified vertebral fracture (Category B); the
intermediate outcome was bone mass (measured 
as bone mineral density or bone mineral con-
centration by a variety of methods). The distri-
bution of trials between those recording clinically
important outcomes and those recording inter-
mediate outcomes only is shown in Table 35. 
Only one hormone replacement therapy trial
reported outcomes of clinical importance. For
vitamin D and its analogues, clinical outcomes 
were more frequently recorded. Most studies of
hormone replacement therapy were carried out 
in women in the early postmenopausal period, in
whom clinical fracture events would be infrequent

in the short and medium term. In contrast, the
majority of participants in the vitamin D studies
were elderly and at higher risk of sustaining a
fracture during a feasible study period.

In the stroke reviews, the outcomes of clinical
interest were death and a measure of disability in
survivors. In the 74 trials included in acute stroke
reviews, all reported death rates but only 43 (58%)
reported any measure of disability.

The data from these systematic reviews confirm 
the widespread use of surrogate outcome measures.
Anxieties have been expressed about the predictive
value of such intermediate outcomes.4
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TABLE 35  Trials included in reviews: clinically relevant and intermediate outcomes

Theme RCTs Clinically important Intermediate and Intermediate 
identified outcomes alone clinically important outcomes alone 

(participants) outcomes (participants)
(participants)

Hormone replacement 33 None A  0 (0) 32 (1390)
therapy in osteoporosis/ (to end 1993) B  1 (70)
fracture prevention

Vitamin D analogues in 25 A  2 (176) A  4 (6020) 8 (2144)
fracture prevention in (to end 1995)* B  3 (239) (Intermediate 576)
the elderly B  8 (360)

* 14 trials met the inclusion criteria for the review
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